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Foreword

The Third International Conference on Advanced Geographic Information Systems, Applications,
and Services [GEOProcessing 2011], held between February 23-28, 2011 in Gosier, Guadeloupe, France,
brought together researchers from the academia and practitioners from the industry in order to address
fundamentals of advances in geographic information systems and the new applications related to them
using the Web Services. Such systems can be used for assessment, modeling and prognosis of
emergencies. As an example, they can be used for assessment of accidents from chemical pollution by
considering hazardous chemical zones dimensions represented on a computer map of the region's
territory.

Geographical sensors and satellites provide a huge volume of spatial data which is available on
the Web. Making use of Web Services, the users are able for provisioning and using these services
instead of only for document searching. These services are published in a directory and may be
automatically discovered in a given context by software agents. Accessing large digital geographical
libraries with geo-spatial information raises some challenges with respect to data semantics, interfaces,
data accuracy and updates, distributed processing, as well as with discovery, indexing and integration of
geographical information systems; this raise the issue of distributed catalogs forming a federation of
spatial databases. Some spatial data infrastructures use service-oriented architecture for accessing
these large databases via Web Services.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the GEOProcessing 2011
Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and
high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also
kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to
GEOProcessing 2011. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program
consisted of top quality contributions.

Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the GEOProcessing 2011 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a
success.

We hope that GEOProcessing 2011 was a successful international forum for the exchange of
ideas and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the areas of
geographic information systems, applications and services.

We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
We also hope the attendees enjoyed the beautiful surroundings of Gosier, Guadeloupe, France.
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Integrating Spatial Information into JSF Java EE Web Applications with GeoJSF

Thorsten Kisner, Helge Hemmer and Klaus Jacobi
AHT GROUP AG

Management & Engineering
Essen, Germany

Email: {t.kisner,h.hemmer,jacobi}@aht-group.com

Abstract—In recent years an increasing acceptance of geo-
graphical information systems (GIS) to be used by clients
in their web browsers and therefore a high demand for
such WebGIS systems is observable. The processing and
visualization of spatially referenced data became more and
more important, even in fields of applications that are not
traditional GIS domains like earth observation or remote
sensing. Management information systems (MIS) or social
networks among others have also evolved requirements for
GIS features. For implementing enterprise architectures, many
powerful frameworks and (Open Source) products are available
on the market; considering the Java programming language in
its enterprise edition (JavaEE) for example, several compliant
application servers can be used, along different solutions to
share geospatial data and many ways to work with these
data in the clients web browser. Being in this concrete scope
of developing a Java EE software with a presentation layer
implemented in Java Server Faces (JSF), which is part of the
Java EE standard specification, one quickly realizes the lack of
a comprehensive integration of GIS functionality into JSF. In
this paper, we propose a framework to develop web applications
with geospatial elements by an own implementation of a
component library for JSF technology, enabling the developer
to enrich his application with powerful GIS features at ease.

Keywords-WebGIS; WMS; WFS; JSF; JavaEE; integration;
component library; spatial data

I. INTRODUCTION

Compared to traditional desktop geographical information
systems (GIS), a web based GIS based Open Source tools
has several advantages. WebGIS solutions have a much
broader accessing scope, the system can be accessed without
the need of software installations, maintenance and licensing
on the client side. Client software is (mostly) independent
from platform and architecture, only a modern1 web browser
is required to access the information. Commercial GIS pro-
ducts with licensing costs and annual maintenance fees like
ArcIMS offer state of the art technology with a rich variety
of features, even if only a limited number of functionalities
is used. If existing applications should be extended only
with standard GIS functionalities or just a simple map,
commercial GIS suites might be an oversized solution.

Either way – out-of-the-box solutions always require
individual customizing. In both cases, using commercial or

1With activated JavaScript or ActiveX.

open source based software with free available libraries and
products, detailed programming skills are required.

In the developing domain of JavaEE applications with
JSF for it’s presentation layer, developers are used to in-
clude existing (component) libraries into their applications
to add the required features. For WebGIS applications, a
JSF component library offering a seamless integration with
features of user interaction would be highly appreciated.
Such a framework is presented in this paper.

The remainder of this paper discusses the related work
and positions the proposed approach (Section II). Section III
introduces the Java Server Faces framework in which domain
our proposal is implemented followed by a discussion of
required GIS standards in Section IV. The implementation
itself is discussed from a technical point of view in Section
V. Section VI presents results and ends with an overview
on future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In many software domains, classic desktop application are
replaced by rich internet applications (RIA). These products
are running on a server and are accessed by clients through
their Internet browser, giving them nearly the same user
experience than in a desktop system. The same applies
to geographical information systems (GIS). When common
users of todays information systems come across the key-
word “geographical information”, most associate this with
Google Maps, a web based GIS launched by Google in 2006.
It is an obvious thought, because simple GIS features in web
sites are often realized through Google Maps.

Even more complex information systems are build on top
Google Maps as a viewer for geo-spatial data. In [1], it is
used, besides other technologies, to show water resources
on a map. Data is processed inside the application and
visualized using a KML (Keyhole Markup Language) file
through the Google Maps API. In other scenarios, infor-
mation systems need to use their own maps and advanced
features which Google Maps does not offer. Especially when
it comes to infrastructure provision, there are often higher
requirements to the GIS functionality.

Therefore, a lot of work was done to implement custom

1
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WMS/WFS2 clients. For example, a system to monitor and
plan pipelines of a urban drainage network is described in
[2]. The GIS component of their project is realized through
a Java Applet that is included on a web page.

Meeting the requirements of nowadays software projects,
recent developments are more and more integrating AJAX
(Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) features to the GIS
functionality. Whereas [3] is combining Google Maps with
extra information from Geo Web Services, a “Geo Stack”
of several tools with a front-end utilizing the OpenLayers
library was built up in [4]. The capabilities of OpenLayers
are inspected in [5], pointing out that it can replace a
classical desktop GIS client.

Geographical data processing is likely being only one
component of a comprehensive information system, there-
fore it is needed to be integrated in larger infrastructures.
One approach is a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA),
like it is done in [6]. The implementation presented there is
accessing WMS/WFS servers through XML Web Services.
Respectively in [7], where JavaEE patterns are used to
develop a system with an Enterprise Service Bus. A SOA
environment in conjunction with a service to offer Styled
Layer Definition files for OpenLayers is presented in [8]. A
SOA style service bus is presented in [9] for sensor data in
an application of Tsunami warning.

Besides these approaches to integrate applications as parts
in a wide infrastructure, [10] concentrates on the joining
of spatial data of different sources in one map using open
source software like OpenLayers and Mapserver.

Another kind of integration is proposed by [11] using
the commercial JSF Application Development Framework
(ADF) by ESRI to create WebMap applications inside web
front-ends. The same client is also used in many other web
GIS like NASAs Apollo Analysts Notebook [12]. Besides
OpenLayers and the ESRI product, there are other options
like MapXTreme, which is inspected in [13].

The approach presented in this paper is extending the
ideas of geo-faces3 and ol4jsf 4, both projects providing a
JSF component to integrate the OpenLayers client into a
JavaEE web application. Like geo-faces, our component li-
brary GeoJSF uses the RichFaces Component Development
Kit (CDK) – a toolkit to simplify the implementation of
custom JSF components.

Whereas geo-faces and ol4jsf are basically offering a
JSF tag to initialize an OpenLayers instance, GeoJSF is
extending this approach with an integration framework and
offers AJAX based interactions between the JavaScript client
running on the client side and the JavaEE system on the
server side with the additional integration of Enterprise Java
Beans (EJB).

2WMS and WFS is discussed in Section IV.
3http://code.google.com/p/geo-faces
4https://ol4jsf.dev.java.net

Other proposals like [14], which is trying to find a
universal information representation for geographical data,
are a good option when having a heterogenous application
environment. A novel approach to query spatial data is pre-
sented in [15], but concluding that object-relational mapping
is the method of choice in typical JavaEE systems.

For other technologies not residing in the JavaEE frame-
work, [16] presents novel ideas for implementing a web
based application with techniques like Scalable Vector
Graphics (SVG), whereas [17] presents an overview to build
up a geo portal using Open Source technology.

III. JAVA SERVER FACES

Java Server Faces (JSF) is a server-side framework to
develop the web enabled presentation layer of an enterprise
application. Developers can use predefined and reusable
component libraries (like the one we describe in our paper),
link component elements to data sources managed by the
server and connect client-side events to a server-side event
handler.

The reference implementation for JSF is included in the
Java Specification Request 127 [18] and includes simple
GUI elements like links, buttons or input fields which have
direct equivalents to tags of the HTML specification.

The components included in the reference implementa-
tion are sufficient to create web applications, but the web
interface will only appear in an old fashioned style like
web sites in the 90’s. Modern web sites or rich internet
applications require high interactivity and have to satisfy
graphical layouts (“Web 2.0”). There are many sophisticated
components libraries available like ICEfaces from ICEsoft,
RichFaces from Red Hat or Trinidad from the Apache
Software Foundation which fulfill these s requirements.

A. JSF Architecture
The component framework is a Model-View-Controller

(MVC) architecture shown in Figure 1.
The Controller is responsible for the navigation and user

interaction and is implemented in the FacesServlet.
Developers can define navigation rules and assign event
handlers to different components.

Mobile 

Browser

FacesServlet
Desktop 

Browser

HTML Render 

Kit

Backend 

code

Managed 

Beans

ControllerViewModel

Figure 1. MVC architecture with JSF

The Model is represented by “Managed Beans” and is
the Java part of JSF. Managed Beans are invoked by View
components and are implemented in a POJO5 concept. The

5Plain Old Java Object

2
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Apply Request 

Values

Process 

Validation

Update Model 

Values

Client / 

Browser

Restore View
Render 

Response

Invoke 

Application

JSF Servlet

Figure 2. Life Cycle of a JSF application (short-circuited by errors)

View components itself are provided the by components
libraries.

B. JSF Life Cycle

The different phases of a JSF request/response turn are
outlined in Figure 2.

The state of the component tree is restored from the
previous request in the Restore View phase, in the next phase
Apply Request Values all new values are applied to the corre-
sponding components. Before the model values are updated,
validations and converters are invoked in phase three. After
updating model values, the phase Invoke Application will be
entered and after processing of all events, the response is
rendered and sent back to the client.

There are shortcuts available from the first phases to
Render Response. They are called if no query data are
available or errors in the validation or conversion phase
occur.

C. Implementation of components

A JSF component is a set of Java classes and XML
configuration files. To develop a component, the followings
steps are required and undertaken in our component library:

1) Implementation of a Java class which extends the basic
component classes of JSF.

2) Implementation of a renderer class for the default ren-
der kit of the reference implementation which creates
the output of the specific class.

3) Implementation of a class which describe the tags for
the JSP6 class.

4) Definition of the Tag Library Definition (TLD) file.
This file describes all available tags with their required
or optional attributes and allowed types.

5) The renderer of each component is defined in the
JSF Configuration file. For each component the family

6Java Server Pages

(defined in the JSF standard), a Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI) for the component and the actual
renderer class defined above must be specified.

All elements, the three individual Java classes per element
and both configuration files, will be provided by our JSF
library as a JAR archive which directly can be used by web
application developers. The archive must be available in the
class path of the servlet container and the library must be
declared in the head of the JSF file like shown in Listing 1.

Listing 1. Usage of GeoJSF
<?xml v e r s i o n = ” 1 . 0 ” e n c o d i n g =” u t f−8” ?>
<j s p : r o o t v e r s i o n = ” 2 . 1 ”

xmlns : h tml =” h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 1 9 9 9 / xhtml ”
xmlns : j s p =” h t t p : / / j a v a . sun . com / JSP / Page ”
xmlns : f =” h t t p : / / j a v a . sun . com / j s f / c o r e ”
xmlns : h=” h t t p : / / j a v a . sun . com / j s f / h tml ”
xmlns : a 4 j =” h t t p : / / r i c h f a c e s . o rg / a 4 j ”
xmlns : r i c h =” h t t p : / / r i c h f a c e s . o rg / r i c h ”
xmlns : g e o j s f =” h t t p : / / g e o j s f ”>

<j s p : o u t p u t doc type−r o o t−e l e m e n t =” html ”
doc type−p u b l i c =”−//W3C / / DTD XHTML 1 . 1 / / EN”
doc type−sys tem =

” h t t p : / / www. w3c . o rg / TR / xhtml11 /DTD/ xhtml11 . d t d ” />
<j s p : d i r e c t i v e . page c o n t e n t T y p e =” t e x t / h tml ; c h a r s e t = u t f−8”

l a n g u a g e =” j a v a ” />
<html>

<j s p : d i r e c t i v e . i n c l u d e f i l e = ” . . / i n c l u d e / head . j s p x ”/>
<body><f : view><div><r i c h : l a y o u t>
<r i c h : l a y o u t P a n e l p o s i t i o n =” t o p”><h : form><r i c h : pane l>

<g e o j s f : map i d =” olMap ” serv iceName =”LCBC”
overviewMapDiv =” dOverview ”
wid th =”500” h e i g h t =”400”
serviceURL =”#{MapsBean . o l . wmsLayer . v a l u e . u r l }”
l a y e r O p t i o n s =”#{MapsBean . o l . wmsLayer . v a l u e . params}”
c e n t e r X =”#{MapsBean . o l . view . x}”
c e n t e r Y =”#{MapsBean . o l . view . y}”
zoomLevel =”#{MapsBean . o l . view . zoom}”>

</ g e o j s f : map>
</ r i c h : pane l ></h : form></ r i c h : l a y o u t P a n e l>
</ r i c h : l a y o u t ></d iv ></f : view></body>

</html>
</ j s p : r o o t>

The map is included with the <geojsf:map/> tag
and most of the attributes are bound to the managed bean
MapsBean with the JSF Expression Language.

D. JSF Expression Language

JSF-EL is similar (but not compatible) with JSP-EL and is
processed in the Update Model Values and Render Response
phases (see Figure 2). The navigation to object properties
is analogue to the XML Path Language (XPath) and is
embedded in the syntax #{...}. The expression itself can
be object-value bindings, arithmetic or logical expressions
and method bindings.

IV. GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

A geographic information system (GIS) (aka geospatial
information system) is a system that captures, stores, ana-
lyzes, manages, and presents data that are linked to location.

The most important standards in this area are the ISO
series 191xx7 and publications from the Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC) [19].

7ISO 19107, 19109, 19111, 19115, 19136

3
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The OGC has developed different specifications for data
exchange, including the Web Map Service (WMS) to encode
maps as images, the Web Feature Service (WFS) for working
with data referenced by geographic objects or vector data,
the Web Coverage Service (WCS) for continuous data, live
access to observations from sensors with the Sensor Collec-
tion Service (SCS) and the Geographic Markup Language
(GML) to encode geographic objects and linked data for
transport in XML data.

Due to the relevance of WMS and WFS to GeoJSF these
standards are discussed in detail in the following sections.

A. Web Map Service

Being a special case of a Webservice, a Web Map Service
(WMS) is an interface specification published by the OGC
[20] to request and serve map images in the internet. An
OGC compliant WMS uses Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) for transport and has to implement three function-
alities.

A client can ask with GetCapabilities for general
properties of the server like available output formats8 or
available layers for a specific map. The response is send
to the client in a XML document.

The concrete map images of a spatial referenced map are
requested with a GetMap query. The query can include
optional parameters like the geospatial reference system,
image size, map section or output format. A map image can
directly requested by any web browser (wiht plain HTML),
but intermediate clients (e.g. JavaScript) offer possibilities
to change layers, zoom or move the map.

The optional GetFeatureInfo answers queries to spe-
cific coordinates or selected areas (with an optional search
radius) in the actual map section. The response contains
thematic information of the map (layer). The response can
be offered in XML or formatted in HTML.

B. Web Feature Service

The Web Feature Service (WFS) [21] defined by OGC
specifies an interface to access spatial data on distributed
GIS systems. Other than the WMS, only access to vector
data is possible.

OGC compliant WFS server support six functionalities,
use HTTP for transport and encode the response with the
XML based Geography Markup Language (GML).

The GetCapabilities response contains information
on available feature types and supported operations. De-
scribeFeatureType provides detailed information on
the structure of a feature type.

The spatial referenced data itself are requested by Get-
Feature, the response object can be filtered with given
feature types or spatial dependencies. The GML encoded

8Raster images or vector formats like Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)
and Web Computer Graphics Metafile (WebCGM).

response object can be used to create a XLink9 query to
access further elements with GetGmlObject.

Write access to the provided data is provided with
Transaction, this supports a revertable transaction to
create, modify and delete objects. The LockFeature
operation during a transaction prevents a concurrent write
access to the specified object by other instances.

V. THE JSF COMPONENT LIBRARY GEOJSF

A. Architecture

In our scenario we are dealing with a distributed service
architecture and different domains of information processing
like shown in figure 3.

Presentation 

Layer

Integration

Layer

Service

Layer

Browser

JavaScript

AJAX

Spatial 

Database

WMSWFS

Object 

Database
Java EE

GeoJSF

JSF

Figure 3. Layered architecture and components

• Browser (Java Script): The client side logic is located
in JavaScript code running in a web browser. JavaScript
is responsible for the client side event handling and the
execution of server side commands. Data is transferred
between client and server by JavaScript functions uti-
lizing the AJAX framework. This allows partial page
rendering and a high response time of the application.

• Java EE Application Server: The Enterprise Java Bean
(EJB) specification is extended by spatial data types
using HibernateSpatial. With this extension objects can
be directly modelled on the EJB side with spatial
characteristics like points, polygons or multi-polygons.

Listing 2. EJB annotation for spatial data types
@Column ( name=” the geom ” )
@Type ( t y p e =” org . h i b e r n a t e s p a t i a l . GeometryUserType ” )
p r i v a t e P o i n t geomet ry ;

The presentation layer (graphical user interface) is
implemented with JSF technology.

• WMF/WFS Server: We use GeoServer10, an Open
Source server written in Java, which is the reference
implementation of the Open Geospatial Consortium
WFS, WMS and WCS specification. Since the required
protocols WFS and WMS are standardized, every OGC

9The XML Linking Language (XLink) is used to create internal and
external links within XML documents.

10http://www.geoserver.org
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compliant server like the UMN MapServer11 or De-
gree12 can be used.

• Spatial Database: As a spatial database PostgreSQL
in conjunction with PostGIS, an open source addition
to PostgreSQL to make the database capable of using
geographic objects, is used. In 2006, PostGIS was
certified as a compliant “Simple Features for SQL”
database by the Open Geospatial Consortium.
The geographic objects represented by HibernateSpa-
tial are stored in the Well-Known Text (WKT) format.
Compared to the standard PostgreSQL database engine
additional geometric functions (like spatial joins, inter-
sections etc.) are added to the database as well as spatial
reference systems describing the geodetic datum, geoid,
coordinate system and map projection of the spatial
objects.

Beside the client side components (JavaScript) and the
JSF component library itself, GeoJSF consists of several
classes supporting the managed beans on the application
server side. This includes event handlers for client-side
events as well as data structures representing all map re-
lated objects. Client events with spatial information like
point queries (a click on the map with a individual search
radius) or the selection of an area with a traverse are
forwarded to customizeable factory classes building a WFS
query which is send to the WFS server. The result is
interpreted and the corresponding entity objects (Entity EJB)
are instantiated. While these objects are under control of an
EntityManager13 the complete object tree is available
with all (sub) child elements without any additional effort
for programmers, the elements are loaded on demand from
the database.

B. User Interaction

The user interaction and integration of WebGIS com-
ponents into a JSF application can be easily explained in
the following example in Figure 4. The screenshot is taken
from a geographic information system (with integrated water
resource management) for the Lake Chad Basin Commission
(LCBC) in West Central Africa funded by the the German
Society for Technical Cooperation (GTZ).

The page contains different elements, the menu bar on
the top and both panels on the right side are standard JSF
components of the component library RichFaces, the chart at
the bottom is generated by JFreeChart. The map on the left
side as well as the overview map are generated by GeoJSF
allowing interactions to and from other JSF components.

1) The user can select/deselect different map layers using
the GeoJSF Layer-Control, the available layers are
defined for each thematic map and legend symbols are

11http://mapserver.org
12http://deegree.org
13The EntityManager is part of the Java Persistence API (JPA) and

located in the application server.

«

Map Layer

Stations

Search radius 13

Overview Map

Variation In Time 

Readings Rainfall Hydrology Hydrogeology Pedology Protection Operation Management Documentation Charts

Layer name Legend  

LCBC Borders

International Borders

Province or State Borders

Capitals

Query results  

BOUGOUMENE

MAILAO

LOGONE-GANA
15.70313, 12.35156

100 km
50 mi

Figure 4. Example of a JSF application with GeoJSF maps

generated on the fly by the Styled Layer Descriptor
(SLD) of the actual layer.

2) Changes in the layer selector will immediately re-
render the interactive map on the left side. The map is
based on OpenLayers to allow scrolling and zooming
and is enhanced with controls to interact with the JSF
backend at the server.

3) Movements in the map component or selections in the
overview map are directly reflected on the correspond-
ing map.

4) A click on the map invokes the JSF backing bean and
a WFS query is created with the actual coordinates
and search radius. In this example a list of all rainfall
stations is retrieved, the corresponding EJB entity
beans are instantiated and the table is populated with
the station name.

5) Optionally the stations to be included in the chart
generation can be selected and deselected.

6) The chart for the measured rainfall of all selected
stations in the specified time interval is shown in the
chart panel at the bottom and immediatly updated by
new map or station selections.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The JavaEE platform is a feature rich framework fulfilling
all requirements to build up robust and scalable enterprise
applications. During our developments with this technology
on various information systems, ranging from water informa-
tion systems, management information systems or systems
for enterprise resource planning, we were faced with the
client’s demand on processing and visualization of spatial
data. As a matter of course we did not want to change the
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technology or switch to commercial solutions. Realizing that
at this time no free available product was available satisfying
our needs, we decided to develop GeoJSF in the beginning
of 2010.

Our experiences show that GeoJSF easily enables Java
EE programmers to include interactive maps in their JSF
applications. The separated development domains for Java
programmers dealing with Java EE on one side and GIS
experts on the other side dealing with spatial information
can easily consolidated with a XML based definition for
thematic maps. These maps usually contain of different layer
(groups) and can be customized by SLD totally independent
of the Java development.

Currently we are preparing to publish the library under an
Open Source license in the SourceForge software repository.
This includes a considerable effort of documentation and
usage examples. Other objectives are a more comprehensive
interaction between map elements and JSF backing beans,
e.g. markers or thematic overlay elements.
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Abstract— Within the framework of sustainable development, 
it is important to take into account environmental aspects of 
urban areas related to their energy use. In this research, a 
typology of urban blocks is drawn up for the urban area of 
Liège through the use of GIS tools in order to assess energy 
uses of residential buildings and transport of residents at the 
city scale. For each class of this typology, a representative 
block is selected in order to model energy use at the city scale, 
as well as to consider the possible evolution of the city energy 
consumption and to simulate the effects of some strategies of 
urban renewal. An application study on the residential 
buildings energy consumption part of this typology is given to 
compare different energy management strategies. This case 
study allow to conclude that the European Directive on the 
Energy Performance of Buildings and even more selective 
energy policies on new buildings are not sufficient to widely 
decrease the energy consumption of Liège building stock but 
that renovation of the existing building stock has a much 
larger positive impact on city energy consumption reductions. 
These conclusions put forward the benefits of using urban GIS 
for policymaking and city management. Energy management is 
an important GIS application field. 

Keywords - Urban GIS, energy consumptio, forecast 
scenarios. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

In the actual context of growing interests in 
environmental issues, reducing energy consumptions in the 
building and the transport sectors (which represent 
respectively 37% and 32% of final energy in the European 
Union) appears as important policy targets. Urban areas are 
supposed to present high potentialities in terms of energy 
reduction. However, existing models often adopt the 
perspective of the individual building as an autonomous 
entity, and neglect the importance of phenomena linked to 
larger scales [1].  

This research focuses on city level energy management. 
In this paper, a typology of urban blocks is drawn up for the 
urban area of Liege (in Belgium) through the use of GIS 
tools in order to assess energy uses at the city scale. This 
typology of urban blocks is organized into two parts: the 
residential buildings energy consumption and the transport 
energy consumption of residents. For each topic of this 
typology, representative blocks are selected in order to 
model the energy use at the city scale, as well as to consider 

the possible evolution of the city energy consumption and to 
simulate the effects of some strategies of urban renewal. An 
application study uses this typology to compare the effects of 
the European Directive on Energy Performance of Buildings 
with even more selective energy policies on new buildings 
and with renovation strategies on the existing building stock 
of the urban area of Liège.  

The structure of this paper is developed in eight sections: 
the introduction, the state of the art and method, the study 
area and chosen criteria, the cartographic work, the typology 
of urban blocks generated, the calculations of the energy 
performance of the city, a discussion on the results and the 
conclusion. 

 

II. STATE OF THE ART AND METHOD 

This section describes the most important references on city 
energy management and the methodology used in this 
research. 

 

A. State of the art 

There are a lot of modeling tools to assess energy 
management of a specific building. However, such an 
approach makes it difficult to generalize the results in order 
to determine the best strategies at the urban scale. On the 
other hand, there are two types of modeling methods used to 
predict energy consumption at a large scale (for example, for 
national predictions): the top-down and bottom-up 
approaches. These methodologies have already been 
described in details [2,3]. The top-down modeling is 
generally used to investigate the inter-relationships between 
the energy and economy sectors. They study the influence of 
economic variables such as income or fuel prices on the 
energy consumption of countries. These models lack details 
on the building stock to be able to quantify the effectiveness 
of some specific energy policy measures on the urban energy 
performance. Bottom-up methods are based on typologies 
and components clustering modeling approach. These 
components can be buildings [4,5], urban blocks or 
neighborhoods [6].  This implies that they need extensive 
databases to support the choice and description of each 
component of their typologies. This is usually done by a 
combination of building physics modeling, empirical data 
(for example from housing surveys), statistics on national or 
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regional data sets and some assumptions about buildings 
performance. The bottom-up method is very useful to assess 
the energy consumption of existing building stocks. 

 

B. The method 

This research uses an Urban GIS in order to develop an 
energy model of the residential building stock of Liège and 
to spatialize its major components. Our approach combines 
global statistics, that are not associated with buildings (top-
down approach), with features related to buildings and urban 
form (bottom-up approach). The evolution of the number of 
buildings in the residential stock is deducted from global 
trends of recent years (top-down approach), while the energy 
consumption of buildings are obtained thanks to empirical 
data and results of buildings energy modeling (bottom-up 
approach). This combined approach provides a set of data as 
accurate as possible. 

 

III.  STUDY AREA AND CHOSEN CRITERIA 

Our study is focused on the urban area of Liège and more 
specifically on its residential urban blocks. Delimitation of 
city blocks was performed using data from the PICC, that is 
a computer project of continued mapping from the Public 
Service of the Walloon Region of Belgium. These data are 
provided in the form of vector map layers that characterize 
the natural environment (rivers, forests), the built 
environment (buildings) and the infrastructure (roads, 
railways, etc.) at scale 1/1000. The spatial position of these 
objects is known by their position (x, y) and their altitude (z) 
with an accuracy of 25 cm. 

The first part of this research develops a typology of 
Liège’s urban blocks. First, a large number of variables were 
selected to characterize the energy efficiency of city blocks, 
using an extensive literature review on this subject. Then, a 
statistical treatment of these parameters was performed using 
a Principal Component Analysis. This methodology [7,8], 
allows crossing a large number of criteria and grouping them 
according to their similarities. This statistical treatment 
reduced the number of our selected criteria to characterize 
the energy performance of the residential building stock of 
Liège. These are the six chosen criteria: 

• Buildings’ date of construction (before 1930, 
from 1931 to 1969, from 1970 to 1985, from 
1985 to 1996, from 1996 to today), depending 
on the types of construction related to Belgian 
regulations. These data are defined across the 
urban blocks from the cadastre. 

• Type of buildings (two, three or four frontages). 
Indeed, a terraced house uses less energy than a 
separate house [9]. These data are defined 
across the urban blocks from the cadastre. 

• Type of housing (collective or individual). 
These data are defined across the urban blocks 
from the cadastre. 

• Urban functions (residential, trade, school or 
socio-cultural facilities, services). Each block 
may contain one to four of these functions. The 

functional mix reduces energy consumption 
associated with shorter distances between the 
different activities’ locations of everyday life. 

• Index of energy performance for residents’ 
travels to their work places [10,11]. This index 
is based on statistical data available at the 
census block scale (that is the smallest 
geographical unit in which data are available in 
Belgium). These data come from national 
censuses, carried out every ten years in 
Belgium. Weighted average of the built area of 
each city block has been achieved to adapt these 
data from the census block scale to the scale of 
the city block. 

• Potential modal shares for alternatives to the 
car, following [12]. This calculation takes into 
account the daily frequency of trains and buses 
weighted by their type and destination. 

IV.  CARTOGRAPHIC WORK 

The information in the cadastre has been linked to the file 
map showing the layout of the plots using their cadastral 
number. Then, the spatial relationship between the plots and 
the PICC data was established through the ArcMap function 
“Spatial join”. This helped to know the date of buildings 
construction given on the cadastral maps. 

It is important to note that some plots of the PICC found 
no match in the database of the cadastre. No data will be 
taken into account for the buildings constructed on these 
plots. Note that these differences arise because the data from 
the PICC were developed from aerial rectified photographs 
and the data from the cadastre were developed from digital 
cadastral maps. However, these data can be considered 
acceptable because only 383 buildings could not be taken 
into account, which represents only 0.2% of the residential 
building stock of the urban area of Liège. 

To convert, as consistently as possible, the data known at 
the census block to the scale of the urban block, the data 
associated with each statistical area were distributed in a 
grid, which has a resolution of 10 m wide (see Figure 1). 

 
 

Figure 1 : Distribution of the data associated with four census blocks to a 
spatial grid of 10m wide. 

 
Then, a weighting is applied according to the surfaces of 

the urban blocks that are related to one or several census 
blocks. For example, in Figure 2, the urban block value will 
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be calculated by adding twice the value of red cells, sixteen 
times the value of green cells, six times the value of yellow 
cells and 9 times the value of orange cells, and dividing the 
sum by 33 (the number of census cells covered by the urban 
block). 

 
 

Figure 2: Wheighting calculation of the urban block (in blue)  data on basis 
of four census blocks data. 

 
However, it should be noted that the transport 

consumption criteria, based on this mapping work, are less 
accurate than the buildings consumption criteria, based on 
the cadastral values, because of the assumption that 
statistical data are evenly distributed in each census block.  

 

V. TYPOLOGY OF URBAN BLOCKS 

The typology of urban blocks is organized into two 
topics: residential buildings energy consumption and 
transport energy consumption of residents. For each topic of 
this typology, representative blocks are selected in order to 
model energy use at the city scale, as well as to consider the 
possible evolution of the city energy consumptions and to 
simulate the effects of some strategies of urban renewal. The 
proposed representative blocks were selected by choosing for 
each topic the representative criteria into the list of six 
criteria previously determined and then crossing them at the 
urban block scale. The six criteria that were taken into 
account are buildings date of construction, type of buildings 
(two, three or four frontages), type of housing (collective or 
individual), index of energy performance for residents’ 
travels to their work places, potential modal shares for 
alternatives to the car and mix of urban functions 
(residential, trade, school or socio-cultural facilities, 
services). 

For the first topic “residential buildings energy 
consumption”, the following criteria were selected: buildings 
date of construction , type of buildings (number of frontages) 
and type of housing (collective or individual). After crossing 
these three criteria at the urban block scale, only the main 
classes, that include the largest number of urban blocks were 
selected. So, fourteen types of urban blocks have been 

defined, which represent 97% of the blocks of the urban area 
of Liège. For example, there are 508 blocks built before 
1930, where over 66.6% of the buildings are terraced houses 
and most of them are individual housing; this type of urban 
block corresponds to 12% of the residential building stock of 
Liège (see Figure 3). Another block type is constructed after 
1970, where over 66.6% of the buildings are separate and 
most of them are individual housings; there are 314 urban 
blocks of this type in the urban area of Liège, which 
corresponds to 7% of the residential building stock (see 
Figure 4). Within each of these 14 types, a representative 
block was chosen to allow modeling more accurately the 
energy consumption of buildings. 

 

  
Figure 3: One type of urban block that represents 12% of the residential 
building stock of Liège. 

 

 
Figure 4: One type of urban block that represents 7% of the residential 
building stock of Liège. 

 
For the second topic “energy consumption by transport of 

residents”, the following criteria were selected:  the mix of 
urban functions (residential, trade, school or socio-cultural 
facilities, services), the index of energy performance for 
residents’ travels to their work places and the potential 
modal shares for alternatives to the car.  
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After crossing these three criteria at the urban block 
scale, only the main classes, that include more than 0,5% of 
all the urban blocks, were selected. The selection of blocks 
representative of each class of theme 2 is performed 
identically to theme1. 

 

VI.  MODELING THE ENERGY PERFORMANCE 

The three criteria that are taken into account to achieve 
the energy assessment of the residential housing stock are the 
age of buildings, their number of frontages and the type of 
housing (individual or collective). The energy consumption 
for each type of housing in the Walloon Region (including 
heating, hot water and lighting) are determined on basis of 
empirical values and simulation results. When these values 
are related to each building, it is possible to establish the 
evolution of the energy consumption of the whole urban area 
of Liège since 1850, that is the first date of construction of a 
building identified in the cadastre (see Figure 5). Before 
1931, the dates of buildings construction are aggregated for 
periods lasting from 20 to 25 years, which explains the larger 
width of the bars in the Figure 5. 

The most important actual energy policy measure in the 
EU is the Directive on the Energy Performance of Buildings 
(Directive 2002/91/EC) that came into force in 2002 with 
legislation in member states by 2006 [13]. These policy 
measures focus on energy efficiency when new buildings are 
constructed or when big buildings (larger than 1000m²) 
undergo  a major renovation. However, there might be 
energy efficient measures that are environmental efficient 
and cost effective also on the existing residential building 
stock, on smaller buildings and/or lighter renovation 
processes. Note that in the Danish implementation of the 
EPB directive all existing buildings (including single family 
houses) are covered by the energy efficiency measures when 
they undergo a major renovation [4]. 

It is thus useful to model some forecast scenarios to 
compare the effects of the European Directive on Energy 
Performance of Buildings (EPB directive) with even more 
selective energy policies on new buildings and with 
renovation strategies on the existing building stock. 

The demographic data of the population of our study area 
are known at the census block scale. The simplest hypothesis 
would estimate that the residential building stock changes 
proportionally to the population. However, the number of 
buildings in urban area of Liege during the last eight years 
did not increase as rapidly as the population during those 
years. We have thus established a base curve of the evolution 
of the built stock according to the statistics of its evolution 
between 2000 and 2008. This trend is represented by the 
following equation: 

 
        Y = 477,35 ln (x) + 161 348                          (1) 
 

with x = forecast year – 2000 and Y = Number of buildings. 
This curve follows very well the recent trend of 
development of the residential building stock since the 

coefficient of determination calculated from the data 
observed between 2000 and 2008 amounts to 99.7%. 

 

 
Figure 5: Evolution of the energy consumption of the urban area of Liège 
(in GWh/year) since 1850. 

 
 

A. Scenario 1: new buildings following EPB 

In this first scenario, the existing building stock remains 
unchanged, but new buildings are constructed according to 
the actual standard on the energy performance of buildings 
(EPB): the building's energy consumption should not exceed 
115 kWh/m² per year. It is therefore the most likely 
evolution of Liège’s building stock if the energy policies are 
not changed in the future. Following this first scenario, the 
energy consumption for the city of Liège in 2061 is 
estimated at 6067.74 GWh per year. 

 

B. Scenario 2: strengthening of energy policy on new 
buildings  

Considering that 5% of new housing stock will have low 
energy performances (LE: 95 kWh/m² per year), 2% of 
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buildings very low energy performances (VLE: 65 kWh/m² 
per year) and 1% will reach the standard passive house (50 
kWh/m² per year), energy consumption decreases from 679 
MWh for the year 2061 compared to the first scenario, which 
represents a reduction of only 0.01% for a period of fifty 
years. 

Achieving 10% reduction in energy consumption of all 
buildings constructed after 2010 would require that the new 
stock meets the following constructive standards: 63% of 
buildings achieving the EPB standard, 21% of LE buildings, 
10% of VLE buildings and 5% of passive buildings. But on 
the whole building stock, this reduction generates a very 
small decrease in energy consumption (0.06%) compared to 
Scenario 1, corresponding to the actual regulations. 

 

C. Scenario 3: roof insulation of the old building stock 

Following Verbeek and Hens, insulation of the roof is the 
most effective and durable measure for energy performance 
increase of households in Belgium [14].  

A rate of renovation of buildings of 0.6% per year is 
chosen to simulate a realistic policy for roof insulation of the 
existing building stock equal to two thirds of the total rate of 
renovations observed in the Walloon Region on an annual 
basis. It is also assumed that the energy management is 
carried out efficiently: the oldest and least energy efficient 
buildings are the first to be renovated. Renovating the roof 
insulation of this old building stock will be incorporated as a 
reduction of 40% of energy consumption in comparison to 
the initial energy performance of these renovated buildings. 

It appears that the renovation of existing buildings can 
drastically reduce energy consumption across the urban area. 
The total estimated consumption amounts to 5439.27 
GWh/year in 2061, of which 99.5% is attributed to the 
existing stock. The decrease in total energy consumption is 
therefore 10.36% (628.46 GWh/year) compared to 6067.74 
GWh/year for Scenario 1.  

 

D. Scenario 4: renovation of the old building stock 
reaching EPB  

This scenario aims to assess the amount of energy that 
could be saved if the existing building stock was renovated, 
at a rate of 0,6% per year, to meet the current EPB standard 
in Belgium (115 kWh/m² per year), while all the new 
buildings meet the same energy performances. Following 
this scenario 4, the estimated energy consumption for the city 
of Liège reach 5307.20 GWh/year in 2061. It is 760.54 
GWh/year (13%) less compared to scenario 1. 

 

E. Scenario 5 : renovation of all the existing building 
stock  reaching EPB 

The renovation of all the buildings of the residential 
building stock of Liège to the level of the current EPB 
standard in Belgium (115 kWh / m² per year), would result in 
significant reductions in energy consumption of the urban 
area, see Figure.6. Indeed, the global energy consumption 
would drop to 3178.23 GWh/year only, which represents a 

reduction of 47.6% compared to 6067.74 GWh/year  of the 
scenario 1 (where the new buildings reached already the 
standard EPB, but where no renovation was undertaken).  

However, to achieve the complete renovation of the 
existing housing stock by 2060, the rate of renovation of the 
urban area of Liege should increase sharply, to a minimum 
of 1.92% per year, which would require strong policies to 
accelerate and strengthen the process of renovating existing 
buildings. 

 

 
Figure 6: Energy consumption of the urban area of Liège (in GWh/year) 
from 2000 to 2061, following the scenario 5 (blue results) and comparison 
with scenario 1 (black dotted curve). 

 

F. Scenario 6 : all the existing building stock  reaching 
EPB and new buildings reaching the passive standard  

This scenario uses the same renewal policy that the 
previous scenario but it is also assumed that each new 
housing built from 2012 will reach the passive standard (50 
kWh/m² per year). The result of scenario 6 is very close to 
the previous scenario. The total energy of the urban area in 
2061 amounts to 3161.57 GWh/year, which represents only a 
reduction of 0.5% compared to scenario 5. 
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VII.   DISCUSSION 

The studied scenarios show that the actual city energy 
challenge lies mainly in the renovation of the existing 
building stock. Indeed, the first two scenarios and the small 
difference between scenarios 5 and 6 show that it is not 
possible to ensure a significant reduction in energy 
consumption at the city scale applying only energy policies 
for new buildings, like the standard EPB already in use or by 
enhancing the performance of new buildings to low energy 
level, very low energy level and even to the passive housing 
standard. 

However, scenarios of existing housing stock renewal 
(scenarios 3 to 5) can significantly reduce the overall 
consumption of the urban area of Liege in the following 
proportions: 

• 10.36 % of energy consumption reduction in 2061 
through the roof insulation of the oldest buildings 
at a renovation rate of 0.6% of the building stock 
per year. 

• 13 % of energy consumption reduction in 2061 
through a renovation reaching the EPB level of the 
oldest buildings at a renovation rate of 0.6% of the 
building stock per year. 

• 47.6 % of energy consumption reduction in 2061 
through a renovation reaching the EPB level of all 
the existing residential building stock, which 
corresponds to a renovation rate of 1.92 % per 
year. 

Thus, the National climate change targets in Belgium will 
be impossible without a strategic increase of the existing 
housing stock renovation. 

VIII.   CONCLUSION 

In this research, a typology of urban blocks is drawn up 
for the urban area of Liege through the use of GIS tools in 
order to assess energy uses of residential buildings and 
transport of residents at the city scale. An application study 
on the residential buildings energy consumption part of this 
typology is given to compare different energy management 
strategies. This case study allow to conclude that the 
European Directive on the Energy Performance of Buildings 
and even more selective energy policies on new buildings are 
not sufficient to widely decrease the energy consumption of 
Liège’s building stock but that renovation of the existing 
building stock has a much larger positive impact on city 
energy consumption reductions. This research also proves 
the benefits of using urban GIS for city management and 
policymaking. 
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Abstract - During the last decade, GIS have suffered of the 

lack of structured information and semantic definition of the 

data. The numerous origins of the data and the spatial 

localization of the object inferred many inconsistencies among 

them. Indeed, the way to collect data and the level of sampling 

of the boundary differ from one application to another and 

from one expert to another. This leads to different 

representations of the same reality and different models of 

semantically identical objects or boundaries. To allow the 

matching of the objects, or parts of the objects, when 

combining different information layers we introduced a 

conceptual layer which described a scene with concepts and 

spatial relationships based on the definition of an ontology. 

This layer allows detecting and solving conflicts between the 

common boundaries of two objects. We present in this paper 

the specification and the way to build and use the ontology. 

 
Keywords - GIS; Information Fusion; Ontology. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, geographic information invades our life with 

more and more applications (navigation, localization, 

survey, security, etc for tourism, energy, environment, urban 

deployment, etc.). This growing of applications requires 

more and more data collected by different ways and 

different peoples leading to a great heterogeneity. 

Geographic database are not well structured and 

consistent because of the numerous and non experts 

producers of information.  Indeed, there are so many 

information layers and terminologies as people that produce 

them. 

Moreover, the way to collect the data could be very 

different from high technologic tools (GPS receptors) to 

visual lecture on a map. Depending on the application, the 

expert needs few descriptions of the objects geometry or on 

contrary detailed ones. 

All these considerations lead to different representations 

of the same reality with different accuracy (localization, 

description, etc.). This is particularly the case for natural or 

semi-natural limits such as forest, agriculture, etc. which are 

not well defined or localized (in contrast to buildings for 

example). The main problem is that most of the 

representations do not coincide; but we could not say that 

one is worst or better than the others. This is just an 

arbitrary choice of the vertices to sample the objects.  

 

If the impact of such differences is not a problem for a 

thematic exploitation, there is a consequently propagation of 

errors when dealing with multi thematic problematic. 

Indeed, the main drawback of this heterogeneity is that 

the power of the spatial analysis is reached when combining 

different thematic layers (agriculture and environment, 

roads and emergency, rainfall and population, etc.) and due 

to localization mistakes this combination leads to 

inconsistent information. Applications like the ones 

presented in [13] and [14] suffer from these localizations 

errors.  

 

   In order to avoid mistakes, we decide to refer to a 

conceptual view of the scene which describes the objects in 

terms of spatial relationships, geometry and semantic.  

   This view is an ideal representation of the scene and is 

based on the definition of an ontology and spatial relations. 

An ontology is considered as being a set of concepts and 

relation between them. It gives semantic information to the 

scene. 

Section 2 presents related works on spatial ontologies, 
ontology integration in GIS and localization errors 
correction. Section 3 explains the way to build the ontology. 
Section 4 deals with the conceptual layer. Section 5 explains 
the way to use the conceptual layer to solve conflicts and 
then Section 6 gives the conclusions and perspectives of this 
study. 
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II. RELATED WORKS 

We present here related works concerning ontology 

integration in GIS and spatial object localization correction. 

As Fonseca et al. [7][8] and later Cruz et al. in 2005 [5], 

defined an ontology driven GIS, there isn’t any operational 

framework for an ontology integration in GIS. 

The association between spatial data and ontology is done 

with external tools such as SPIRIT [18] or GeoSVM [7]. 

The first step in integrating ontologies in GIS is to define 

ontologies on spatial data. The main objective of these 

ontologies is to represent concepts linked to a specific 

expert domain (biology, geology, tourism, urgency, etc.) 

and also spatial relationships between them [25]. Many 

authors ([7], [8], [16], [23]) propose specific ontologies 

which differs from the used terms and features to describe 

the concepts. Indeed, depending on the application and 

domain some concepts could be described by different ways 

and with different levels of detail as if they are semantically 

identical. 

The choice of the most adapted ontology for an 

application is not easy. 

 

The second step is to introduce ontologies in GIS. Many 

authors introduce them in different ways.  

Viegas et al. [24] and Baglioni et al. [2] create an 

intermediate semantic layer between the user and the 

geodatabase in order to facilitate the user’s queries. 

In [6], [10] and [11] the spatial ontology is used to 

facilitate object classification. 

 

Concerning the correction of localization errors of spatial 

objects, to the best of our knowledge, the only approach to 

solve the problem of corresponding points between different 

information layers is expressed in [26] and uses buffer area 

to fuse vertices. This approach has two main drawbacks: the 

process is applied over all vertices (i) without distinction 

between semantically different ones (ii) without integrating 

spatial relationships.  

III. ONTOLOGY BUILDING 

There are many ways to build a geographic ontology. 

Many different ontologies had been defined in the literature, 

each one done for a specific application. 

We have to choose among them the most appropriate ones. 

The first thing to do is to extract the Intersection Knowledge 

between these ontologies in order to have a common and 

recognized basis. After that, we select the Augmenting 

knowledge linked to a specific domain or expert [12]. To 

compare these ontologies and detect similarities we have to 

define metrics ([9], [19], [21]).  

Figure 1. extracted from [12] summarizes the notion of 

Intersection and Augmenting Knowledge. 

 

 
Figure 1. Ontologies intersection ([12]) 

 

We built the ontology by joining different independent 

ontologies compared to more general ontologies using 

similar or synonym terms ([17], [20], [24]) with the 

following criterion: (i) recognized ontology or commonly 

used one, (ii) built with a complete hierarchical object 

model, (iii) written with OWL (Ontology Web Language). 

In particular, we use SWEET (Semantic Web for Earth and 

Environmental Terminologies) ontology. 

The ontology is introduced in the GIS using annotations 

in the data and in the metadata [22]. 

    

There is also automatic process to produce the ontology 

from the geographic data themselves [1], but the restricted 

area of interest and the numerous experts domains limits the 

advantage and efficiency of such a method and we prefer a 

manual building based on metrics evaluation. 

IV. THE CONCEPUTAL LAYER 

The process presented in this article is summarized in 

figure 2. Objects A and B come from different layers and 

represent different kind of objects or not. Depending on the 

application we decide to trust the boundary of object A (the 

case illustrated) or B. Decision criterions could be (i) the 

scale sampling of the objects (ii) the distance in the 

semantic space between the belonging class of A and B and 

the application (i.e. we prefer to trust river boundaries in an 

application concerning water). In the illustrated example, 

the boundary between A and B must be the same in the 

conceptual layer (example: A and B are to related 

agricultural fields). 

 
Figure 2. Process 
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But the boundaries are not the same in the two layers 

(Area C appears between objects A and B). We decide to 

conserve the boundary of object A because it is the most 

reliable one in the context of the application. 

Because they will always have different ways to model 

the same object, we do not have to adopt a unique 

representation. As an example, depending on the 

observation scale, a building could be seen as a point, a 

square, or a more detailed polygon. Depending on the 

expert, the focus will be done on environment objects or 

urban ones. So we prefer adding semantic information 

concerning the data and the instances in order to have a 

common reference to compare the different view of the 

same data. 

 

But nowadays, there isn’t any way to define a vertex or a 

boundary as being an external resource or reference. As an 

example, if in a soil occupation layer we want to refer to a 

river defined in a hydrology layer we couldn’t do it in a 

simple and normalized way. We can only do it during the 

layer creation step if we define an object as being the 

intersection or union of others object taken from sources 

layers. But as soon as the layer is created there is no link 

kept between layers and objects. So if we update the sources 

layers, changes are not propagated to the built layer. 

To solve this problem we propose a common conceptual 

layer which regroups an ontology, representing the concepts 

of the scene, and the spatial relationships (topology) 

between concepts and instances. 

 

A. Ontology 

The ontology regroups the concepts present in the scene. 

We have to link these concepts with each object in the 

information layer in order to specify that an object is an 

instance of one or several concepts. To do so, we add a 

descriptive field in the table of the information layer which 

refer to concepts in the ontology and give information such 

as is instance of. 

 

B. Spatial Relation 

The proposed conceptual layer is a kind of extension in 

the GIS environment of the spatial relation hierarchy 

proposed in [4]. 

The authors of [4] define three levels for the 

representation of spatial relationships: the geometric level, 

the computer level and the user level. The geometric level is 

an abstract representation of the relations that we can 

consider to be exact (we use this level for the conceptual 

layer). The computer level takes into account the object 

reality and is a spatial relationships and geometric view of 

the information layer. If object geometry or relationships are 

altered in the information layer, this level will also be 

altered. We will compute this level directly from the data by 

analyzing the spatial relation between objects in order to 

qualify and quantify the relations. The user level is a 

restricted view of the information linked to the domain of 

the user and won’t be used in the scope of this framework. 

At the geometric level, we characterize: (i) the relations 

between the concepts of the ontology (more a qualification 

than a quantification).  For example, the concept private 

house could be considered as being linked to the concept 

road. (ii) the relations between the instances of the concept 

(more a quantification than a qualification). For example, 

house n°123, touch, road n°12. 

To characterize the spatial relations, Egenhofer [27] defines 

topological relations with intersection and overlapping 

(based on 4 or 9 intersection). These relations take into 

account: 

1. The relative position which are strict (touch, 

intersects, etc.) or vagueness (close to, etc.). They 

could be binary (on the left, far from, etc.) or 

ternary (between [3]), and rarely quaternary 

(neighborhood). 

2. The proportion (partially, completely, etc.) which 

are also vagueness. 

3. Uncertainty: perhaps, certainly. 

Some of these relations imply dependences between 

objects [15]. As an example Objects A and B are around C 

doesn’t implies constraints between A and B but in the 

formulation Objects A and B are on both sides of C implies 

a dependences between the location of A and B.  

Among all these characterizations of the spatial 

relationships, the strict relative position such as touch, 

intersect, within or disjoined are useful to solve conflicts. 

Other relations such as close to or perhaps don’t give 

enough information to solve conflicts. 

V. SOLVING CONFLICTS 

Now let us look at the way to use the conceptual layer to 

solve conflicts between different representations of the same 

topological elements (objects or boundaries). 

Firstly, it’s easy to compute the computer level. We only 

have to describe each spatial relation between objects of the 

scene. Secondly, it’s easy to compare the computer level 

with the geometric level and to localize the conflicts (as an 

example Object A intersects Object B in the computer level 

and Object A touches Object B in the geometric level). This 

could be done with the concepts or instances. Because most 

of the objects are localized with a relative good accuracy, 

conflicts between the two levels will not concerned relations 

such as far from instead of close to. Most of the conflicts 

will be generated by close objects having touching or 

merged boundaries in the geometry level and intersected 

one in the computer level. 

Thirdly, we have to solve conflicts leading to unwanted 

intersections when combining layers. The aim is not to 
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change the representation of the objects and to modify the 

layers but only to intervene during the combination (union 

or intersection) of the layers. So we built the results of the 

combination by considering the geometry level and by 

choosing a unique representation for the objects concerned 

by the conflict. The choice is done by considering the 

domain and accuracy of each layer. The priority is given to 

the layer close to the domain of the expert using the GIS or 

to the more accurate one. Indeed, as explained earlier in this 

paper, the same object or boundary could be described at 

different scales leading to matching problems. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper present the specifications for a conceptual 

layer shared between information layers in a GIS. The main 

objective of this layer is to propose an intermediate step to 

solve the matching problem of two corresponding objects or 

boundaries during the combination of different information 

layers. Indeed, if two vertices representing the same 

topological or semantic objects don’t match, the union or 

intersection of the layers will lead to inexistent objects. 

By referring to the conceptual layer, which regroups both 

concepts and spatial relationships, we will fuse the two 

different representations of the same object and choose a 

unique representation according to the application. 

    At present, the proposed framework is only at the 

specification step, but every technological ways to 

implement it have been studied and the implementation has 

already started and will be presented in a future paper. 
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Abstract—Geographic routing in Vehicular Ad hoc Networks
(VANETs) has recently received considerable attention. Devel-
oping multi-hop communication in VANETs is a challenging
problem due to the rapidly changing topology and network dis-
connections. These problems result in failures or inefficiency in
traditional routing protocols used in Mobile Ad hoc Networks
(MANETs). With the widespread adoption of Global Position
System (GPS) and the progress on self-configuring localization
mechanisms, geographic routing protocols offer promising
solutions for message delivery. In this paper, we present an
overview of geographic routing strategies in vehicular ad hoc
networks. In addition, we introduce the main challenges of
using geographic routing protocols in VANETs from different
perspectives and discuss some directions of future research on
this field.

Keywords-Geographic Routing Protocols; Geographic In-
formation Systems; Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are self-configuring
and self-organizing multi-hop wireless networks, composed
by a set of mobile nodes that move around the network
and cooperate in transmitting packets among the nodes. A
MANET performs efficient and robust procedures by provid-
ing routing functionalities for mobile nodes. For instance,
a unicast routing creates a multi-hop forwarding path for
a pair of source and destination nodes beyond the direct
wireless communication range. In addition, routing protocols
maintain connectivity if the links on the paths break due to
some problem, such as radio propagation, node movement,
or wireless interference.

In MANETs, the velocity of a mobile node is probably
equal to that of a walking person. If mobile nodes are
vehicles, these networks are called Vehicular Ad Hoc Net-
works (VANETs). Compared with MANETs, the velocity
of vehicles in VANETs is much higher since vehicles move
faster than walking persons [1]. The main motivation to
study routing protocols in VANETs is related to the expan-
sion of data exchange among vehicles in order to provide
robust applications for Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS). VANET applications can include on-board active
safety systems, providing communications among nearby
vehicles (V2V) and between vehicles and the roadside
infrastructure (V2I). However, several challenges have been

identified to adopt VANET utilization on a large scale.
The challenges are usually associated with the high node
mobility, dynamic scenarios and the scalability considering
the number of nodes. Therefore, it is important to develop
a robust routing protocol to provide an efficient communic-
ation among nodes.

Currently, there are mainly two types of routing protocols
in VANETs: topological routing and geographic routing. In
topological routing, mobile nodes use topological informa-
tion to manage routing tables or search routes directly. In
geographic routing, each node knows its own position and
makes routing decisions based on the position of the destin-
ation and the positions of its local neighbors [2]. With the
widespread adoption of Global Position System (GPS) and
the progress on self-configuring localization mechanisms,
geographic routing in VANET has garnered significant at-
tention to provide promising solutions for message delivery.

In spite of the existence of a considerable number of
papers about geographic routing in mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs) [3] [5], we perceived a lack of a specific
overview involving the use of geographic routing protocols
in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). This paper then
presents an overview of general concepts of geographic rout-
ing in vehicular ad hoc networks. In addition, we introduce
the main challenges of using geographic routing protocols
in VANETs from different perspectives and discuss some
directions of future research on this field. The remainder of
this paper is structured as follows. We first introduce basic
concepts of geographic routing and present some general
goals for designing a routing protocol in VANETs. We then
present the geographic routing protocols available in the
literature, followed by a discussion about these protocols.
Finally, we indicate some possible directions of future
research and conclude the paper.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS OF GEOGRAPHIC ROUTING

Although the research on geographic routing being more
recent than topological routing, it has received a special
attention due to the significant improvement that geographic
information can produce in routing performance. Geographic
routing can be defined as a type of stateless routing, in
which it is not required that a node performs maintenance
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functions for topological information beyond its one-hop
neighborhood [6]. Consequently, geographic routing is more
feasible for large-scale networks than topological routing,
which requires network-wide control message dissemination.
Besides that, geographic routing requires lower memory
usage on nodes by maintaining the information locally.

In general, geographic routing is composed of two main
components: a location service and a geographic forwarding
process. The location service determines the position of the
packet destination in order to improve the routing process
for creating the path with source node, using intermediary
nodes. Consequently, the position of the packet destination
can be added in the packet header so that intermediate hops
can know where the packet is destined for [7].

Likewise, geographic forwarding is performed in two
modes, namely, geographic greedy-forwarding mode and
void-handling mode1. The greedy-forwarding mode defines
a next-hop node for packet forwarding taking into account
the positions of the current node, its neighboring nodes, and
the destination node. A node can obtain its own position via
a GPS receiver or through other localization algorithms. The
positions of the neighboring nodes can be acquired either
from a centralized neighborhood table at the node or in a
distributed method via contention among neighboring nodes
[10]. At last, the position of the destination node is included
in the packet header sent by the source node. However, if
some intermediate node knows a more accurate position of
the destination, it is able to update the position in the packet
header before forwarding the packet.

Geographic routing protocols offer some advantages over
traditional ad hoc routing strategies. First of all, the geo-
graphic forwarding process allows the path adaptation by se-
lecting the best next hop, if an intermediate node, previously
used, becomes unavailable. Due to the absence of a routing
creation process, this path selection does not need a table
maintenance procedure other than intermediate neighbors
and the propagation of control packets. Other advantages are
related to the capacity to utilize weight additional metrics
in order to select the next hop and the route alteration
node by node taking into account the QoS related to the
neighbors, such as bandwidth and delay [11]. However, some
challenges in geographic routing are still open and need to
be investigated [12].

• The difficulty to control the overhead required for dis-
tributed location database service of geographic routing
protocols. Although location based addressing offers
a convenient, naturally occurring, hierarchical address
structure in terms of name, city, state and country, it
may lead to excessive control overhead in conditions
of high mobility.

• The irregular distribution of vehicles on urban centers

1Sometimes it is called the back up mode or recovery mode in the
literature [7] [9]

makes route selection more complex, e.g. the shortest
path protocols may produce more frequent network
disconnections.

• High signal interference in the communication due to
the presence of large buildings. Therefore, a building or
lack of radio coverage can result in voids in the physical
network topology. These voids can obstruct the packet
forwarding process at local minima, where the neigh-
bors close to the destination are hidden/unreachable,
resulting in a failure.

In summary, the process to compute the best routes to
send packets in Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) is
a difficult task due to high node mobility and the existence
of unstable wireless links. To improve the performance of
geographic routing protocols, several solutions were created.
We present an overview of the main proposed techniques for
geographic routing and appoint the main challenges of using
geographic routing in vehicular ad hoc networks.

III. GEOGRAPHIC ROUTING IN VEHICULAR AD HOC
NETWORKS

Ad hoc routing protocols have to provide routing proced-
ures to select the best routes in order to send packets from
a source node to a destination node, taking into account the
utilization of multiple hops. In the same way, geographic
routing protocols can use location services to improve these
procedures. Figure 1 shows a general architecture of geo-
graphic routing in VANETs.
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Figure 1. Geographic routing architecture for vehicular ad hoc networks.

As we can observe, a general architecture of geographic
routing in VANETs is composed of four main layers and
two additional modules to treat the geographic information.
The architecture could be seen as a top-down approach. The
first layer is named Application Layer, which is used to offer
VANET applications as interfaces between users and com-
munication layers. The Transport Layer can operate using
traditional transport protocols (i.e. TCP or UDP) as well as
specific transport protocol for VANETS (i.e. Car-2-X [13]).
In the Network Layer we find the services and procedures
provided by the geographic routing protocol, such as the
location services and the forwarding procedures. The last
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layer is the Physical Layer, which can be operational using
conventional wireless communication protocols (i.e. IEEE
802.11a/b/g) and VANET wireless communication protocols
(i.e. 802.11p [14]).

Besides that, additional modules are vertically added
in the left and right sides of the architecture, namely,
Information Connector and Management. The Information
Connector operates as a cross-layer approach to support
efficient and structured information exchange across the
layers. Likewise, the Management module is able to manage
this information for improving robustness and reliability of
packet delivery in vehicular communication.

In spite of the existence of these layers and modules,
our focus in this paper is related to geographic routing
protocols in VANETs. Therefore, we continue presenting the
services and procedures contained in the Network Layer.
As previously explained, a geographic routing protocol is
generally consisted of a location service and a geographic
forwarding strategy, which are described in the Sections IV
and V.

IV. LOCATION SERVICE

Kasemann et al. [15] introduced an example of location
service, which was called Reactive Location Service (RLS).
When the source node executes the RLS, it sends a message
to discover the position of the destination, containing the
identification of the destination node in addition to its
identification and position. The message is flooded in the
network until the destination is reached or the Time-To-Live
expires. At the moment that the message is received by the
destination, a response of localization is sent to the source
node, containing the position of destination node [16].

In [17], the authors presented the Vehicle Location Service
(VLS) protocol, a map-based vehicle location service for
city environments. In summary, the information in digital
maps is used to perform location service. They present a
new method of partitioning the network and constructing
distributed location servers.

Another strategy to put in practice the location service
can be provided by cellular and infrastructure networks,
where each node notifies its position to a specific server
that stores location information for a set of nodes. In the
proposal presented in [18], each node initially communicates
to each other one of its current location. The server for a
node is defined as the set of nodes located within a circle of
limited radius, centered at its initial position. Before sending
a location update message the node geocasts such a message
to its server. In other words, the location update message is
unicasted using geographic routing until it reaches one node
inside the server. This message is then disseminated inside
the server’s circle. When the destination node is found, the
source node sends out two search messages. The first is
oriented to the last known position of the destination, and the
second is forwarded in direction of the destination’s server.

When the search message arrives at the destination or a node
within the server, the source is notified with the current
location [19]. Once the destination’s position is known,
the geographic routing protocol initiates the geographic
forwarding.

V. GEOGRAPHIC FORWARDING

As previously described, geographic forwarding al-
gorithms work in two different modes: greedy mode and
void-handling mode. The principal difference leads in de-
termining the situation where it is convenient to use each.
The greedy forwarding mode is used whenever possible, and
the void-handling mode is strictly used when the greedy
forwarding mode cannot be applied.

A. Greedy Forwarding

Several greedy-forwarding algorithms perform different
optimization techniques to select the next-hop node closest
to the destination node. Face routing [20] is one of the
fundamental algorithms for routing packets using compass
routing on geometric networks. The key idea is to select the
best path along the faces intersected by the line segments
between a source and a destination. To avoid loops using
face routing, it is required a planar graph of the original net-
work. A planar graph can be defined as a sub graph without
crossing edges, which represents the same connectivity as
the original network. Therefore, face routing guarantees to
reach the destination after as long as the network topology
is a planar graph [21].

Source

Destination

A

B

Figure 2. Greedy forwarding mode.

Figure 2 shows an example of the greedy forwarding
mode. As we can observe, the Source node sends a message
to the Destination node. Once the location service detects
the node positions, the greedy routing algorithm selects the
next-hope closest to the destination, for example, the node
A. Then, the node A chooses the next-hope using the same
selection rules until the message reach the Destination node.
When a node cannot locate the next-hope node, it can use the
void-handling mode [7]. In this model, the node decides to
route the packet around the void since there is a possibility
that a valid path from the source to the destination node
exists.
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B. Void-handling Mode

The void-handling mode is strictly applied as a recover
strategy to deliver packets when the greedy forwarding mode
cannot be used due the existence of communications voids.
As cited in the Section II, a void occurs as a result of high
signal interference in the communication due to the presence
of large buildings. These buildings or lack of radio cover-
age can result in voids in the physical network topology.
Therefore, voids can obstruct the packet forwarding process
at local minima, where the neighbors close to the destination
are hidden/unreachable, resulting in a failure.

Communications voids are considered as a serious prob-
lem for any feasible geographic routing protocol. It is
important to know how to handle voids in an effective and
efficient manner. Besides that, it is a difficult task to predict
when and where a void will occur due to the unpredictable
patterns of node deployment and the uncertain dynamics
of time varying wireless network environments. Thus, data
packets can be lost in the network if a robust void-handling
strategy is not implemented, wasting network resources as
well as disabling communications between pair of nodes.

Source
Destination

B

C

D

Figure 3. Void-handling mode.

Figure 3 presents an example of void-handling technique
due to occurrence of a communication void. According to
the example, a Source node desires to send a packet to
Destination node. However, the Source node is closer to the
Destination than any of its neighboring nodes that are loc-
ated within its radius. Consequently, it is not possible to send
a packet using the greedy forwarding mode. In this case, the
packet is said to have encountered a communications void
and can be sent by the path (A - B - C - D). Finally, the
Source node is called a void node while the shaded region,
without any nodes inside, is a void area.

The simplest void-handling strategy is flooding the net-
work from the Source node to all neighboring nodes. If each
node executes the same procedure, this strategy will certainly
enable the packet to reach the Destination node when at
least a path is found. However, this strategy is effective but
inefficient in relation to resource utilization, since each node

A B

CD

(a) Correct operation.

A
B

C

D
E

(b) Fail.

Figure 4. Right Hand Rule.

has to forward the packet and the Destination node may
receive many copies of the same data packet from different
paths.

VI. CHALLENGES OF USING GEOGRAPHIC ROUTING IN
VANETS

There are several prerequisites on the availability of posi-
tion information in VANET environments, such as position-
awareness of each participating vehicle, e.g., a GPS receiver
installed on every vehicle. However, this assumption of using
position systems is possible due the multiplication of Global
Position System (GPS) and the progress on self-configuring
localization mechanisms in urban scenarios. Thus, it is
important that each vehicle be aware of each neighbor
position. A way to perform the position updates is sending
beacon messages that indicate the current position of the
vehicle.

The Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) protocol
is one of the most important algorithms to demonstrate the
basic concepts of geographic routing in vehicular ad hoc
networks. There are several proposals that use GPSR models
to offer new geographic protocols in VANET scenarios, such
as [22] and [23]. In summary, the GPSR is a purely local
decision strategy, since no route setup or maintenance is
required. Instead, forwarding hops are determined ‘on the
fly’ [2]. It applies both greedy forwarding to send packets
using position information and a void-handling technique
through the perimeter mode as a recover strategy when the
greedy forwarding fails. In such a case, position information
points in the right direction but is not correlated with
available paths to the destination.

Two void-handling techniques are used in the perimeter
mode of GPSR protocol. The first technique is similar to an
online routing algorithm for planar graphs and the second
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A B
V

(a) GG.

A B

V

(b) RNG.

Figure 5. Gabriel Graph (GG) and Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG).

is a distributed planarization algorithm. The algorithm for
planar graphs is applied using the Right Hand Rule as
presented in Figure 4. As we can observe in Figure 4(a), if a
packet starts from the node A in direction to the node B, the
next node will be C, following the edges (A,B) and (B,C).
Thus, the complete in the graph is A → B → C → D → A.
The use of planar graphs is a good strategy for recovering
the local maxima problem2. By definition, the planar graphs
take into account those pairs whose edges do not cross or
intersect in the plane. However, in the example presented in
Figure 4(b), the graph that represents the VANET scenario
is not a planar graph. Consequently, the GPSR utilizes a
planarization algorithm.

According to Figure 4(b), if the path starts in the edge
(E,A) and the Right Hand Rule is applied, the path will
be composed by E → A → B → D. Therefore, the
node C is not reached. Two planarization algorithms are
utilized in the GPSR: Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG)
and Gabriel Graph (GG) [24]. In summary, they perform
removing algorithms to generate connected RNG and GG
graphs. Based on Figure 5(a), a GG occurs if an edge (A,B)
is found and there are not other vertices with diameter equal
to the distance between A and B as well as do not cross
these two vertices. On the other hand, if we observe Figure
5(b), a RNG graphs occurs when an edge (A,B) is found
and the distance between A and B is minor or equal to the
distance among a vertex V and A or B. Hence, we can
conclude that a RNG graph is a sub graph of a GG graph.

The use of planarization algorithms in vehicular ad hoc
networks allows performing the Right Hand Rule due to
the elimination of crossing edges. However, the elimina-
tion algorithm can remove essential nodes in the VANET

2This problem occurs when the Source node is closer to the Destination
than any of its neighboring nodes that are located within its radius.

scenario, which can result in the network disconnection.
Other problem of using planarization algorithms is related
to the excessive number of hops. For example, a vehicle
can directly send a packet to the destination, but it sends to
the next-hop most close to the destination. Other problems
are associated to routing loops and wrong directions. The
routing loops occur, for example, when a source node is in
the right side of its two-hops neighbor node in the graph.
Likewise, the wrong direction problem is found when there
is more than one routing alternative, resulting in the use of
long routes to deliver the packets.

To avoid planar graphs problems, Lochert et al. created the
Geographic Source Routing (GSR) [2]. The key idea is to
use the information contained in digital maps to compute
routes, which creates an overlay network. The route is
calculated using the Dijkstra algorithm. Similarly to GSR,
Tian et al. proposed the Spatially Aware packet Routing
(SAR) [25]. They use an association among digital maps and
graphs. The routing process is based on the source routing.

In [26] the authors presented a geographic routing to avoid
routing loop problems in urban VANETs. GeoCross exploits
the natural planar feature of urban maps without resorting to
cumbersome planarization. Its feature of dynamic loop de-
tection makes GeoCross suitable for highly mobile VANET.
The same authors presented in [27] a new approach using
delay and disruption tolerant strategies, which is a hybrid
geographic routing solution enhancing the standard greedy
and recovery modes exploiting the vehicular mobility and
on-board vehicular navigation systems to efficiently deliver
packets even in partitioned networks.

VII. CONCLUSION

With the widespread adoption of Global Position System
(GPS) and the progress on self-configuring localization
mechanisms, geographic routing in VANET has garnered
significant attention to provide promising solutions for mes-
sage delivery. The main motivation to study routing proto-
cols in VANETs is related to the expansion of data exchange
among vehicles in order to provide robust applications for
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). VANET applica-
tions can include on-board active safety systems, providing
communications among nearby vehicles (V2V) and between
vehicles and the roadside infrastructure (V2I). However,
several challenges have to be overcome before application
on a large scale.

This paper presented main geographic routing strategies in
VANETs scenarios. It shows benefits of use location-aware
routing and discusses strengths and weaknesses of those ap-
proaches. Finally, the issues that need further investigations
in this area were discussed.
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Abstract—The results presented in this paper describe the
achievements with the development of techniques, implement-
ing a standard way for computing communication in complex
integrated information and computing systems. Compute En-
velopes can provide means for generic data processing and
flexible information exchange, namely computation objects.
Targeting mission critical environments, the interfaces can
embed instruction information, validation and verification
methods. The application covers challenges of collaborative im-
plementation, legal, and security issues with these processes. A
major task is integrating information systems with Distributed
and High Performance Computing (HPC) resources in natural
sciences disciplines, scientific information systems, for building
integrated public / commercial information system components
within the e-Society. The main focus of this paper is on
how to simplify the integration of information and computing
resources from modular system architectures, using envelope
techniques reducing complexity and strengthening trust aspects
in future integrated information and computing systems.

Keywords–Computing and Information Systems; Geoscientific
Processing; Distributed and High Performance Computing.

1. Introduction
There are two main objectives for interfacing modular

complex integrated information and computing systems:
“trust in computing” and “trust in information”. This paper
concentrates on implementing methods for flexible use of
envelope interfaces for use with integrated information and
computing systems for managing objects and strengthen
trust with systems from natural and geosciences, spatial
sciences, and remote sensing as to be used for application,
e.g., in environment management, healthcare or archaeology.
Spatial means are tools, for the sciences involved. Therefore
processing and computing is referred to the content which
is embedded and used from the visual domain.

Over the last years a long-term project, Geo Exploration
and Information (GEXI) [1] for analysing national and
international case studies and creating as well as testing
various implementation scenarios, has shown the two trust
groups of systems, reflected by the collaboration matrices
[2]. It has examined chances to overcome the deficits, built
a collaboration framework and illuminated legal aspects and
benefits [3]. The information and instructions handled within

these systems is one of the crucial points while systems are
evolving by information-driven transformation [4].

For computing and information intensive systems the
limiting constraints are manyfold. Recycling of architecture
native and application centric algorithms is very welcome.
In order to reuse information about these tasks and jobs,
it is necessary to enable users to separate the respective
information for system and application components. This
can be done by structured envelope-like descriptions contain-
ing essential workflow information, algorithms, instructions,
data, and meta data. The container concept developed has
been called Compute Envelope (CEN). The idea of envelope-
like descriptive containers has been inspired by the good
experiences with the concept of Self Contained applications
(SFC) [5]. Envelopes can be used to integrate descriptive and
generic processing information. Main questions regarding
the topics of computing envelope interfaces are: Which
content can be embedded or referenced in envelopes? How
will these envelope objects be integrated into an information
and computing system and how can the content be used?
How can the context and environment be handled?

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents mo-
tivation and implementation challenges. Section 3 describes
the implementation complexity. Sections 4 and 5 show the
basics of envelope files, architecture, and meta data aspects.
Sections 6 and 7 describe the processes of compute access
and report on the implementation for integrated systems.
Sections 8, 9, and 10 present the evaluation and summarise
the lessons learned, conclusion, and outlook.

2. Motivation
The complexity of integrated information and computing

systems is an interesting factor that makes it well worth
applying meta-instructions and signatures for algorithms
and interfaces. Within these systems users will have some
defined characteristics, so that these can be described in a
flexible way. The economic profit is even greater in case
of application with informations systems handling huge
numbers of objects. In these cases, envelopes can be used
to provide a standard interface for computing access.

The purpose of CEN files is to get recyclable algorithms
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and information for defined system environments. If the
algorithms handled for computing purposes would concen-
trate on ordinary processing batch scripts only, this would
be pointless and tedious and anyone would need his own
computing instructions. Todays information and computing
systems are facing challenges from complex environments
and heterogeneous content. These present aggravation con-
ditions for any long term implementation.

3. Implementation complexity and amazements
There is a number of scenarios described in the previous

publications [1], [2], [3], [6], [7], showing how “trust in
computing” and “trust in information” can more easily be
achieved by reducing complexity for development partners
in otherwise very complex systems. Examples of elements
for data objects being subject to handling and protection are:

• Vector data and multi-dimensional data,
• Raster data (aerial, remote sensing, and photographic),
• Primary and secondary spatial information,
• Calculation, measurement, and processing results,
• Meta data, instruction and interactive information,
• Commercially provided or licensed data, etc.

Most problems arise from complexity necessary to reflect
the use cases and being built on prepackaged components
each having own practical ‘amazements’ for integrated de-
velopment and from content and context handling.

3.1. Problems for complex use cases
At todays state of development, available technology is

still very limited if we take a look on long term issues,
stability, and extendability. Integrated information and com-
puting systems components make use of various technolo-
gies: batch systems, schedulers, IPC, sandboxing, embedded
applications, browser plugins, remote execution, network
and communication protocols, computing interfaces as well
as public and sensitive data. The major motivation is to
create an architecture of system components to ease the
use of various content in different resources environmental
context.

3.2. Content and context
The most important experience found from the case stud-

ies over the last years is, that besides the algorithmic content
can be signed, the context of the CEN cannot be signed in
any way. So, due to the complexity of the environment, the
fitness for a specific purpose cannot be guaranteed.

What can be controlled is given in the following list. For
some cases these characteristics can even be signed.

• Information and computing resources instructions,
• Links between the information and computing system,
• Prerequisites of the computing system,
• Processing directives and script elements,
• Input / output data necessary, etc.

What cannot be fully validated and ‘signed’ is environment
and network specifications, nodes characteristics, state of the
components of the system, . . .

The signer of a script would have to create and sign
a compute envelope for a defined system context. This is
comparable to signature for document files. These only refer
to the content namely the object and not for the context
outside, where the data will be used, namely the environment
and action. The parts of the algorithm that cannot be signed,
can in many cases be checked for logical and consistent
state. The environment has to be validated and verified with
the installation and configuration of the information and
computing system. Looking at these aspects it would be
beyond the scope of this paper as this will be future work.

4. Compute instructions into envelopes
SFC applications are used for over ten years now, but

there has been no general concept for communication in
integrated environments. These applications can hold data,
executable binary and bytecode, components, configuration,
libraries and other parts in a way supporting flexible and
portable use. Even more flexibility can be achieved for non
binary components and executables, meaning non system
dependent elements. Starting from the proof of concept, a
more suitable solution has now been created on a generic
envelope base. An end-user public client application may
be implemented via a browser plugin, based on appropriate
services. The current solution is based on CEN files contain-
ing XML structures for handling and embedding compute
information. Common envelopes that have been used with
content signing, are Object Envelope (OEN) files. Envelope
files can even be integrated with sources like GISIG Active
Source, Active Map (GAS, GAM), with Object Oriented
(OO) support, embedded into SFC applications. For various
applications the use from within binary executables or TBC
has been considered for any application part and data [5].
The case studies have shown good results as porting compo-
nents can be made easier and application service providers
and users can react faster on system modifications. Listing 1
shows a generic CEN file.
1 <ComputeEnvelope><!-- ComputeEnvelope (CEN)-->
2 <Instruction>
3 <Filename>Processing_Bat_GIS515.torque</Filename>
4 <Md5sum>...</Md5sum><Sha512sum>...</Sha512sum>
5 <DateCreated>2010-08-01:231523</DateCreated>
6 <DateModified>2010-08-01:232734</DateModified>
7 <ID>...</ID><CertificateID>...</CertificateID>
8 <Signature>...</Signature><Content>...</Content>
9 </Instruction>

10 </ComputeEnvelope>

Listing 1. Example for a Compute Envelope (CEN).

Listing 2 shows a small example using DataReference
instead of embedded data inside a CEN.
1 ...<Content><DataReference>https://doi...</

DataReference></Content>...

Listing 2. CEN using DataReference.
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Figure 1. Compute access for integrated systems.

Content can be handled as content-stream or as content-
reference (Listing 2). The way this will have to be imple-
mented for different use cases depends on the situation, an
in many cases on the size and number of data objects. One
benefit of content-reference with high performant distributed
or multicore resources is that references can be processed
in parallel on these architectures. The number of physical
parallel resources and the transfer capacities inside the
network are limiting factors.

5. Fundamental implementation architecture
The fundamental architecture is based on a layered con-

cept for the implementation and operation of information
and computing systems [3]. Currently “trust in computing”
can cover the content aspects. Context aspects are out of
scope with todays systems. For the three development layers
this mainly states tasks for services and resources layers.

Figure 1 shows the compute access for integrated informa-
tion and computing systems. Providing application support
for integrated systems does base on two assumptions, that
applications can be modified to support an integration of
compute resources and that the configuration of the system
resources infrastructure can be configured in a suitable way.
This means extending the application sources on one hand
and to enable automating of access and workflow cycles.
The meta structure can be used to store the instruction sets
and to describe the job and the environment. Various meta
data is necessary to describe the signed object data. For
chronology as well as for plausibility, the security of the

time and data association is important. Integrated system
components as well as interested parties must be able to
use this meta data as well as means must be available to
verify that the time stamps associated with an object are
authentic and hold integrity (trusted time stamp authorities).
This may be a function of the CA, respective a dedicated
time server service. The envelope is able to describe any
form of embedded or referred meta data.

6. Compute access for integrated systems
From the experiences of the case studies, the following

passages describe the workflow (Figure 1) necessary to
implement integrated information and computing systems in
context with envelopes interfaces.

Based on the three layers of the Grid-GIS house frame-
work, namely disciplines, services, and resources, the com-
pute access is established by several steps, consisting of a
compute request block and a compute response block.

6.1. The request process
Starting with the application interface a compute request

starts with the element creation. The main parts consist of
preparation of the data needed for computing or processing
and the preparation of the necessary instructions. In the case
studies Active Source applications have been used. From
these prerequisites the CEN are built.

• Disciplines layer: The user’s compute request is started
based on computation data and the instruction informa-
tion necessary for processing. Elements for the CEN are
created by the user. The CEN is built from the elements,
supported by application functions.

• Services layer: The elements are evaluated and adapted
by the system configuration definition. The instruction
sets are prepared for scheduling.

• Resources layer: Data and instruction operations are
handled by batch system or interactive use. Compute,
data, network, and storage resources are used with
elements and configuration by services layer definition.

Depending on the system configuration, architecture, and
allowed user behavior, the processing can run interactively
or in batch mode. This can take from seconds to days for
elements, depending on the purpose of the integrated system
concept, before data will be suitable to be delivered for the
response process.

6.2. The response process
With the request process delivering output, the following

steps take place:
• Resources layer: The resulting output will be handled

as described in the CEN instructions. Very large data
can be stored on appropriate storage resources for later
use, smaller or interactive data can be directly delivered
to the services layer.
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• Services layer: Services functions handle the output
and do create output elements, delivered to the user or
interface defined in the original CEN envelope.

• Disciplines layer: The data from the output elements
is delivered for utilisation to the user or interface, e.g.,
to be interactively integrated into the application.

7. Implemented solution for integrated systems
For most interactive information system components a

configuration of the distributed resources environment was
needed. In opposite to OEN use, making it necessary to have
referenced instead of embedded data for huge data sets, for
CEN it should be possible to embed the essential instruction
data in most cases. So there is less need for minimising
data overhead and communication. Envelope technology is
meant to be a generic extensible concept for information
and computing system components. Figure 2 shows the
workflow with application scenarios from the GEXI case
studies. Future objectives for client components are:

• Channels for limiting communication traffic,
• Qualified signature services and accounting,
• Using signed objects without verification,
• Verify signed objects on demand.

The tests done for proof of concept have been in de-
velopment stage. A more suitable solution has now been
created on a generic envelope base. An end-user public
client application may be implemented via a browser plugin,
based on appropriate services. The current solution is based
on CEN files containing XML structures for handling and
embedding data and information.

7.1. Integrated components in practice
When taking a look onto different batch and scheduling

environments one can see large differences in capabilities,
handling different environments and architectures. In the
last years experiences have been gained in handling sim-
ple features for different environments for High Through-
put Computing like Condor [8], workload schedulers like
LoadLeveler [9] and Grid Engine [10], and batch system
environments like Moab / Torque [11], [12]. Batch and in-
teractive features are integrated with Active Source event
management [5]. Listing 3 shows a small example of a CEN
embedded into an Active Source component.

1 #BCMT--------------------------------------------------
2 ###EN \gisigsnip{Object Data: Country Mexico}
3 #ECMT--------------------------------------------------
4 proc create_country_mexico {} {
5 global w
6 # Sonora
7 $w create polygon 0.938583i 0.354331i 2.055118i ...
8 #BCMT--------------------------------------------------
9 ###EN \gisigsnip{Compute Data: Compute Envelope (CEN)}

10 #ECMT--------------------------------------------------
11 #BCEN <ComputeEnvelope>
12 ##CEN <Instruction>
13 ##CEN <Filename>Processing_Bat_GIS515.torque</Filename>
14 ##CEN <Md5sum>...</Md5sum>
15 ##CEN <Sha1sum>...</Sha1sum>

16 ##CEN <Sha512sum>...</Sha512sum>
17 ##CEN <DateCreated>2010-09-12:230012</DateCreated>
18 ##CEN <DateModified>2010-09-12:235052</DateModified>
19 ##CEN <ID>...</ID><CertificateID>...</CertificateID>
20 ##CEN <Signature>...</Signature>
21 ##CEN <Content>...</Content>
22 ##CEN </Instruction>
23 #ECEN </ComputeEnvelope>
24 ...
25 proc create_country_mexico_autoevents {} {
26 global w
27 $w bind legend_infopoint <Any-Enter> {set killatleave [

exec ./mexico_legend_infopoint_viewall.sh $op_parallel
] }

28 $w bind legend_infopoint <Any-Leave> {exec ./
mexico_legend_infopoint_kaxv.sh }

29 $w bind tulum <Any-Enter> {set killatleave [exec
$appl_image_viewer -geometry +800+400 ./
mexico_site_name_tulum_temple.jpg $op_parallel ] }

30 $w bind tulum <Any-Leave> {exec kill -9 $killatleave }
31 } ...

Listing 3. CEN embedded with Active Source.

Interactive applications based on Active Source have been
used on Grid, Cluster, and HPC (MPP, SMP) systems [6].

7.2. Resources interface
Using CEN features, it is possible to implement resources

access on base of validation, verification, and execution. The
sources (Listing 4, 5) can be generated semi-automatically
and called from a set of files or can be embedded into an
actmap component, depending on the field of application.

1 <ComputeEnvelope><!-- ComputeEnvelope (CEN)-->
2 <Instruction>
3 <Filename>Processing_Batch_GIS612.pbs</Filename>
4 <Md5sum>...</Md5sum>
5 <Sha1sum>...</Sha1sum>
6 <Sha512sum>...</Sha512sum>
7 <DateCreated>2010-08-01:201057</DateCreated>
8 <DateModified>2010-08-01:211804</DateModified>
9 <ID>...</ID>

10 <CertificateID>...</CertificateID>
11 <Signature>...</Signature>
12 <Content><DataReference>https://doi...</DataReference><

/Content>
13 <Script><Pbs>
14 <Shell>#!/bin/bash</Shell>
15 <JobName>#PBS -N myjob</JobName>
16 <Oe>#PBS -j oe</Oe>
17 <Walltime>#PBS -l walltime=00:10:00</Walltime>
18 <NodesPpn>#PBS -l nodes=8:ppn=4</NodesPpn>
19 <Feature>#PBS -l feature=ice</Feature>
20 <Partition>#PBS -l partition=hannover</Partition>
21 <Accesspolicy>#PBS -l naccesspolicy=singlejob</

Accesspolicy>
22 <Module>module load mpt</Module>
23 <Cd>cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR</Cd>
24 <Np>np=$(cat $PBS_NODEFILE | wc -l)</Np>
25 <Exec>mpiexec_mpt -np $np ./dyna.out 2>&1</Exec>
26 </Pbs></Script>
27 </Instruction>
28 </ComputeEnvelope>

Listing 4. Embedded Active Source MPI script.

Examples for using High Performance Computing and Grid
Computing resources include batch system interfaces and job
handling. Job scripts from this type will on demand (event
binding) be sent to the batch system for processing. The
Actmap Computing Resources Interface (CRI) is an example
for an actmap library (actlcri) containing functions and
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Figure 2. Workflow with application scenarios from the GEXI case studies.

procedures and even platform specific parts in a portable
way. CRI can be used for handling computing resources,
loading Tcl or TBC dynamically into the stack [13] when
given set behaviour_loadlib_actlib "yes".

1 <ComputeEnvelope><!-- ComputeEnvelope (CEN)-->
2 <Instruction>
3 <Filename>Processing_Batch_GIS612.pbs</Filename>
4 <Md5sum>...</Md5sum>
5 <Sha1sum>...</Sha1sum>
6 <Sha512sum>...</Sha512sum>
7 <DateCreated>2010-08-01:201057</DateCreated>
8 <DateModified>2010-08-01:211804</DateModified>
9 <ID>...</ID>

10 <CertificateID>...</CertificateID>
11 <Signature>...</Signature>
12 <Content><DataReference>https://doi...</DataReference><

/Content>
13 <Script><Condor>
14 <Environment>universe = standard</Environment>
15 <Exec>executable = /home/cpr/grid/job.exe</Exec>
16 <TransferFiles>should_transfer_files = YES</

TransferFiles>
17 <TransferInputFiles>transfer_input_files = job.exe,job.

input</TransferInputFiles>
18 <Input>input = job.input</Input>
19 <Output>output = job.output</Output>
20 <Error>error = job.error</Error>
21 <Log>log = job.log</Log>
22 <NotifyMail>notify_user = ruckema@uni-muenster.de</

NotifyMail>
23 <Requirements>
24 requirements = (Memory >= 50)
25 requirements = ( ( (OpSys=="Linux")||(OpSys=="AIX"))&&(

Memory >= 500) )
26 </Requirements>
27 <Action>queue</Action>
28 </Condor></Script>
29 </Instruction>
30 </ComputeEnvelope>

Listing 5. Embedded Active Source Condor script.

With Actmap CRI being part of Active Source, calls to
parallel processing interfaces, e.g., using InfiniBand, can

be used, for example MPI (Message Passing Interface) and
OpenMP, already described for standalone job scripts for
this purpose, working analogical. [7].

8. Evaluation
Targets for handling computing content were integrated

information and computing systems. It has been possible to
describe and handle components from prepackaged software,
interfaces, and architectures within the envelopes for generic
processing of geo- and related data. The primary benefits of
the solution using CEN as stated from the case studies are:

• Build a defined interface between dedicated information
system components and computing system components.

• Unique algorithm for using environment components.
• Integration of information and computing systems.
• Speed-up the development of new and modification of

existing components in complex environments.
• Portable, transparent, extendable, flexible, and scalable.
• Hierarchical structured meta data, easily parsable.
• OO-support (object, element) on application level.
• Multi-system support.
• Support for validation and verification of object ele-

ments via Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).
• Usable with sources and binaries like Active Source.

Main drawbacks are:
• Additional layer.
• Complexity of parsing and configuration.

The context is an important aspect, though it cannot be called
“drawback” here. With closed products, e.g., when memory
requirements are not transparent, it is difficult for users to
specify their needs. Anyhow, testing is in many cases not
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the answer in productive environments. Separate measures
have to be taken to otherwise minimise possible problems
and ease the use of resources in productive operation.

Even in the face of the drawbacks, for information systems
making standardised use of large numbers of accesses via
the means of interfaces, the envelopes can provide efficient
management and access, as programming interfaces can.

9. Lessons learned
CEN based on generic envelopes has provided a very

flexible and extensible solution for creating portable, se-
cure processing components with integrated information and
computing systems. The case study showed that nearly
any instruction set and data structure can be handled with
CEN in embedded or referred use. Instruction information,
meta data, signatures, and check sums can be used and
customised in various ways for implementing information
and computing system components. Support for transfer
and staging of data in many aspects further depends on
system configuration and resources as for example physical
bottlenecks cannot be eliminated by any kind of software
means. For future integrated information and computing
systems an interface layer between user configuration and
system configuration would be very helpful. From system
side in the future we need working and least operation-
invasive operating system resources limits, e.g., for memory
and a flexible limits management.

10. Conclusion and future work
The envelopes have been successfully used for various

Active Source components, for all data objects in use,
embedded and referenced. Objects can be integrated in
various native ways so the content is available as ‘stan-
dard’ content. As the context of the system environment
existing, cannot be comprehensively defined, this leads to
some interesting consequences. Exchange between systems
is quite expendable without common standards. What we
would need for future systems is some virtualised process-
ing sandbox for integrating batch and scheduling systems,
providing standardised definable interfaces. This concept has
demonstrated a basic approach in order to begin to pave the
way for information and computing systems and show the
next aspects to go on with.
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Abstract—The interdisciplinary nature of environmental 
research centres, dealing with geospatial data, analysis and 
environmental modelling on a daily basis, requires specific 
methods and technologies in the field of geospatial information 
management. The large amount of generated information has 
to be stored, catalogued, visualised and treated effectively for 
further analysis. The Public Research Centre Henri Tudor has 
set up a prototype system to create an integrated geospatial 
data infrastructure, serving the needs of various user profiles 
from novice level to advanced and experienced data analysts 
and modellers. The paper will show solutions on how to give a 
broad range of users access to an integrated infrastructure. 
This is achieved by introducing different user interfaces: an 
easy to use web interface for beginners - advanced web 
mapping and feature services coupled to desktop GIS 
applications for intermediates - direct data base access, making 
use of cutting-edge geospatial tools and spatially distributed 
modelling algorithms for experts. The system is fully functional 
on all user levels and based on free and open source software. 
It is integrating current standards of the Open Geospatial 
Consortium, to assure exchange with stakeholders and to 
guarantee its further functional extensibility. 

 

Keywords - Geospatial data management; geospatial data 
infrastructure; Web services; Web GIS; INSPIRE. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Since the enactment of the Infrastructure for Spatial 

Information in Europe (INSPIRE) directive [1] in 2007 the 
development of geospatial information services has 
increased. Stakeholders are obliged to create functional data 
and software infrastructures and to be compliant to defined 
data exchange guidelines. Web-enabled geospatial 
technologies are key components [2]; data base management 
systems with components to store spatial objects [3], data 
access libraries [4], map rendering engines [5] and web front 
ends are constantly adapted and developed to meet different 
needs.  

These components, though interactive, are merely data 
viewers; the information flow has to be more open and 
bidirectional when users operate with the data by further 

geospatial analysis or by creating new data sets. In this case 
the focus is on the interaction between data storage, single 
software components and modelling tools. If a geospatial 
data management infrastructure has to handle operations like 
real-time mapping or automated interpolations [6], then 
further components have to be integrated. Examples for these 
are algorithms powered by geostatistical software tools like 
R and Gstat [7] or GIS software libraries that are working on 
data base level like TerraLib [8]. 

In the recent years, the Public Research Centre Henri 
Tudor has faced an increasing amount of geospatial 
information, generated and compiled by its daily work for 
more and more demanding models. This called for integrated 
geospatial data management techniques and a concept to 
design a solution based on free and open source software. 
The solution to this is a geospatial data infrastructure that is 
able to operate as a central hub, serving geospatial 
information to provide the necessary data to each 
collaborator. 

This paper reflects on the possibilities of this proposition 
to build a fully functional integrated geospatial data 
infrastructure with free and open source components by the 
given constraints and requirements. This will be described in 
the next section, followed by an extensive description of 
used components and how they interact in Section III. 
Finally, a short description is given in Section IV on how the 
system is used in the institute so far and which major 
improvements will have to be made in the future. 

II. SYSTEM DESIGN, REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS 
The topic of geospatial data was quite new at the institute 

and the collaborators were introduced to existing techniques 
and demo applications on the Internet illustrating how 
workflows could look like with advanced data management 
tools. In several brainstorming sessions certain requirements 
were identified and a prototype was designed. This led to a 
fully functional geospatial data infrastructure with advanced 
data management capabilities. 

One major constraint was that the whole infrastructure 
had to be built on free and open source software products. 
The main aim of this is to reduce licensing costs and to 
increase interoperability and extensibility considering open 
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standards. With the interdisciplinary nature of an 
environmental research institute the system should be fully 
scalable to serve the needs of the various user profiles in 
particular. 

An easy to use web based spatial information system 
should be an entry point for exploration (meta data search) 
and visualisation of all connected data pools. Furthermore, 
expert users should be able to make use of advanced 
geospatial data analysis and modelling with connected 
programming environments such as R [9], shown in 
Figure 1, and geographic information systems like GRASS 
GIS [10]; both embedded in high performance computing 
facilities. 

 

 
Another component is the meta data management and 

data exchange in standardised formats as defined by the 
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) [11]. This ensures the 
compliance with infrastructures on the national level (e.g. 
GeoPortal Luxembourg [12]) and the fulfilment of 
international reporting needs compatible with the INSPIRE 
directives. Meta data are a crucial part to clearly identify data 
sets and have information about extent, quality, spatial and 
temporal schema, spatial reference, and distribution of digital 
geographic data. One wide spread standard and “best 
practice” is ISO 19115 [13] with its XML implementation 
schema ISO 19139 [14]. In addition, the general effort in 
maintenance and supervision of the whole system should be 
as small as possible. 

These requirements and constraints were leading to a first 
sketch of the infrastructure design shown in Figure 2 
summarising the most important parts of the geospatial data 
infrastructure. 

The central part is represented by the physical data 
storage system, which consists of one or more data bases and 
provides interfaces for exchange with software clients, such 
as GIS and other modelling environments used in the 
research centre. An application server is coupled to the 
physical storage and represents the high performance 
computing facilities of the institute. For data exploration, 

administration and maintenance the geospatial data 
infrastructure should provide a meta data system as well as 
administration tools. 

An example workflow is the geospatial analysis and 
automated mapping of field measured soil properties (e.g. 
texture, content of organic carbon and water uptake rate) 
using automated mapping algorithms as developed in the 
INTAMAP project [15]. A user can upload the relevant data 
sets via a web interface to the central data base where he is 
able to set corresponding access privileges to his working 
group. If the gathered data does not need further analysis in a 
laboratory, field devices with compatible software could 
upload it via cellular network without effort. Later, different 
group members are able to access the data with the 
connected software products of their choice for an initial 
overview mapping or to check data for consistency. After 
positive data checks, further geostatistical analysis, such as 
interpolation with kriging methods [16] will be done and the 
data as well as analysis results are fed into the meta data base 
and the web mapping interface. This ensures fast access of 
necessary up-to-date information to all collaborators. 
 

 
Figure 2. Overview of the main components of the prototype design. 

 
With the implementation of Web Processing services (WPS) 
[17] users are able to access and run predefined models on 
the application server. Necessary data sets and parameters 
have to be included in the server request. This is a favourably 
tool for non-advanced users to run complex calculations with 
automated error checking capabilities and visualise outputs 
directly in the WebGIS as overlay maps. This is a recent 
achievement running a cast shadow calculation module in a 
city area implemented in PyWPS [18]. We are using the 
OGC WPS standard which offers native support for GRASS 
GIS and supports a generic WPS Java Script library. 

III. THE GEOSPATIAL DATA INFRASTRUCTURE 
The design of the geospatial data infrastructure can be 

seen in Figure 3, with special consideration of the given 
constraints and user needs. The figure shows the used 
software components and their arrangement and connection 
from a technical point of view. It is organized in five 
different layers with their unique assigned functions in the 
system.  

Figure 1. R implemented as modelling tool. 
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The data pools at the bottom are representing the physical 
storage of different data sets. Vector and meta data are stored 
in a PostgreSQL [19] data base system with PostGIS [20] 
extension to allow the storage of spatial objects as well. 
Currently, raster data is stored simply file based, with ideas 
to move and couple it to the above mentioned PostgreSQL 
set up driven by PostGIS Raster [21]. This project is about to 
implement the raster data type as much as possible like 
vector type data in PostGIS. It will also offer a single set of 
overlay SQL functions operating seamlessly on vector and 
raster data. General user access and data security is handled 
on data base level by user login and password protection. 
With user and group privileges on table level inside the data 
base a granular access right system can be established to 
protect sensitive information. 

Libraries like GDAL/OGR [22] make sure that access 
and coordinate transformation of geospatial objects is 
possible. A map server like MapServer [23] is able to create 
different OGC compliant services, such as 
Web Map Service (WMS), Web Feature Service (WFS) and 
Web Coverage Service (WCS) [18] and is providing the 
rendering of maps for the web client p.mapper [24]. This 
web interface is mainly based on PHP MapScript and is 
accessing data sets directly via the MapServer rendering 
engine. 

Direct data access for data analysis software, such as the 
wide spread Microsoft Excel, or the more advanced 
environments like R and S-Plus could be realised through 
ODBC/JDBC interfaces. Desktop GIS clients, like 
GRASS GIS, uDig [25] or Quantum GIS [26] can access the 
data storage directly with built-in interfaces to visualize or 
edit geospatial data sets. 

Another important component of the infrastructure is a 
catalogue service for meta data and a corresponding web 
interface like GeoNetwork [27]. It allows the user to 
interactively search for sets of any information in the system 
via related meta data. Furthermore it is a crucial part of 
compatibility to other infrastructures because GeoNetwork is 
acting as a CSW (Catalogue Service Web) service to publish 
data sets in higher-level infrastructures (e.g. 
Geoportal Luxembourg, INSPIRE services). Further it can 
connect to them as client as well. This feature enables 
harvesting of foreign data sets to link them into the own 
system by OGC web services. 

The geospatial data infrastructure and its diverse options 
of data access enable the acquisition and compilation of 
relevant information in an integrated way for all types of user 
levels. It ensures easy and compatible data exchange and it is 
fully functional and well integrated in the daily work flow of 
collaborators. 

A main tool for data research is the WebGIS and the web 
based meta data application where most basic information on 
available data can be retrieved. A most fundamentally work 
flow, such as search, selection, visualisation of geospatial 
information and printing of basic maps can easily be done 
via the web map interface adding full support to basic or 
novice users. Users with advanced geocomputation skills are 
using the WebGIS itself mainly for discussion purposes 
during meetings. Nevertheless, they are creating and 

analysing data sets by making use of powerful server 
hardware and further installed software products like 
PostGIS, which is offering spatial data queries and 
geoprocessing methodologies for vector data directly 
implemented into SQL (Structured Query Language). 

Further applications could be automated mapping of 
environmental parameters or statistical analysis tools built 
into the web based map interface to provide further insight to 
data to the more inexperienced user. The Public Research 
Centre Henri Tudor is also involved in geospatial uncertainty 
analysis and modelling within the developments of the 
UncertWeb project [28] and its Uncertainty Markup 
Language (UncertML). These are of importance in the near 
future, e.g. in decision making at administrative levels. 

All functional blocks are built on free and open source 
software (FOSS) components. FOSS is used in many 
applications and operational infrastructures, making use of 
advantages like the constant and continuous development 
and on-going support by the developer community. The 
monetary benefit of free and open source software could be 
reduced in the beginning phase because of extra expenses 
caused by an additional need in development of features that 
are not available out-of-the-box. In terms of desktop GIS 
software, standardized interfaces to OGC services are 
available due to the effectiveness of OGC standards and the 
active community support. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The presented infrastructure has the following benefits: 

improved data organisation and management, high data 
security and fast availability of information on all user levels. 

The system is able to connect all GIS and modelling tools 
that are used in the institute seamlessly and present them in 
an integrated way to the user. 

As European frameworks like INSPIRE are just being 
implemented, the integration of distributed data sources will 
continue in the future. This integration will be gradual, 
adding data when it is available and prepared for integration. 
The system provides all necessary interfaces to achieve an 
easy and straightforward integration of all OGC compliant 
data sources. At the same time it also complies with all OGC 
standards to provide data for many other geospatial data 
infrastructures and applications. 

Future work will have to be done in the fields of a more 
seamless WPS integration and the set up of more calculation 
modules to assist collaborators. The storage of raster data 
should be integrated in the data base system by the recent 
development of PostGIS Raster. This would allow making 
use of basic raster map algebra, also in combination with 
vector data, without using dedicated GIS tools. Furthermore, 
the overall usability of the web frontend should be improved 
with better support for data queries and quick look summary 
statistics of available data sets. In addition, the system should 
be referenced in the national geospatial data infrastructure to 
assure an exchange of information and make use of 
meta data services. 
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Figure 3. Detailed schema of components of the geospatial data infrastructure. 
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Abstract—Multi-Agent Geo-Simulation (MAGS) aims to sim-
ulate phenomena involving a large number of autonomous
situated actors (implemented as software agents) evolving and
interacting within a Virtual representation of the Geographic
Environment (VGE). A radio communication system is a
typical complex dynamic phenomena where transmitter and
receiver antennas are constantly constrained by the physical
environment in which it they are deployed. In the real world,
radio transmissions are subject to propagation effects which
deeply affect the received signals because of geographic and
environmental characteristics (foliage and vegetation, buildings,
mountains and hills, etc.). Using geoprocessing techniques, we
propose an automated approach to build semantically-informed
and geometrically-accurate virtual geographic environments
which uses Geographic Information System (GIS) data and
builds an informed graph-based structure called Informed Vir-
tual Geographic Environment (IVGE). In addition, we propose
a multi-agent prototype to analyze the attenuation effect due
to the radio signal’s traversal between antennas (simulated as
software agents) through terrain shape, vegetation area, and
buildings using a 3D line-of-sight computation technique.

Keywords-Informed Virtual Geographic Environment (IVGE);
Radio Signal Propagation; Line-Of-Sight; Multi-Agent Geo-
Simulation (MAGS).

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the Multi-Agent Geo-Simulation
(MAGS) approach has attracted a growing interest from
researchers and practitioners to simulate phenomena in
a variety of domains including traffic simulation, crowd
simulation, urban dynamics, and changes of land use and
cover, to name a few [2]. Such approaches are used to
study phenomena (i.e., car traffic, mobile robots, mobile
networks, crowd behaviours, etc.) involving a large number
of simulated actors (implemented as software agents) of
various kinds evolving in, and interacting with, an explicit
description of the geographic environment called Virtual
Geographic Environment (VGE). Nevertheless, simulating
such autonomous situated agents remains a particularly
difficult issue, because it involves several different research
domains: geographic environment modeling, spatial cogni-
tion and reasoning, situation-based behaviours, etc. When
examining situated agents in a VGE, whether for gaming

or simulations purposes, one of the first questions that
must be answered is how to represent the world in which
agents navigate [20]. Since a geographic environment may
be complex and large-scale, the creation of a VGE is difficult
and needs large quantities of geometrical data describing
the environment characteristics (terrain elevation, location of
objects and agents, etc.) [16] as well as semantic informa-
tion that qualifies space (buildings, roads, parks, etc.) [17].
Current approaches usually consider the environment as a
monolithic structure, which considerably limits the way that
large-scale, real world geographic environments and agent’s
spatial reasoning capabilities are handled [13].

Rapid advances in wireless communications have made
mobile data applications a high-growth area of development.
So far, most applications only focus on geographic data
collection and access using geographic information systems.
However, many emergency management applications need
such geographic data in order to ensure that field workers
and command center operators collaborate under acceptable
operating conditions [7]. Under emergency conditions, emer-
gency systems need to quickly establish an ad hoc, ground-
level network of radio stations mounted on temporary com-
mand centers, vehicles, or temporary masts, interacting with
moving field operators using mobile devices [6].

Radio Frequency (RF) communication does have some
limitations that must be considered. The maximum line-of-
sight range between two shoulder-height devices is limited
to 12km considering the curvature of the earth but not
considering refraction of radio waves. The actual range may
be considerably less depending on transmission power and
receiver sensitivity, and the radio signal can be attenuated or
degraded due to obstruction resulting from its interactions
with features on its transmission path. In an urban envi-
ronment, possible obstructions include buildings, trees, and
bridges for example (Figure 1).

The difficulty of evaluating an ad hoc radio network with
hundreds of nodes and various levels of mobility operating
in a complex geographic environment (i.e., rugged terrain,
dense foliage, buildings, etc.) motivated us to use our IVGE
model to analyze communication attenuation. In order to
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Radio signal propagation: (a) an obstruction-free propagation; (b) propagation obstructed by vegetation and foliage;
and (c) propagation obstructed by buildings.

analyze the communication attenuation in real geographic
environments, we propose to virtually reproduce the actual
geographic environment using an automated IVGE gener-
ation approach [12] and leverage its enriched description
to precisely compute the radio transmission’s attenuation.
The radio transmission is computed using the line of sight
between two points located in the IVGE.

In this project, our goal is to analyze the radio commu-
nication attenuation in complex, dynamic and large-scale
geographic environments. In order to achieve such a goal,
a geographic environment model should precisely represent
geographic features. It should also integrate several semantic
notions characterising these geographic features. Since we
deal with large-scale geographic environments, it would be
appreciable to have a VGE organized efficiently in order
to reduce the spatial computation algorithms such as line-
of-sight algorithms. There is also a need for autonomous
situated agents representing antennas either transmitters or
receivers which are able to communicate using radio signal
propagation in presence of both static and dynamic obstacles
located in the VGE. Static obstacles correspond to areas that
affect radio signal propagation such as walls, fences, trees,
rivers, etc. Static obstacles also include obstructions result-
ing from terrain elevation (mountains, hills, etc.). Dynamic
obstacles correspond to moving or stationary antennas which
may interfere with the radio communication system.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to model
and simulate radio communication networks using multi-
agent systems evolving in and interacting with a virtual
geographic environments. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows: in Section II, we provide a brief overview on
related work in the field of environment representation and
analysis of radio communications. Section III presents our
methodology for the creation of informed virtual geographic
environments. Section IV highlights the unique properties

of our IVGE model which easily and efficiently enable
spatial reasoning algorithms and geometrical computations
such as line-of-sight computation. Section V details the radio
communication analysis tool. Finally, Section VI concludes
and presents our perspectives.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we provide a brief overview of prior works
related to environment representation, and analysis of radio
communications in virtual environments.

A. Environment Representation

Virtual environments and spatial representations have
been used in several application domains. For example,
Thalmann et al. proposed a virtual scene for virtual hu-
mans representing a part of a city for graphic animation
purposes [5]. Donikian et al. proposed a modelling system
which is able to produce a multi-level data-base of virtual
urban environments devoted to driving simulations [9]. Ali et
al. used a multi-agent geo-simulation approach to simulate
customers’ behaviours in shopping malls [1]. More recently,
Shao et al. proposed a virtual environment representing
the New York City’s Pennsylvania Train Station populated
by autonomous virtual pedestrians in order to simulate the
movement of people [16]. However, since the focus of
these approaches is computer animation and virtual reality,
the virtual environment usually plays the role of a simple
background scene in which agents mainly deal with geo-
metric characteristics. Indeed, the description of the virtual
environment is often limited to the geometric level, though
it should also contain topological and semantic information
for other types of applications. Therefore, most interactions
between agents and the environment are usually simple, only
permitting to plan a path in a 2D or 3D world with respect
to free space and obstacle regions [4].
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B. Analysis of Radio Communications

Signal specialists currently have limited capabilities for
predicting radio performance in complex geographic envi-
ronments that may involve jammers and may have combina-
tions of open terrain and obstructed locations [6]. Foliated
areas, buildings, or terrain may cause obstructions to the
radio line-of-sight path [7]. Therefore, there is a need for
a communication analysis tool that helps fill this void. We
propose to use geoprocessing techniques in order to build a
tool for the analysis of radio communications attenuation in-
volving a geometrically-accurate and semantically-informed
virtual geographic environment model. This tool is an easy
to use, stand-alone, GUI-based application that runs on a PC
and provides a rich set of functionalities to aid the user to
compute the total path loss of a given operational scenario
that is directly coupled to an operational area using reliable
GIS data.

This tool enables the user to plan radio deployments and
determine link connectivity using actual radio parameters,
taking into account the presence of obstacles, while ac-
counting for the excess attenuation due to terrain, foliage
(vegetation), and building obstructions. To compute the total
path loss, our tool uses the following parameters: height
of transmitter antenna (meters), height of receive antenna
(meters), transmitter antenna position (x, y, z), receiver
antenna position (x, y, z), and frequency of operation (GHz).

III. COMPUTATION OF IVGE DATA

In this section, we present our automated approach to
compute the IVGE data directly from vector GIS data.
This approach is based on four stages which are detailed
in this section (Figure 2): input data selection, spatial
decomposition, maps unification, and finally, the generation
of the informed topologic graph.

GIS Input Data Selection: The first step of our ap-
proach consists of selecting the different vector data sets
which are used to build the IVGE. The only restriction
concerning these data sets is that they must respect the same
scale. The input data can be organized into two categories.
First, elevation layers contain geographical marks indicating
absolute terrain elevations. As we consider 2.5D IVGE, a
given coordinate cannot have two different elevations, mak-
ing it impossible to represent tunnels for example. Multiple
elevation layers can be specified, and if this limitation is
respected, the model can merge them automatically. Second,
semantic layers are used to qualify various types of data
in space. Each layer indicates the physical or virtual limits
of a given set of features with identical semantics in the
geographic environment, such as roads or buildings. The
limits can overlap between two layers, and our model is
able to merge the information.

Figure 2: The four stages to obtain an IVGE from
GIS data. All the stages are automatic but the first.

Spatial Decomposition: The second step consists of
obtaining an exact spatial decomposition of the input data
into cells. This process is entirely automatic using Delaunay
triangulation, and can be divided into two parts in relation
to the previous phase. First, an elevation map is computed,
corresponding to the triangulation of the elevation layers.
All the elevation points of the layers are injected into
a 2D triangulation, the elevation being considered as an
attribute of each node. This process produces an environ-
ment subdivision composed of connected triangles. Such a
subdivision provides information about coplanar areas: the
elevation of any point inside a triangle can be deduced
by using the elevation of the three original data points to
form a plane. Second, a merged semantics map is computed,
corresponding to a constrained triangulation of the semantic
layers. Indeed, each segment of a semantic layer is injected
as a constraint which keeps track of the original semantic
data by using an additional attribute for each semantic
layer. The obtained map is then a constrained triangulation
merging all input semantics. Each constraint represents as
many semantics as the number of input layers containing it.

Merging Elevation and Semantics Layers: The third
step to obtain our IVGE consists of unifying the two maps
previously obtained. This phase can be depicted as mapping
the 2D merged semantic map onto the 2.5D elevation map
in order to obtain the final 2.5D elevated merged semantics
map. First, preprocessing is carried out on the merged
semantics map in order to preserve the elevation precision
inside the unified map. Indeed, all the points of the elevation
map are injected into the merged semantics triangulation,
creating new triangles. This first process can be dropped
if the elevation precision is not important. Then, a second
process elevates the merged semantics map. The elevation
of each merged semantics point P is computed by retrieving
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the corresponding triangle T inside the elevation map, i.e.,
the triangle whose 2D projection contains the coordinates
of P. Once T is obtained, the elevation is simply computed
by projecting P on the plane defined by T using the Z axis.
When P is outside the convex hull of the elevation map then
no triangle can be found and the elevation cannot be directly
deduced. In this case, we use the average height of the points
of the convex hull which are visible from P.

Informed Topologic Graph: The resulting unified map
now contains all the semantic information of the input layers,
along with the elevation information. This map can be used
as an Informed Topologic Graph (ITG), where each node
corresponds to the map’s triangles, and each arc corresponds
to the adjacency relations between these triangles. Then,
common graph algorithms can be applied to this topological
graph, and graph traversal algorithms in particular. One of
these algorithms retrieves the node, and therefore the trian-
gle, corresponding to given 2D coordinates. Once this node
is obtained, it is possible to extract the data corresponding
to the position, such as the elevation from the 2.5D triangle,
and the semantics from its additional attributes. Several other
algorithms can be applied, such as path planning or graph
abstraction, but they are out of the scope of this paper and
will not be detailed here.

IV. PROPERTIES OF INFORMED VGE

The subdivision of space into convex cells allows us
to preserve the original geometric definition of the geo-
graphic environment, unlike the grid-based representations
that discretise the environment. Furthermore, the proposed
data reorganization produces triangles that feature good
properties: convexity which facilitates the geometric cal-
culations; support of heterogeneous geometric constraints
(points, segments, polygons); Since each constraint is linked
to its nearest neighbor, it is easy to compute the widths of
the bottlenecks in the virtual geographic environments. The
width computation corresponds to the minimum of borders’
width that are not qualified as obstacle.

The subdivision of space into convex cells also allows
us to extract an informed topologic graph of the envi-
ronment featuring relatively few nodes compared to grid-
type representations. Additionally, the triangulation is not
dependent on a fixed spatial scale for the environment, but
only on its complexity (number of constrained segments).
It should also be emphasized that curved geometries will
produce a lot of triangles since they are represented by
a large number of constrained segments. However, since
the produced triangulation is represented as a graph, it is
possible to abstract it in order to reduce the number of
elements. All these properties are of interest to address the
issue of line-of-sight computation.

A. Line of Sight’s Computation

The spatial subdivision provides a structure of convex
cells which facilitates and accelerates the calculation of ray
tracing in three dimensions. We define the radius α using
the following information: the position of the origin p; the
direction vector

→
d ; and the maximum distance considered.

Let Get f ree(Cell) and Getconstrained(Cell) be two functions
returning respectively the list of free (S f ree) and constrained
(Sconst ) borders bounding the convex cell Cell. Let N(Cell,b)
be a function returning the normal vector to the border b
which belongs to the cell Cell and directed towards the
inside of the cell. Finally let us note ℘(β) the 2X2 rotation
matrix of

→
d . The test checking if there is an intersection

between the ray and the border b, which links the vertices
I and J, is performed using the following expression [11]:

Φ∧ [θ · (I− p))×θ · (J− p)))]≤ 0 (1)

Where Φ is detailed in equation 2 and θ in equation 3

Φ = ~d ·N(Cell,b)≤ 0 (2)

θ =
(

I + J
2
− p

)
×℘

(
π

2

)
(3)

The line of sight computation algorithm proceeds as
follows:

• Step 1: the cell Cell containing the source of the line
of sight vector ~LoS is determined.

• Step 2: an intersection test is performed between
→

LoS
and each border b of Cell.

• Step 3: compute S f ree(Cell) using Get f ree(Cell) and
Sconst(Cell) using Getconstrained(Cell).

• Step 4: if no intersection is found with borders from
S f ree(Cell), then

→
LoS must intersect with a border from

Sconst(Cell).
• Step 5: the border b is pushed back to the list of borders

crossed by ~LoS.
• Step 6: the cell Cell is pushed back to the list of cells

crossed by ~LoS.
• Step 7: the cell sharing the border b which intersects

with ~LoS becomes the current cell. Proceed to Step 2.

The line of sight algorithm, due to its low computational
cost, can be extensively used in MAGS involving a large
number of agents evolving in a complex IVGE.

V. ANALYSIS OF RADIO COMMUNICATION

Planning communications links requires the ability to
assess the performance of each link in the presence of a num-
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ber of degrading factors. In addition to the normal free space
signal attenuation loss, other losses reduce the signal level.
These additional losses can be caused by obstructions such
as buildings and vegetation (foliage). Analyzing obstruction
losses can be difficult because of the geometric, topologic,
and semantic characteristics of the geographic environment
and the need for path loss models.

We use our ray-tracing algorithm to determine the path
that a radio signal takes to arrive at the receiver’s posi-
tion from a given transmitter within our 3D IVGE. We
model transmitters and receivers as infinitesimally small
points such that paths are computed precisely and cannot
be duplicated or missed as sometimes could happen in
the approximate approach [15]. Obviously, our ray-tracing
algorithm is more precise and reliable. Our approach com-
putes the total source-to-destination path length and then,
determines whether the vector defined by the source and
destination points (locations in the IVGE) passes through
an obstruction area. Doing so, it is able to compute the
total path loss between transmitter and receiver antennas.
One of three cases may occur: 1) Obstruction-Free Path:
Vector does not penetrate any obstruction; 2) Obstruction
Block Penetration: Vector penetrates one or more foliage
obstruction blocks and/or one or more building obstruction
blocks; and 3) Ground Penetration: Vector penetrates the
ground (earth) once or several times.

Figure 3: Computation of the ray tracing: the radio
signal propagation path (blue), free space (grey),
building (green), and vertices representing the inter-
section locations (light blue).

The computations performed by our tool to quantify the
path attenuation for each of the three cases defined above
are based on the following mathematical models described
in [3].

Plane-Earth Attenuation Model: Let Lp be the path
attenuation using the plane-Earth model (dB):

Lp = 40Log(D)−20Log(Ht)−20Log(Hr) (4)

where D is the total source-to-destination path length (me-
ters), and Ht and Hr are the heights of the transmitter and
receiver antennae above ground level, respectively (meters).

Free-Space Attenuation Model: Let L f s be the path
attenuation using the Free-Space model (dB):

L f s = 32.45+20Log(D)+20Log( f ) (5)

where D is the total source-to-destination path length
(meters) and f is the RF frequency (GHz).

Obstruction Block Penetration Model: Let LB be the
path attenuation term due to propagation through a building
obstruction block (dB) [14]:

LB = K1(0.6) f +K2DB (6)

where f is the RF frequency (GHz), K1 is a constant used
to map the first expression above to building penetration
data reported in [3]. K1 = 35; K2 is a constant to account
for the attenuation (per meter) of the signal within the
building. K2 = 1 (dB/m); and DB is the distance that the
signal propagates through the building (meters).

The first term in Equation 6 accounts for the penetration
into and out of the building by the signal and was derived
from data reported in [3] using a regression analysis tech-
nique. The second term in the equation above accounts for
the attenuation through the building and is based on data
reported by Willassen in [19].

Foliage obstruction Attenuation Model: If the pen-
etration is through a foliage obstruction block, the tool
computes an excess path attenuation term called L f using
the Wiessberger model [18] as follows:

L f = 1.33 f 0.284.D0.588
f ,14 < D f (7)

L f = 0.45 f 0.284.D1.0
f , 0≤ D f ≤ 14m (8)

where D f is the distance that the signal propagates
through the foliage obstruction (meters) and f is the RF
frequency (GHz).

The term ’excess attenuation’ refers to the additional
attenuation above the basic transmission loss, for a given
path length, in the absence of foliage. Our analysis approach
applies equations 4 to 8 to calculate the basic transmission
loss for the link. Thus, the total path attenuation for the
obstruction penetration case called Ltotal is calculated as
follows:

Ltotal = max(Lp,L f s)De f f + sum(L f )+ sum(LB) (9)
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Figure 4: Simulation of radio communications’ attenuation; yellow lines correspond to obstacle-free line-of-sight radio signal
propagation; red lines correspond to obstructed line-of-sight; (1) represents the transmitter antenna implemented using the
agent paradigm; (2) an example of a plane-earth obstruction; (3) an example of a block-penetration obstruction.

where max(Lp,L f s)De f f means that this term is calculated
at De f f ; De f f is the effective path length over which
the Plane-Earth and Free-Space path attenuation model is
applied and is equal to the total path length minus the
sum of the building obstruction block path length segments
or sum(DB); sum(L f ) is the sum of the excess attenua-
tion terms in dB due to signal propagation through the
foliage obstruction block(s) (dB); and sum(LB) is the sum
of the path attenuation terms due to propagation through
the building obstruction block(s) (dB). Figure 4 illustrates
the agent-based simulation tool that we developed in order
to implement our approach to analyze the radio signal
attenuation in informed virtual geographic environments.
This figure presents a snapshot of the simulation at time t0
with an agent representing a transmitter antenna and several
agents representing receiver antennae.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Using reliable GIS data along with the line of sight
algorithm (ray tracing feature) provided by our IVGE allows
the system to compute the exact locations of intersections
occurring between the radio signal propagation path and the
terrain shape (Figure 4). Our IVGE also allows us to collect
the list of cells crossed by the radio signal propagation path.
In addition, using the semantic information associated with
these cells, we are able to determine which analytical model
to apply in order to precisely compute the path loss.

We have shown a tool that leverages the enriched descrip-
tion of the IVGE and computes the radio signal attenuation
due to buildings, foliage and field obstructions. However,
other phenomena can also degrade the radio signal trans-
mission. Examples of such phenomena include transmitter
power, receiver sensitivity, and radio signal’s absorption,
reflection, and scattering from interaction with features on
or near its transmission path. These phenomena should
be taken into account when computing the radio signal
attenuation in order to predict anticipated communications
network connectivity and performance data. To this end,
the agent models representing the transmitters and receivers
antennae should be improved in order to take into account
the antenna sensitivity. Moreover, the computation of the
signal propagation should also take into account absorption,
reflection and scattering phenomena.

In the future, we propose to extend our tool in order
to integrate an advanced ray-tracing process [10], which
combines both the geometric optics and the geometric theory
of diffraction (GTD). Moreover, we propose to include the
uniform theory of diffraction (UTD) [8] extension to GTD
which removes the inaccuracies close to the incident and
reflection boundaries. Since we already carried out in the
field measurements of radio signal attenuation within the
metropolitan area of Windsor, Ontario, Canada [6], the next
step is to build the IVGE representing this geographic area
using GIS data and reproduce using our agent-based simula-
tion tool these measurements for validation and calibration
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purposes of our radio signal attenuation model.

To conclude, our geometrically-precise and semantically-
enhanced IVGE enables us to provide wireless network
planners with a tool for the analysis of the communications’
attenuation. In contrast with mathematical models which
only approximate the radio signal attenuation based on a
coarse-grained qualification of the geographic environment:
urban, suburban and rural, we compute more precisely the
radio signal propagation path and qualify obstructions in
order to apply the appropriate analytical model.
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Abstract—Since the days the investigating officers used ”pin
maps” to locate and to think about crime events, crime
mapping has become widespread thanks to spatial analysis
mainly supplied by GIS-like software. In particular these
methods suit well to geographic profiling devoted to crime
series characterised by a single offender and hence limited
space and time variability. Although spatial techniques are
now regularly performed to delineate an offender’s area of
residence, the temporal dimension is underemployed due to
the wider uncertainty of time records. This paper proposes a
methodology based on a least-squares adjustment in order to
cope with this temporal issue for determining the most probable
offender’s residence. Moreover, a chi-square test is described to
check the significance of the solutions suggested by the method.
The process is carried out on the real road network which
has been discretised (rasterised) for computing convenience.
Three simulations show the validity of the reasoning. Finally
the main time and speed assumptions introduced in the model
are discussed paving the way for further research.

Keywords-crime mapping; geographic profiling; temporal
data quality; least-squares adjustment; raster diffusion pro-
cess; error propagation

I. INTRODUCTION

Among the domains where the quality of spatial and tem-
poral data especially affects operational performance analy-
sis, crime mapping is probably one of the most intriguing to
the general public. Its premises date back to the 19th century,
but the analysis offered by GIS allowed geographic profiling
to expand only in recent decades. Geographic profiling is
defined as a methodology of investigation that uses the
locations of a series of connected crimes to determine the
criminal’s most probable area of residence [1]. In addition to
psychologist profiling, it is nowadays widely used in serious
crime investigations.

The temporal dimension of geographic profiling has been
underexploited while recent criminal literature underlines
the importance of simultaneously addressing both spatial
and temporal aspects of crimes (several references in [2]).
Uncertainty in temporal data largely explains their under-
utilization. The failure to capture temporal details by the
police [3], the practical and/or psychological inability of the
victim to specify the time of a crime, and the variability
of the offenders’ behaviour are the main causes of the low

reliability of temporal data. If temporal information is pro-
cessed in conjunction with spatial information, errors may
appear on space (sought-after criminal’s place of residence,
crime location), on time (starting time of the criminal from
his/her residence, time of the crime) and on speed (travel
from criminal’s residence to crime site).

This paper precisely deals with the modelling of the
inaccuracies of the recorded times of crime for providing
geographic profiling with a new method exploiting spatio-
temporal convergence. In order to address this issue, the pa-
per is organised as follows. The context, Section II, describes
the situation in which the offender’s anchor site can be
determined thanks to temporal information. It also specifies
the temporal, behavioural and spatial assumptions required
to limit the variation of spatial and temporal parameters.
In Section III, we present the basic isotropic methodology
used to locate the criminal’s most probable area of residence.
Then we analyse the least-squares solution for the gener-
alization of the diffusion process on an anisotropic space.
Subsequently a chi-square test is proposed in order to assess
the validity of the improved method. The reasoning is then
illustrated in Section IV by simulation processes generating
variances in the data sets.

The consequences of the assumptions introduced in the
previous process are discussed in Section V and method-
ological solutions are considered in order to raise these hy-
potheses. Finally, the conclusion in Section VI summarises
the bringing-in of this article.

II. CONTEXT

The context chosen for this research is dictated by real
facts relating to multiple rapes perpetrated by the same au-
thor, at different dates and for several years within a reduced
spatial and temporal variability: crimes spread across an area
limited to a radius of a few tens of kilometres, and are
perpetrated in a winter time slot ranging between 7.00 and
7.30 AM. The narrow time slot during which the crimes
were committed suggests a strong but likely assumption,
i.e. a constant departure time from a single anchor point. By
modelling the travel time from each crime site, it should then
be possible to identify, back in time, the location with similar
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departure time. This one is assumed to be the offender’s
anchor point.

Concerning the offender’s spatial behaviours, two kinds
of scenarii could be explored. According to the criminal
profile and the crime type, the offender can take advantage of
an opportunity during his daily activities (theory of routine
activity in environmental criminology [4]) or, conversely, he
prepares the crime beforehand by a precise location.

The first behaviour can use several types of travel between
the criminal’s place of residence and the site of crime
(circuit or zigzag for example). The second behaviour, on
the other hand, strongly favours the direct travel between
his residence and the site of crime i.e. the use of the
shortest path on the road network. In our context, the crime
locations and the times they were committed suggest that
the criminal has made a very specific location prior to each
crime corresponding to the second behaviour. It is therefore
possible to favour a ”star” pattern in the journeys between
the criminal’s anchoring site and the sites of crimes.

Regarding the spatial assumptions, the extending area
of crime is too large to consider a pedestrian behaviour.
Assuming car as mode of transportation, the journeys-to-
crime are limited to the road network and only crimes carried
in its vicinity are considered. All the points of the network
are then candidates to host the offender’s anchor point.

III. DETERMINING THE GEOGRAPHICAL ORIGIN OF A
SERIAL OFFENDER

Our research question is defined as follows: is it possible
to determine the geographical origin of a serial offender
taking into account the temporal uncertainty of the crime
data? The analysis is based on the temporal, behavioural
and spatial assumptions described in the context.

This section analyses firstly the research question with
a simplified reasoning. Then it introduces gradually the
complexity of real cases in order to clearly identify the
various issues relating to the problem.

A. Isotropic diffusion case

1) Definition of the problem: n criminal events occurred
at places with known coordinates (xi, yi) and at recorded
times ti (with i = 1 to n). The purpose of the analysis is
to determine the offender’s origin, assumed to be his/her
residence, and his/her constant time of departure. The prob-
lem contains three unknowns: x and y the coordinates of
the offender’s residence and t, the time of departure from
this residence. In the specific case of isotropic diffusion and
constant velocity v, the problem is analytically formulated
as follows:

t+

√
(xi − x)2 + (yi − y)2

v
= ti (1)

In the case described above, we may identify a solution
for this problem according to the least-squares adjustment

(LSA) in order to take into account the variability of the
ti. This variability has multiple sources: a bad estimation
given by the victims, some waiting time before acting for
the offender, small variations in his time of departure.

2) Least-squares formulation: Residuals νi were added
to the n observation equations:

t+

√
(xi − x)2 + (yi − y)2

v
= ti + νi (2)

According to least-squares theory [5], [6], these equations
are linearised:

t+
Do

i

v
+

(xo − xi)
vDo

i

(x−xo)+
(yo − yi)
vDo

i

(y−yo) = ti +νi

(3)
where (xo, yo) is an approximation of the residence coor-
dinates and Do

i the corresponding distance to the crime i
location. These n equations can be written in matrix form:

A x− ν + w = 0 (4)

where

A =


1 xo−x1

vDo
1

yo−y1
vDo

1
...

...
...

1 xo−xn

vDo
n

yo−yn

vDo
n

 (5)

x =

 t
x− xo

y − yo

 (6)

w =


Do

1
v − t1

...
Do

n

v − tn

 (7)

The Jacobian matrix A contains the equations partial deriva-
tives with respect to the unknowns. The vectors x, ν and
w gather respectively the unknowns, the residuals and the
independent terms.

The least-squares solution is then given by

ATA x̂ = −AT ŵ (8)

x̂ = −(ATA)−1AT ŵ (9)

where x̂ is the estimation of x constituting the solution in
the least-squares sense .

By definition, this solution minimises the sum of the
squares of the residuals (SSR): νT ν min

B. Diffusion on the network

The previous section shows that the simplified problem
can be solved with the LSA. However, we assumed an
isotropic diffusion on a continuous space. In real situa-
tions the road network conditions the path followed by the
offender. Therefore we need to generalise the problem to
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any diffusion process, which from a practical standpoint, is
treated by a discretisation of space. Equation 2 becomes:

t+ di(x, y) = ti + νi (10)

where di(x, y) are the travel times or the delays between the
origin (x, y) and the crime i. The travel time or equivalently
the potential starting time at any point of the network
to,i(x, y) is estimated numerically. The solution will be
obtained semi-analytically. Let us denote by t̄(x, y) the mean
of the potential starting times between homologous locations
(x,y):

t̄(x, y) =
∑n

i=1 to,i(x, y)
n

(11)

then the least-squares solution is the triplet (x, y, t̄(x, y))
minimising the SSR:

νT ν =
n∑

i=1

(t̄(x, y)− to,i(x, y))2 min (12)

C. Statistical validation

According to least-squares hypotheses, residuals follow
a normal distribution. Consequently, the SSR follows a χ2

distribution with n − p degrees of freedom (with n the
number of observations and p, the number of unknowns).
Therefore the following χ2 test was built to determine
the upper bound of the SSR below, which the area can
potentially contain the offender’s residence.

νT ν < (n− p) σ2χ2
n−p (13)

σ2 is the a-priori variance chosen according to the uncer-
tainty attributed to the recorded ti. In first approach, we
postulate that the uncertainty is similar for all the observed
times (ti). Indeed, this uncertainty influences the trust we
attribute to the identified solution.

IV. SIMULATIONS

We chose to work in raster mode as all the pixels of
the road network could potentially be candidates for the
anchor point. Indeed, the raster mode is suitable to represent
a spatially continuous phenomenon. Besides, this mode
is compatible with parallel developments explained in the
perspectives. Three simulations, implemented on ArcGis 9.3
(Spatial Analyst) are performed to illustrate the reasoning
with the ti obtained from a randomly chosen residence and
starting time.

The first simulation considers the ti without uncertainty
while the two others introduce two different precisions of 2
and 5 minutes on the ti.

Spatial data concerning the road network and the sites of
crimes are available with high precision (5 m). By contrast,
there is no information on the network load and therefore
on the varying vehicle speeds on the different parts of the
network at crime times. In order to isolate the temporal
uncertainty coming from the times of crime, a constant

speed of 50 km / h was set for this application. It is worth
noting that a constant velocity could correspond to a motorist
looking for potential targets as well as, for a lower speed,
to a pedestrian movement.

A. Evaluation of times corresponding to the crime events
(ti)

The first step of the simulation is to determine four
plausible times of crime at four distinct locations respecting
the assumption of a constant departure time from an unique
location.

• We first arbitrarily choose a location for the offender’s
residence and a unique time of departure corresponding
to 7 AM.

• We build a cost surface corresponding to the crossing
time at an assumed constant speed of 50 km/h. The
surface is generated in raster mode with a 10-m pixel
resolution. A cost of 0.072 is assigned to every pixel
of the rasterised network, corresponding to the time
required to travel one meter at this speed of 50km/h.

• The cost distance from the offender’s residence d is
calculated in each cell of the network as a sum of
costs per cell cj . We computed the cost distance using
the function ”Cost Distance” in ArcGis based on the
following algorithm [7].

cj = c ∗ r (14)

with c the unit cost and r the cell resolution

aj =
cj + cj+1

2
∗ k (15)

where aj is the accumulative cost to move from cell j
to cell j + 1 (cf. Fig. 1) and

k =
{

1 if the movement is horizontal or vertical√
2 if the movement is diagonal

(16)

d =
m∑

j=1

aj (17)

where j is the current pixel on the way between the
origin and the destination and m is the number of pixels
on this same way.

• The departure time is added to the calculated cost
distance to generate the crossing time of each cell in
the network.

• Four crime sites are randomly selected on the network
and their crossing time is considered as the crime time
(n = 4).
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Figure 1. Horizontal and verical node calculations. [7]

Figure 2. The almost-overlap of the actual residence and the least-squares
solution, minimizing the sum of the suared residuals (SSR), illustrates the
validity of the least-squares adjustment.

B. LSA for the exact values of ti

The potential starting time for each observation ti in every
cell of the network to,i is evaluated by reverse processing
(regressive time from the crime sites through the road
network using the same cost). This step generates four
images that will be used as input for the LSA.

As explained in Section III-B, the pixel average of these
images is calculated. This corresponds to the average starting
time for the analysed crimes. The residuals consist in the
differences between this average t̄ and each observation to,i

computed at every pixel of the network. The least-squares
solution of the system is the cell that minimises:

n∑
i=1

(t̄− to,i)2 (18)

and should ideally be equal to 0.
The result is presented in Fig. 2. The obtained minimum

is slightly different from 0 and located in the cell just
next to the one containing the arbitrary chosen residence.
The result can still be considered as valuable despite this
difference explained by the algorithm used to calculate the

Figure 3. The offender’s residence is located inside the area delineated
by the χ2 threshold on the sum of the squared residuals (SSR).

cost distance. Indeed, the cost is calculated from the cell next
to the one containing the residence and its value depends on
the precision of the cell resolution.

C. Introduction of the uncertainty on the ti

We choose two a-priori variances of 5 and 10 correspond-
ing respectively to uncertainties of 2’15” and 3’10”. The
new values of ti consistent with these variances, respectively
ti,2min and ti,5min, are presented in Tab. I. The potential
starting time in every cell of the network is then updated
using the methodology previously described in order to
evaluate in each cell the new value of SSR. Figures 3 and
4 illustrate the result of the test described in Equation 13
using a probability level of 95 %. The least SSR value, the
least-squares solution, does not correspond to the arbitrary
offender’s residence because of the introduced uncertainties.
Nevertheless it is worth noting that this place remains
located inside the area delineated by the thresholded value
of the χ2 test.

In addition, the search for the criminal can be prioritised
in this area.

V. DISCUSSION OF THE ASSUMPTIONS AND
PERSPECTIVES

The previous analyses are based on several assumptions
that are not necessarily encountered in real life.

Firstly, it assumes an offender’s constant starting time.
This is certainly the most restrictive hypothesis as it renders
useless any attempt to solve crime series where the crime
locations are close to each other while the crime times are
very different. Therefore, other hypotheses than a constant
departure time of the offender have to be considered. The
minimization of the variances of the journey times from
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Table I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Crime event Distance (km) Travel time Exact ti ti with a variance of 5 ti with a variance of 10
1 5.11 6’08” 07:06:08 07:08:22 07:10:08
2 15.89 19’04” 07:19:03 07:16:37 07:21:31
3 12.31 14’46” 07:14:46 07:16:46 07:11:46
4 8.50 10’12” 07:10:12 07:07:58 07:07:12

Value of the upper bounds calculated from the χ2 (seconds2) 215693 431385

Figure 4. The delineated area widens and moves with the change of
temporal uncertainty.

the offender’s anchor point could be analysed with a quite
similar methodology.

Secondly, an identical time uncertainty is attached to every
observation. In practice some events may be recorded with
better precision than others: a witness can corroborate the
information given by the victim; the time of the event can be
constrained by the victim’s activity schedule; etc. In order to
consider such a variable time uncertainty, a solution could be
obtained thanks to a weighted LSA [5]. Indeed the relative
confidence attributed to each crime time could be computed
as the ratio of the a priori variance and the corresponding
time variance. These weights introduced in the resolution
process would then modify the estimation of the unknowns
as well as the SSR analysed in the χ2 test.

A third assumption deals with the speed supposed to be
constant going through the road network. If this assumption
can be considered acceptable for pedestrian journeys, it is
not the case for an offender travelling by car. Car cruising
speed varies considerably on a network according to a
number of parameters depending notably on the spatial
environment (urban street, rural road, etc.) and on temporal
conditions (time of the day, day of week, etc.). Most of
these parameters are well identified in the traffic engineer-
ing literature [8]–[10] and may then be exploited by our
methodology with very little changes. However the speed

at a precise place and moment can only be approximated
by the dedicated algorithms (e.g., multi-agent system) [11],
[12]. Consequently the errors inherent to speed are added to
the time uncertainties on the events and they are merged in
the residual values provided by the LSA.

Besides, crimes are generally not committed on the road
as considered in this application, but either in discrete
locations in the vicinity of the road where the victims are
driven, or in the victims’home. The path covered by foot
by the criminal on and out of the road can reach tens to
hundreds of meters. A research trying to model this kind
of trips is under progress, aiming to achieve a cost surface
using raster images of land uses at a metric or decametric
resolution.

The fact of raising assumptions modifies the assessment of
the total time error. The method presented herewith should
therefore be part of a more comprehensive approach to
error propagation. In this respect the use of a modified
Monte Carlo algorithm to train different types of Bayesian
neural networks and to estimate uncertainty limits [13], is
considered.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study develops a methodology for determining the
most probable area for an offender’s residence assuming
a constant starting time. The process is performed on a
rasterised road network crossed at constant speed and the
method, which is based on a LSA, is able to include the
uncertainty affecting the recorded times of the crimes. A χ2

test also described herewith allows to check the significance
of the value presented by the residence locations (pixels)
suggested by the method.

This method allows to test a hypothesis of constant
starting time for the offender’s spatial behaviour at a constant
travelling speed. A geographic profile can only be built on
eliminating progressively some hypothesis concerning this
behaviour.

The analysis is supported by three simulations: the first
one assumes exact values for the crime times, while the oth-
ers introduce a variability in the crime times corresponding
to variances of 5 and 10 respectively. The simulations show
that the identified solutions lie in the vicinity of the correct
location in a way adequately described by the χ2 statistic.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Aerotriangulation is a key step in aerophotogrammetry.
The basic goal of aerotriangulation is to compute all
elements of exterior orientation and pass points of a region
by block adjustment. The accuracy of matching points on
aerophotograph directly relates to the precision of block
adjustments and the final production of aerotriangulation.
However, water areas, influenced by wind force and gravity,
are usually in irregular motion. If automatically and
randomly selected matching pass points (a few pass points
selected beforehand to compute the exterior orientation
elements) unfortunately falls into water areas, these points,
limited by their inaccuracy, will decrease the precision of
triangulation. Therefore, extraction of water areas
beforehand is conducive to eliminate water falling pass
points and guarantee the quality of aerotriangulation. In this
paper, we concentrate on extracting water areas from RGB
aerophotograph and mark them.

Multispectral aerophotograph and remote sensing image
can synthesize information of different spectrums to extract
water region. J. Deng operated different bands of SPOT-5
images to extract water area [1]. H. Xu modified MNDWI
value to extract water area from multispectral remotely
sensed data [2]. In contrast to multispectral data, RGB
aerophotograph (every pixel of the image is consisted of red,
green and blue values) has only three bands and little extra
spectrum information. Consequently, until recently, no

effective methodology has been proposed to extract water
area from RGB aerophotograph. In order to supply such a
gap, we put forth a methodology in this paper to extract
water area from RGB aerophotograph.

With the enhancement of image resolution,
aerophotographs contain more abundant space information
as well as geometric and textual features, which create a
favorable condition for extracting objects via chromatic and
textual analysis. W. Ma and B. S. Manjunath had used
textural analysis to create a texture thesaurus for browsing
large aerophotographs and achieved relatively good retrieval
effect [3]. Other trials include W. Niblack’s querying image
using color, texture and shape [4]. All these researches
manifest a fact that chromatic and textural analyses are
effective in extracting and retrieving objects.

Enlightened by chromatic and textural analysis, we
propose a new series of procedures to extract water areas
from RGB aerophotographs. Procedure initiates by
segmenting the whole aerophotograph into homogenous and
united regions. Subsequently, compute chromatic and
textural features of every region and then compare each
region’s feature to sampled water regions’ features. Finally
extract those segments whose chromatic and textural features
are similar to sampled segments’ as water areas. This
methodology has a relatively obvious merit in effectiveness
and generality.

Water areas on aerophotographs are usually homogenous
and united; therefore water regions after segmentation
always are homogenous and united. We have no need to care
about the accuracy in segmentation of other objects because
they contribute little to water extraction. We choose
watershed segmentation algorithm (Section Ⅲ ) because it
can help attain satisfactory segmentation result. The
homogenous and united characteristic of water region also
provides pleasing condition to conduct chromatic analysis
(SectionⅡ ) and textural analysis (Section Ⅳ ). Chromatic
and textural features of every region will be added to its own
feature vector (Section Ⅴ ). Water appears differently on
photographs. In order to automatically recognize water areas,
we need to sample water regions of all appearances
beforehand and classify them. ISODATA algorithm (Section
Ⅴ ) is employed to classify those samples into several
categories. If the distance is within a threshold between a
certain region’s feature vector and any one of those
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categories’, then this segment will be identified and extracted
as water area.

RGB aerophotograph consists of three channels (Red,
Green, and Blue) and they are closely pertinent to each other.
We need to integrate them into one channel in order to
conduct image segmentation and textural analysis. In this
paper, we utilize CIELAB color space to integrate those
three channels, which decreases their pertinence as well as
provides prerequisites for image segmentation and textural
analysis later on.

Any color is unable to be both green and red or both blue
and yellow. This principle prompts the CIELAB color space.
CIELAB color space inherits the XYZ standard color system.
CIELAB indicates distinctions between light and dark, red
and green, and blue and yellow by using three axes: L*, a*,
b*. The central vertical axis represents lightness (L*) whose
value ranges from 0 (black) to 100 (white). On each axis the
value runs from positive to negative. On a-a' axis, positive
values indicate amounts of red while negative indicate
amounts of green. On the b-b' axis, yellow is positive and
blue is negative. For both axes, zero is neutral [5].

“Texture” refers to the arrangement or characteristic of
the constituent elements of anything. A texture feature is a
value, computed from the image of a region, which
quantifies gray-level variation within the region. According
to Kenneth [6], a texture feature value is irrelevant to
region’s position, orientation, size, shape and brightness
(average gray level). Therefore, the shape and size of
segmented area do not interfere with the result of chromatic
and textural analysis.

According to Julesz [7] and his deduction, human texture
discrimination is based on the second order statistic of image
intensities, which gave rise to the emergence of a popular
textural descriptor: co-occurrence matrix. A co-occurrence
matrix counts the exact times of different grey level pairs of
pixels, separated by a certain distance (one pixel, two pixels,
etc.). The (i, j) element of the co-occurrence matrix P for a
certain region is the number of times, divided by M, that
gray levels i and j occur in two pixels separated by that
distance and lying along that direction in the region, where
M is the number of pixel pairs contributing to P. The P
matrix is N by N, where the gray scale has N shades of gray
[6].

Watershed segmentation is an approach based on the
concept of morphological watersheds. In such a
“topographic” interpretation, every pixel’s gray level
denotes its “height”. For a particular regional minimum, the
set of points at which a drop of water, if placed at the
location of any of those points, would fall with certainty to a
single minimum is called the catchment basin. And the
points at which a water drop would be equally likely to fall
to more than one such minimum constitute crest lines on the
topographic surface and termed watershed lines. Assume
that a hole is punched in each regional minimum and that
the entire topography is flooded from below by letting water
rise through the holes at a same rate. When the rising water
from different catchment basins is about to merge, a dam is
built to prevent the merging. The flooding will finally reach

a stage when only the tops of the dams are visible above the
water lines. These dam boundaries correspond to the divide
lines of the watersheds. Therefore, they are boundaries
extracted by a water shed segmentation algorithm [7].

II. CIELAB COLOR SPACE AND CHROMATIC ANALYSIS

There are two steps to transform RGB color space to
CIELAB color space [5]. The first step is to apply the
following matrix to convert RGB color space to CIEXYZ
color space.

X 0.412453 0.357580 0.180423 R

Y 0.212671 0.715160 0.072169 G

Z 0.019334 0.119193 0.950227 B

= ⋅

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

(1)

Subsequently, (X*, Y*, Z*) need to be calculated.

When
n n nX / X , Y / Y , Z / Z 0.008856> ,

3
nX X / X= (2)

3
nY Y / Y= (3)

3
nZ Z / Z= (4)

When
n n nX / X , Y / Y , Z / Z 0.008856≤ ,

nX* 7.787 (X / X ) 0.138= ⋅ + (5)

nY* 7.787 (Y / Y ) 0.138= ⋅ + (6)

nZ* 7.787 (Z / Z ) 0.138= ⋅ + (7)

n n n(X , Y , Z ) = (0.312779, 0.329184, 0.358037) represents
the white reference point, which indicates a completely matte
white body.

Then L*, a*, b* can be calculated through following
equations:

L 116 Y * 16= ⋅ − (8)
a* 500 (X*-Y*)= ⋅ (9)
b* 200 (Y * Z*)= ⋅ − (10)
The application of CIELAB color space in this paper

can be briefly illustrated using diagramⅠ.

DIAGRAM Ⅰ APPLICATION OF CIELAB COLOR SPACE

The L* component of CIELAB color space can be used
in watershed segmentation (Section Ⅲ). L* component can
also be used in textual analysis (Section Ⅳ ). We use
equations mentioned above to convert every pixel on an
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aerophotograph from RGB color space to CIELAB color
space. Then form a gray image by using the L* component
of every pixel’s CIELAB color space. Although the gray
photograph is no longer quantified 256 gray levels, L*
component brings unexpected results in chromatic analysis
and textural analysis later on.

Segmented areas usually have similar color space and
we can use the average a*, b* of all pixels in a region to
represent its chromatic feature. Experiments have
demonstrated that chromatic feature between non-water
areas and water areas is obvious, which means a*, b* can be
employed to chromatically describe a region. We utilize a*
and b* as parameters to describe a segmented region
chromatically in feature vector (Section Ⅴ). If regions have
similar chromatic feature with sampled water areas, they are
possibly water areas we want to extract.

III. IMAGE SEGMENTATION

In our methodology, we replace the 256 gray level with
L* component of CIELAB color space. Using this
replacement, we could form a gray picture by synthesizing
three channels of RGB aerophotographs. Compared to
simply using average gray level of three channels to form a
gray photograph, the usage of L* component can decrease
fragments after segmentation and attain a relatively clear
and accurate edge.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. Comparison of Segmentation: (a) is attained by using the

average gray level of RGB to form a gray picture. (b) is attained by using
L* component of CIELAB color space to form a gray picture

In Fig. 1, (b) shows a correct and clear boundary between
water area and non-water area, while result (a) displays an
inaccurate boundary. This manifests effectiveness and
correctness of the L* component in segmenting RGB
aerophotographs.

IV. TEXTURAL ANALYSIS

In our methodology, we replace traditional 256 scale gray
with the L* component of CIELAB color space. We attain
two advantages by this substitute. First of all, the RGB
components of aerophotograph has been integrated into one
L* component, which ranges from 0 to 100; in addition, the
dimension of co-occurrence has been decreased from
256*256 to 101*101. Traditionally, we reduce quantization
level of the input data (e.g., from 8-bit data with values from
0-255 to 5-bit data with values from 0 to 31) when creating
co-occurrence matrices so that the matrices will not become
too large. But this method usually causes texture information
loss, especially detailed information. Taking advantage of
the L* component of CIELAB color space, the
co-occurrence matrices will decrease its dimension with
relatively little textural information loss.

Haralick proposed 14 features based on co-occurrence
matrices [8]. The angular second-moment feature (ASM) is a
measure of homogeneity of the image.

( )2
ASM p i,  j

i j

=∑∑ (11)

p(i, j) is the joint probability of gray pair (i, j) in
co-occurrence P.

Texture is an innate property of virtually all surfaces [8].
Although water seems homogenous and with little obvious
texture, texture feature can still be utilized to discriminate
water area from other non-water area because water area has
a bigger homogeneity than other objects.

In a homogeneous image, there are very few dominant
gray-tone transitions. Hence the P matrix will have some
entries of large magnitude and the ASM feature will be
relatively bigger. In contrast, an image with irregular textures
will have a large number of small entries and hence the ASM
feature will be smaller [8]. Because water areas are usually
homogeneous and united, so the ASM feature for water areas
is relatively bigger than other objects. So we employ ASM as
a textural descriptor.

In order to avoid texture rotating, we compute the
average value of ASM in four directions (0°, 45° ,90°
and 135°) to texturally describe a region. ASM is added to
the feature vector (SectionⅤ).

V. CLASSIFICATION AND WATER EXTRACTION

A. Feature Vector
A vector is a quantity that has magnitude and direction

and that is commonly represented by a directed line segment
whose length represents the magnitude and whose
orientation in space represents the direction. Feature vector
in this paper denotes that the quantity consists of a region's
feature values. We define feature vector as following:
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( )ASM,  a*,  b *=FVFVFVFV (12)
Different regions have different chromatic and textural
features; therefore every segmented region possesses its
exclusive FVFVFVFV, which represents its uniqueness among other
regions. However, slight difference in FVFVFVFV exists among
regions with similar textural and chromatic features, which
means we could use classification algorithm to categorize
regions with similar feature vectors. Every region's FVFVFVFV has
to be computed for later extraction.

B. Sampling and Unsupervised Classification Using
ISODATA Classification
Practical experience tells us that variances, such as

contamination, fluctuation, ship transportation, etc, render
water display different color and texture feature on RGB
aerophotographs. Therefore, the segmented image has more
than one kind of water. From the segmented image we need
to sample a certain number of water regions via our practical
experience. Such experience can simply tell water regions
apart from other regions like forest and residence, however,
it is less reliable when applied to discriminate differences
within waters. To settle down this problem, we propose to
use ISODATA algorithm to automatically classify sampled
water regions into several categories.

The ISODATA algorithm [9], abbreviated for Iterative
Self-Organizing Data Analysis Technique, is a modification
of the k-means clustering algorithm. ISODATA is
self-organizing because it requires relatively little human
input. Therefore it is a good choice to substitute human
perception to classify waters.

ISODATA algorithm begins by setting a certain amount
of cluster centers for all the samples. Then classify all
samples by shortest distance algorithm. Modify the centers
of every cluster. If two clusters' separation distance in feature
space is below a user-specified threshold, then the two
cluster centers should be merged into one and reclassify all
the samples. If the current iterative time is odd or the amount
of clusters is half fewer than expected, then split the cluster
that has the maximum subparameter of standard deviation
vector and reclassify all samples. If the current iterative time
is even or the amount of clusters is twice bigger than
expected, then merge two clusters whose separation distance
is the closest and reclassify all samples. When the iterative
time has reached maximum time, then the whole algorithm
stops. We have conducted quite a number of experiments
and find that the result of classification is satisfactory if only
the maximum standard deviation and minimum distance
between cluster means are properly set (details, [9]). In our
methodology, every segment's FVFVFVFV is the sample in
ISODATA algorithm.

C. Water Extraction
Each sampled water region has its unique FVFVFVFV. As

discussed above, similar water regions have slight difference
in FVFVFVFV; therefore, ISODATA algorithm will automatically
classify regions with analogous FVFVFVFV into one same class.
After the completion of ISODATA algorithm, each class has
a cluster center vector (CCVCCVCCVCCV) and a standard deviation

vector (SDVSDVSDVSDV). Both have the same dimensions as FVFVFVFV. The jth

class's CCVCCVCCVCCVj and SDVSDVSDVSDVj can be computed out using following
equations.

W
j

j
i 0 W=

=∑
FVFVFVFV

CCVCCVCCVCCV (13)

W
j j

j 2
i 0

2( )

W=

−
=∑

FV CCVFV CCVFV CCVFV CCV
SDVSDVSDVSDV (14)

(Where W is the number of regions in jth class and FVFVFVFV
denotes the ith region's FVFVFVFV.)

According to statistical principles, when the amount of
samples in each class has reached a certain level, the
distribution of segments’ vectors in every class is subject to
Gauss distribution. Nearly all members of the class fall
within CCVCCVCCVCCVj ±3·SDVSDVSDVSDVj. Ideally, we can sample numerous
regions within a class and work out its CCVCCVCCVCCV and SDVSDVSDVSDV. Then
compare remaining regions’ feature vectors to the class
center. If a region’s feature vector falls within CCVCCVCCVCCV±3·SDVSDVSDVSDV,
we identify it belonging to the class.

Unfortunately it is impossible to sample enough water
regions to form Gauss distribution within a class, but we can
still eliminate those non-water regions by checking whether
their FVFVFVFVs locate within a threshold of a certain class’s CCVCCVCCVCCV.
We define a parameter "ratio" to mark the dynamic range of
each CCVCCVCCVCCV, that is to say regions with CCVCCVCCVCCV falling into
CCVCCVCCVCCV±ratio·SDVSDVSDVSDV will be extracted as water area.

VI. TRIALS AND RESULTS

In order to test the feasibility of our methodology, we
conduct following five trials. We define three indexes to
evaluate the result of extraction. First index is “w-w”, which
means pixels extracted as water using methodology in this
paper and perceived as water by human eyes. Second index
is “w-n”, which means pixels extracted as water using
methodology in this paper but perceived as non-water by
human eyes. Third index is “n-w”, which means pixels
extracted as non-water using methodology in this paper but
perceived as water area by human eyes.
TrialTrialTrialTrial 1:1:1:1: The following Fig. 2 is the water extraction effect
of Fig. 1 (b). We have 9 samples of water segments.
ISODATA algorithm classifies those 9 samples into 3
different types. The final extraction is attained when ratio is
set at 1.1.
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Figure 2. Extraction Result of Trial 1 by setting the ratio at 1.1

TABLE I. EVALUATION OF TRIAL 1

Fig. 2 w-w w-n n-w Total Pixels
Pixels 260018 2108 18 262144

Percentage 99.2% 0.79% 0.01% 100.0%

TrialTrialTrialTrial 2:2:2:2: The following Fig. 3 (a) is taken of somewhere in
Shenzhen, China. We notice that the segmentation of water
area is homogenous and united in Fig. 3 (b). We have 8
samples of water segments. ISODATA algorithm classifies
those 8 samples into 2 different types. The final extraction is
attained when ratio is set at 1.2 as Fig. 3 (c) shows.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Extraction Result of Trial 2: (a) is the original aerophotograph
of Shenzhen, China. (b) is the result of watershed segmentation. (c) is the

final extraction of water by setting the ratio at 1.2

TABLE II. EVALUATION OF TRIAL 2

Fig. 3 (c) w-w w-n n-w Total Pixels
Pixels 3941135 70597 43726 4055458

Percentage 97.2% 1.7% 1.1% 100.0%

TrialTrialTrialTrial 3:3:3:3: To test the effectiveness in the combination of
chromatic and textural analysis, we conduct another
extraction using the aerophotograph in Trial 1. When
conducting chromatic analysis only, the feature vector will
be shortened to have only a* and b* parameters. When
conducting textural analysis, the feature vector will be
shortened to have only ASM parameter. We also selected 8
same water areas as samples in trial 1. In chromatic
extraction only, ISODATA classifies those 8 samples into 3
classes and the extraction result is Fig. 4 (a). In textural
extraction, ISODATA classifies those 8 samples into 4
classes and the extraction result is Fig. 4 (b). For both trials,
the ratio is set 1.2 as the ratio set in trial 1. From the result
we can see that the chromatic extraction or textural
extraction individually can not attain an effect as good as
the combination of them. The percentage of w-n and n-w is
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a nightmare for correctively extract water areas compared to
the combination of both chromatic and textural analysis.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Extraction Result of Trial 3: (a) is attained using ony
chromatic analysis when ratio is set 1.2. (b) is attained using only textural

analysis when ratio is set 1.2

TABLE III. EVALUATION OF TRIAL 3

Fig. 4 (a) w-w w-n n-w Total Pixels
Pixels 2601923 391245 425432 3418600

Percentage 76.1% 11.4% 12.5% 100%
Fig. 4 (b) w-w w-n n-w Total Pixels

Pixels 2615619 398715 743726 3758060
Percentage 69.6% 10.6% 19.8% 100.0%

TrialTrialTrialTrial 4444: In order to test the generality of this methodology,
we use the CCVCCVCCVCCV generated in trial 1 to extract water area
from another aerophotograph (Fig. 5 (a)) taken of the same
area. Because they are the same region, therefore their
chromatic and textural features are similar. The following
result (Fig. 5 (b)) is attained when ratio is set 1.2.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Extraction Result of Trial 4:(a) is the orginal RGB

aerophotograph. (b) is attained using the CCVCCVCCVCCV generated in trial 1 when
ratio is set 1.2.

TABLE IV. EVALUATION OF TRIAL 4

Fig. 5 (b) w-w w-n n-w Total Pixels
Pixels 1437772 26133 10216 1474121

Percentage 97.5% 1.8% 0.7% 100.0%

TrialTrialTrialTrial 5555: In order to further test the generality of this
methodology, we apply it to extract water areas from
aerophotograph with many fluctuations. Following
aerophotograph (Fig. 6 (a)) is taken of somewhere in
Qingdao. The biggest characteristic of this aerophotograph
is its rippled surface. As a result of this irregular fluctuation,
the segmentation result (Fig. 6 (b)) is not very satisfactory.
There are many fragments in water area, but we can
manually merge those fragments into united one in order to
improve the result of segmentation. We choose 12 water
samples from Fig. 6 (b). ISODATA algorithm automatically
classifies those samples into 4 categories. When ratio is set
1.5, we can attain a pleasing result (Fig. 6 (c)).

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Figure 6. Extraction Result of Trial 5: (a) is the orginal RGB

aerophotograph. (b) is the result of segmentation. (c) is the final result of
extraction.

TABLE V. EVALUATION OF TRIAL 5

Fig. 6 (c) w-w w-n n-w Total Pixels
Pixels 316823 10192 716 327731

Percentage 96.7% 3.1% 0.2% 100.0%

VII. CONCLUSION

It is innovative to combine watershed segmentation,
CIELAB color space and chromatic and textural analysis as
well as ISODATA classification together to extract water
from RGB aerophotograph. Through numerous
experimental comparisons, we discover that ratio set
between 1.1 and 1.8 is optimal for water extraction.
However, it is undeniable that ripples or ship transportation
will cause a few fragments after segmentation, which put
sand in the wheel of chromatic analysis and textural analysis
because feature values of those fragments are not accurate
and not representative. Although merging those fragments
into united and homogenous areas is a good solution to this
problem, it demands much more time and manual
involvements. This is what we could do to improve the
result of water extraction later on.
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Abstract—An Optimal Sequence Traversal Query is a new 

query in a graph typically representing a transportation 

network that determines the minimum-cost path with a 

predefined origin-destination pair, traversing a set of non-

ordered points of interest, at least once for each point. It has 

distinctive applications in the GoeProcessing domain in 

transportation where a user may query a shortest route to start 

from his/her office, traverse a set of consumer destinations, 

and then go home. Optimal Sequence Traversal Query 

generalizes TSP in the sense that the origin and the destination 

may be different in the former. This paper proposes a bivariate 

best first search, O*, to process such a query within a graph. 

Two special cases of O*, O*-SCDMST and O*-Dijkstra, are 

provided, their performance in a fully connected directed 

graph are studied through a set of experiments, and the result 

demonstrates that, on average, O*-SCDMST reduces 

computation time by one order of magnitude when compared 

to O*-Dijkstra.   

Keywords- Bivariate Best First Search, Heuristic, Optimal 

Sequence Traversal Query, O*, O*-SCDMST 

I.  INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

The Optimal Sequence Traversal Query (OSTQ) is a 
query conducted to find the minimum-cost path that starts 
from any given origin, passes through a set of points of 
interest, and terminates at a given destination. It has 
distinctive applications in the GeoProcessing domain in 
transportation where a user may query a shortest route to 
start from his/her office, traverse a set of consumer 
destinations, and then go home. It may have potential 
applications in artificial intelligence where a robot is sent to 
collect data from multiple sensors and delivers the data to a 
given destination for downloading and analysis. The 
traveling salesman problem (TSP) is a special case of OSTQ, 
where the given origin and destination are the same [1] [2] 
[3] [4] [5] [6].  

A graph can conceptually represent a complex network, 
such as a transportation network. In this context, a graph G is 
defined as a set of vertices, {Vi}, and a set of directed line 
segments, {Ei,j}, called arcs. Ei,j is defined such that an arc is 
from vertex Vi to vertex Vj, and Vj is a successor of Vi. Each 
Ei,j has an associated cost Ci,j. Only graphs with Ci,j>=0 are 
considered in this paper. These graphs are referred to as δ 
graphs.  

In this paper, we propose a new type of query defined in 
such a δ graph: Optimal Sequence Traversal Query (OSTQ). 
Given a δ graph G with its vertices {Vi} and edges {Eij}, a set 
of vertices of interest VI from {Vi} in graph G, a starting 

vertex S, and a destination vertex D, an OSTQ retrieves the 
minimum-cost path, traversing all vertices of interest, at least 
once for each vertex. In such a graph, there may exist normal 
vertices that are neither vertices of interest to traverse, nor 
the given origin or destination. Within this context, all 
necessary sub state graphs are generated implicitly. An 
application of this query in the GeoProcessing domain is that 
a consumer drives from his/her office, traverses a gas station, 
a coffee shop, and a post office, and gets home. Another 
application is that a food delivery person starts from the 
restaurant he works at, traverses a set of delivery points, and 
then returns to the restaurant, a typical example of TSP.  

This paper proposes a bivariate best-first search 
algorithm, O*, to process OSTQ in a graph. O* is a bivariate 
best first search in the sense that it uses two variables to 
specify its state. Both theoretical and experimental analyses 
of the proposed algorithm are presented.  

The paper is organized as follows. First, related work is 
discussed in Section II. In Section III, O* is presented. 
Section IV provides the SCDMST heuristic, a globally 
admissible heuristic for O*. Section V presents a set of 
experiments and an analysis of the results. Finally, the 
conclusion is presented.  

II. RELATED WORK 

This section provides a review of the state-of-the-art 
research on 1) Traveling Salesman’s Problem (TSP), and 2) 
best first searches. 

A. Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) 

The earliest research in TSP is in Euclidean space that 
searches for a shortest round-trip route to traverse each city 
exactly once with all cities directly connected to each other, 
forming a fully connected graph. A set of solutions, 
including dynamic programming [7], nearest neighbor [8], 
iterative algorithms such as 2-OPT, 3-OPT, and n-OPT [9], 
best first search [10], ant colony simulation [11], simulated 
annealing [12], Branch and Bound approach [13], and so on, 
were proposed to resolve this problem, either exactly or 
approximately, and the result is a Hamiltonian cycle that 
visits each vertex exactly once and returns to the starting 
vertex. These algorithms may be adjusted to process OSTQ. 

B. Best First Searches 

A best first search is a kind of informed search. The 
following two subsections provide a review of best first 
searches. A best first search is n-variate if it uses n variables 
to specify its states. 
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Single-Variate Best First Searches 
Single-variate best first search is the existing best first 

search that searches a graph by expanding the most 
promising vertex chosen according to some rule. It adopts 
estimates to the promise of vertex n by a “heuristic 
evaluation function f(n) that, in general, may depend on the 
description of n, the description of the goal, the information 
gathered by the search up to that point, and most important, 
on any extra knowledge about the problem domain.” [14], 
which is in prevalent used by researchers in Artificial 
Intelligence (AI), including Russell & Norvig [15].  

Several algorithms, including A* [15][16], Dijkstra 
search [17], Greedy search [15], frontier search [18], and so 
on, extract the path of minimum cost between a predefined 
origin-destination vertex pair in a graph. A* uses a distance-
plus-cost heuristic function as f(n) to determine the order, in 
which the search visits vertices in the graph [14]. f(n) is the 
sum of two functions: g(n), the path cost function of the path 
from the origin to the current vertex n, and h(n), the heuristic 
estimate of the distance from the current vertex n to the goal. 
For h(n), two important concepts exist. The first is 
admissibility. A heuristic is admissible if its value is less than 
or equal to the actual cost [15]. The other is consistency. A 
heuristic is consistent when the real cost of the path from any 
vertex A to any vertex B is always larger than or equal to the 
reduction in heuristic [16]. Once a heuristic is consistent, it is 
always admissible [15]. A* has been shown to obtain the 
optimal solution, i.e., the minimum-cost solution, whenever 
the heuristic is admissible [15], and, indeed, is optimally 
efficient among all best-first algorithms guided by path-
dependent evaluation functions when the heuristic is 
consistent [19]. Additionally, A* is complete in the sense 
that it will always find a solution if one exists. The spatial 
and time complexity of A* depends on the heuristic and, in 
general, is exponential. However, A* is very fast in practice. 
Both Dijkstra and the Greedy algorithm can be considered as 
a special case of A*. Dijkstra algorithm only considers g(n) 
as f(n). The Greedy algorithm only uses h(n) as f(n). Frontier 
search is similar to A* except that Frontier search only works 
on data sets with consistent heuristic and does not require a 
closed-list to implement the search algorithm, which 
consequently saves space at the cost of increased 
computation [18].  

There is also a set of A* variations such as anytime A* 
[20], hierarchical A* [21], MA* [22], and SMA* [23], which 
take the same form f(n) as A* but adapts A* to different 
scenarios to reduce time or space complexity of A*. 

All the f(n)s used in these identified best first searches are 
defined upon a single variable, vertex n, to estimate its 
promise. 

One exact approach uses a Minimum Spanning Tree 
(MST) to provide an admissible heuristic to retrieve optimal 
TSP routes with A* [10]. The algorithm’s performance has 
not been reported since then. A possible reason is that to 
process TSP, existing single-variate best first search is not 
adequate. This is because a vertex must be able to store 
multiple partial paths that traverse different sets of points of 
interest during the search process that a single-variate best 
first search cannot handle. 

Bivariate Best First Searches 
The concept of multivariate best first searches was first 

proposed in [24] to address the deficiency of a single-variate 
best first search to process multiple categories of interest. It 
uses multiple variables to specify a state to be evaluated and 
expanded. L#, a generalized best first search that evaluates 
the promise upon a state in a similar form as A*, was 
proposed, together with a set of novel concepts in best first 
searches, including local heuristic, global heuristic, local 
admissibility, and global admissibility [24]. As an instance of 
L#, the bivariate best-first-search C* was provided to 
processes Category Sequence Traversal Query (CSTQ) in a 
graph, which asks for a minimum cost route that starts from 
a given origin, traverses a set of ordered categories of 
interest that includes multiple objects in each category, with 
one selection from each category, and ends at a given 
destination [24]. In C*, a bivariate state instead of a single-
variate state is evaluated and expanded. The state in C* is 
defined as the combination of a vertex and its VisitOrder, a 
discrete integer variable to indicate the order of a visiting 
category. A vertex may have multiple states in a graph, and 
not all the states of a vertex may be generated and expanded. 
Through its state specification, C* extends the theorems on 
optimality identified in single-variate A*.  

As a bivariate best first search, C* substantially improves 
the ability of best first searches to process more complex 
queries. However, C*’s state specification is still not 
adequate to process OSTQ because it does not consider 
different visit orders of a vertex of interest. Therefore, C* 
cannot be used to process OSTQ.  

Since best first search is supported with solid theories to 
obtain optimally efficient, optimal, and sub-optimal solutions 
and in nature a Branch and Bound approach that is prevalent 
for TSP calculation, a bivariate best first search is proposed 
in this paper to process OSTQ. 

III. O*: A BIVARIATE BEST-FIRST-SEARCH 

APPROACH TO PROCESS OSTQ IN A GRAPH 

This section describes the details of O*, the bivariate best 
first search algorithm to process OSTQs in a graph. First, for 
a state s, O* uses the same-form distance-plus-cost function 
f(s) as C*, shown in equation (1), to determine the order, in 
which the search visits vertices in the graph [24]. Therefore, 
similar to C*, O* is another instance of L#. Second, O* 
assures that its solution traverses all points of interest.  

 
    f(s)=g(s)+h(s)                                                           (1) 
 
where 
f(s) is the estimate to the promise of a state s to be expanded, 
g(s) is the cost from the origin state to the state s, and  
h(s) is the estimation to the actual cost from the state s to the 

final state. 

The lower the f(s), the higher is the priority for a state to 
be expanded. 

In the following subsections, first, a set of best first 
search concepts identified for O* is discussed, followed by 
the presentation of the O* algorithm. Next, how the 
algorithm assures the traversal of all vertices of interest is 
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discussed, followed by the analysis of its completeness. 
Finally, the relationship between different states of a vertex 
is discussed.  

A. Definition 
In O*, a state Si,j is defined as (Vi,VLj), where VLj is an 

ordered list of j vertices of interest that are traversed along 
the path obtained so far at vertex Vi. Since a vertex may have 
multiple states and each state has its own points of interest 
traversed, the ordered list is used to efficiently compare two 
states to remove a state that is not on the target route to be 
retrieved. A state of a vertex n describes the traversed points 
of interest along the partial path from the origin to the vertex 
n. A successor operator Γ is defined on {Si,j}. Its value for 
each Si,j is a set of child states of Si,j. Whenever a Si,j is of a 
vertex of interest, a Ψ operator will transform the state Si,j 
to Si,j+1, (Vi,VLj+1), at no cost by adding the vertex of 
interest to VLj. A state graph SG defined on a graph G is the 
graph G whose vertices are of the same VL. The number of 
state graphs for G is the number of VLs. Since a VL is a 
sorted list storing traversed vertices of interest, in a problem 
with n vertices of interest, the number of state graphs is 2n. 
These state graphs compose the state graph space G, an item-

enumeration graph space. A sub state graph SSG is a portion 
of a state graph SG, and a forest in nature. It is said to be 
implicitly generated by Γ operations in SG. A sub state graph 
space Gs is a set of sub state graphs, i.e., SSGs. In Gs, each 
point represents a sub state graph that contains the expanded 
vertices to each of which the path from the origin has 
traversed the same set of vertices of interest described by an 
item enumeration variable. It is said to be implicitly 
generated if it is initiated with a single source state S0,0 and a 
set of Γ operations and some possible Ψ operations applied 
to it, to its successors, and so forth. A δ sub space graph 
space is a special GS with edge cost always not smaller 
than 0. A path from a source S to a goal D, traversing a set 
of vertices of interest, is an ordered set of states (Vi,VLj). In 
O*, all sub state graphs are generated implicitly. The 
concepts are illustrated by the example in Section IV.B. 

Since OSTQ traverses multiple vertices of interest 
between the origin and the destination, the way to estimate 
its heuristic is similar to in C* but different from that in A* 
that is directly based on the currently generated vertex and 
the destination. Since O* is an instance of L#, the following 
concepts identified for L# [24] are also applicable to O*: 
local heuristic, global heuristic, local admissibility, and 
global admissibility. For these concepts, the only difference 
between in C* and in O* is the state used in their 
corresponding definitions. For example, in O*, a global 
heuristic, hg, is estimated based on the currently generated 
vertex, the remaining vertices of interest to traverse, and the 
final goal, while C*’s global heuristic is estimated based on 
the remaining categories of interest to traverse instead of the 
remaining vertices of interest to traverse [24].  The following 
describes these concepts in O*.  

Local heuristic is the estimate to the actual cost from the 
current vertex to a subgoal, sg. A subgoal is a vertex that is a 
point of interest (PoI). For two vertices n and n’, local 
consistency means the following inequality exists: 

hl(n,sg)<=g*(n, n’)+hl(n’,sg)                         (2)     
 
where 
hl is a local heuristic, and 
g*(n, ,n’) is the actual cost from n to n’ in the graph. 

Global heuristic is the estimate to the actual cost from 
the current state to estimate to the final goal.  

Global admissibility means the global heuristic is not 
larger than the actual cost from the current state to evaluate 
to the final goal state. 

B. The O* Algorithm 
O* incrementally searches all paths leading from the 

starting vertex, traversing the vertices of interest, until it 
finds a path of minimum cost to the goal. It first takes the 
paths most likely to lead towards the goal.  

Similar to C*, O* also maintains a set of partial 
solutions, unexpanded leaf states of expanded vertices. These 
solutions are stored in an open list, also called a priority 
queue, which is a sorted queue based on each element’s 
priority. Same as in C*, the priority is assigned to a state s 
based on the function (1). 

Even though C* and O* use the same-form bivariate 
distance-plus-heuristic function f(s), they use different state 
definitions. 

The lower the f(s), the higher is the priority for a vertex 
to be expanded. Whenever an equal f(s) occurs, the state with 
a larger VisitList will be the next to expand. Otherwise, one 
is randomly selected. State A’s VisitList, vlA, is larger than 
State B’s VisitList, vlB, i.e., vlA>vlB, if the length of vlA is 
longer. In other words, the path from the start state to A 
traverses more vertices of interest than that to B. 

For an N-point traversal problem, O* first generates the 
source state that contains the given vertex and an empty 
VisitList, and puts it into the open list. For all the states in the 
open list, the algorithm expands the state with the lowest f(s) 
value, and its children states are generated. A child state 
always inherits the VisitList of its parent whenever the child 
is not a vertex of interest; otherwise, the child’s VisitList will 
be incremented by adding the vertex to it. The process 
continues until a goal state whose vertex is the final goal and 
VisitList contains all the vertices of interest or no solution is 
found. Once a goal state is reached, it will retrieve the 
obtained path using a data structure called backpointer, the 
combination of vertex identification and VisitList, to 
recursively obtain the parent until the origin state is reached. 

1) O* Pseudo Code 
Given an estimation function for hg(s), the starting vertex 

S, the goal D, and the vertices of interest to visit, the pseudo 
code for O* is provided in Figure 1.  

2) Time and Space Complexity 
In O*, the complexity between a vertex and a subgoal is 

the same as in A*, whose time complexity and space 
complexity are dependent on the heuristic. For A*, in 
general, the time and space complexities are both 
exponential. Assume b is the branching factor, d is the 
largest depth to obtain the shortest path, and then both the 
time complexity and the space complexity are O(bd) [15]. A* 
is sub-exponential only when its heuristic h(x) and the actual 
cost h*(x) satisfies the following condition [15]: 
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Figure 1.             The pseudo code of O*        

   |h(x)-h*(x)|<=O(logh*(x))                                                     (3) 
 
Where  
h(x): the heuristic in A*, i.e., the local heuristic in O*; and 
h*(x): the corresponding actual cost     
For O*, assume b is the branching factor, d is the largest 

depth to obtain the shortest path between two objects 
including the origin, the destination, and the specified 
vertices of interest to traverse, which is named as a section 
path in O*, m is the number of vertices of interest specified 
to traverse, and Fh is the worst time complexity to obtain a 
global heuristic, then the state length is m+1, the number of 
state graphs is 2m. In the worst case, O* requires traverse 
paths resulting from all possible order combinations of 
vertices of interest and storage of all state graphs. Each 
section path is exponential in time and space complexity, and 

the corresponding time complexity is O(m!Fhb
d), and space 

complexity is O(m2mbd).   
To reduce the time complexity to sub-exponential, the 

heuristics used in O* must be sufficiently close to the actual 
cost to reduce the number of candidate order combinations 
from of permutation level to of sub-exponential level.  

3) Traversal Constraints of Vertices of Interest  
The solution from O* must traverse all the vertices of 

interest to be a candidate solution to an OSTQ. 
Lemma 1: The solution from O* satisfies the traversal 

constraint of vertices of interest. 
Proof: 

Use contradiction. 
Assume the solution obtained from O* does not traverse 

at least one vertex of interest.  
Since the solution is obtained, then the search stops. 

According to O*, if a subgoal, a specified vertex of interest, 

is not reached, then it cannot be added to the VisitList of any 

Input: 

Starting vertex S, Goal vertex D, VisitList: a sorted list to store the traversed vertices of interest  

bAdd2PQ=false: Indicator that indicates whether a generated vertex is put into PQ, not be put into PQ by default  

Priority queue PQ(=set of generated (s(vertex,VisitList), f(s),g(s))) begins empty. 

Closed list CL (= set of previously visited (s(vertex,VisitList), backpointer, f(s),g(s))) begins empty.  

Algorithm Process: 

Put (S, VisitList =null), f=hg(S,null), and g(S,null)=0 into PQ  

While (PQ is not empty) 

{       remove the state with the lowest f having the largest VisitList from PQ. Name it n.  

If n is a goal, then  //a goal must be the predefined destination after all  vertices of interest are visited  

{ Succeeded, report the result, and END; 

} 

Else 

{ put n with its f,g,and backpointer in CL  

         For each v' in successors(n.vertex)    

 {        if v’ is an unvisited sub goal, then   

         VisitList’=(n.VisitList).add(v’); // add n to the VisitList    

               Else 

               {       VisitList’=n.VisitList;  

     g(v’,VisitList’)= g(n)+Cost(n.vertex,v’); 

     hg (v’,VisitList’)=calculateGlobalHeuristic(v’,VisitList’);  

          f (v’,VisitList’)=g(v’,VisitList’)+hg(v’,VisitList’) 

       Process((v’,VisitList’), f, g) //decide to place the state in PQ and/or to remove other states from CL/PQ 

               } 

         } 

} 

} 

Process((v’,VisitList’), f, g):             

      bAdd2PQ=true; 

       If v' not seen before, or (v',VisitList’) currently in PQ with f(v',VisitList’)>f Then  

Place/promote (v', VisitList’) on priority queue with f ,g; END; 

       If (v’, VisitList*) is in PQ, Then 

 If(VisitList* is a super set of  VisitList’ && g(v’,VisitList*)<g(v’,VisitList’)) Then 

  bAdd2PQ=false; 

 If(VisitList* is a sub set of VisitList’ && g(v’,VisitList*)>g(v’,VisitList’)) Then 

  Delete (v’,VisitList*) from PQ             

       If(v',VisitList’) previously expanded Then  

      If f(v',VisitList’)<=f Then  

  bAdd2PQ=false; 

                 else  
 Delete (v’,VisitList*) from the closed list 

Else 
        If(v’,VisitList*) is in CL Then 

 If(VisitList* is a super set of  VisitList’ && g(v’,VisitList*)<g(v’,VisitList’)) Then 

  bAdd2PQ=false; 

 If(VisitList* is a sub set of VisitList’ && g(v’,VisitList*)>g(v’,VisitList’)) Then 

  Delete (v’,VisitList*) from CL  

      If(bAdd2PQ) Then Place (v',VisitList’) with f,  and g on priority queue    
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vertex generated by O*, and thus there is no state whose 

VisitList contains the vertex of interest. Consequently, the 

final state will never be reached. In other words, the search 

will not stop to report a solution if there is one. This is 

contradicted with the assumption. So O* does provide a 

solution that satisfies the constraint to traverse the specified 

vertices of interest.  

C. Completeness 
Completeness means that an algorithm finds a solution if 

one exists.  

Theorem 1: O* is complete. 

The algorithm will not stop until either the goal is 
reached or there is no solution to the OSTQ. 

D. Admissibility and Optimality 
Admissibility is important in A* since it guarantees the 

solution is optimal. This is also true in O*.  
Lemma 2: If any global heuristic for any vertex is admissible, 

then the solution is optimal. 
Proof:   

Use contradiction. 
Suppose O* finds a suboptimal path, ending in goal state 

(G1,vlg) where vlg contains all the vertices of interest since 
the search guarantees the solution traverses all the vertices of 
interest, i.e., f(G1,vlg) > f* where f* = hg* (origin state) = 
cost of the optimal path. Let hg*(n,vl) as the actual cost from 
a state (n,vl) (n is the vertex and vl is its VisitList) to the goal 
state. 

There must exist a state (n,vl) that is unexpanded, to which 
the path from the origin state is the start of a true optimal path, and 

f(n,vl) >= f(G1, vlg) (else search would not have ended). 
Also f(n,vl) = g(n,vl) + hg(n,vl)= g*(n,vl) + hg(n,vl)  

because (n,vl) is on the optimal path, 
Since the global heuristic is globally admissible, then 
f(n,vl= g*(n,vl) + hg(n,vl))<= g*(n,vl) + hg*(n,vl)=f*  
So f* >= f(n,vl) >= f(G1, vlg)   
Contradicting the assumption. So the solution is optimal. 
Once the global heuristic is admissible, then the solution 

is optimal. 
An algorithm is defined as admissible if it is guaranteed 

to find an optimal path from s to the goal state for any δ 
graph, traversing at least once for each specified vertex of 
interest.  

Theorem 2: Once any global heuristic is admissible, then O* 
provides the optimal solution to the corresponding OSTQ, i.e., O* 
is admissible. 

Proof: 

First, based on Lemma 1, O* guarantees that each 
specified vertex of interest is traversed at least once. Then 
based on Lemma 2, global admissibility guarantees solution 
optimality. Consequently, an optimal solution that satisfies 
the vertices of interest traversal constraint is the optimal 
solution to the corresponding OSTQ, completing the proof.  

E. Relationship between Different States of a Vertex 
Since in a bivariate best first search, a vertex may have 

multiple states, the relationship between any two of its states 
can be used to prune unnecessary states. 

Theorem 3: For a vertex v,  

If(g(v,VL’)>g(v,VL) AND VL is a super or equal set of 
VL’, then the state (v,VL’) is not on the optimal path. 

Proof:  
Since VL is a super or equal set of VL’, which means VL 

contains at least the same set of traversed vertices of interest 
as VL’, it is clear that g*(v,VL)>=g*(v,VL’). According to 
the given condition, g(v,VL’)>g(v,VL), then 
g(v,VL’)>g*(v,VL), so g(v,VL’)>g*(v,VL’). Consequently, 
(v,VL’) is not on the optimal path. Completing the proof. 

IV. SCDMST: TO PROVIDING A GLOBALLY 

ADMISSIBLE HEURISTIC TO PROCESS OSTQ IN A 

FULLY CONNECTED DIRECTED GRAPH 

According to the time complexity analysis in Section 
3.2.2, it is desirable to reduce the depth to process OSTQ to 
reduce the computation time in the worst case, especially for 
a program within a graph where the majority of the vertices 
are not points of interest. Through Dijkstra, an algorithm 
using polynomial time in terms of all the number of vertices 
in a graph to obtain routes for a single-source multiple-
destination routing problem, it is clear that an OSTQ 
processing in a general graph that contains both vertices of 
interest and general vertices can be efficiently transformed 
into a fully connected graph containing only the points of 
interest plus the origin and the destination. This is also the 
reason that TSP is primarily studied in a fully connected 
graph. In addition, directed graphs are more general in real 
world trip planning. Therefore, this section presents an 
instance of O* that uses a global heuristic to process OSTQ 
processing in a fully-connected directed graph. 

Consider a directed graph, G(V,E), where V and E are the 
set of vertices and edges, respectively, and a starting vertex s 
and an ending vertex e in E. Associated with each edge (i,j) 
in V is a cost c(i,j). Let |V|=n and |E|=m. A semi-connected 
directed spanning tree, SCDST, is defined as a graph that 
connects, without any cycle, all vertices with n-1 arcs, while 
vertex s only has outgoing arcs and vertex e only has 
incoming arcs. It is semi-connected in the sense that it does 
not necessarily connect any two points together. A Semi-
Connected Directed Minimum Spanning Tree (SCDMST) is 
the graph with the minimum total edge cost among all 
SCDSTs. In other words, the problem is to find a SCDST, 
G(V,S) where S is a subset of E, such that the sum of c(i,j) 
for all (i,j) in S is minimized. Figure 2 shows a SCDMST 
example. 

The SCDMST heuristic is globally admissible in a fully 
connected directed graph whose edge costs obey the triangle 
inequality. The property is proved through Theorem 4. 

Theorem 4: A SCDMST heuristic is globally admissible 
in a fully connected directed graph whose edge costs obey 
the triangle inequality. 

Proof: 
Use contradiction. 
Suppose the SCDMST heuristic is larger than the actual 

cost. Therefore, in the SCDMST there must exist at least one 
cost between two points is larger than their actual cost. At 
the same time, since edges obey the triangle equality and an 
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Where 

 S: starting vertex, E: ending vertex.  

The SCDMST tree is highlighted in dark black. The SCDMST 

starts from S, connects vertex 1 and vertex 2, and ends at E. No 

cycle exists. 3 edges are used to connect 4 vertices. Only 

outgoing edges exist for S and incoming edges exist for E. The 

SCDMST is semi-connected since not any two points are 

connected through the tree. For example, 2 and E are not 

connected together in the obtained SCDMST. 

Figure 2.  A SCDMST example 

edge on the optimal path cannot be a directed edge with its 

ending vertex as the starting vertex of the SCDMST tree or 

with its starting vertex as the ending vertex of the SCDMST 

tree, this means an edge with a less cost is not found by the 

SCDMST, which is contradicted with the fact that a 

SCDMST always adopts the edge of the minimum cost 

between two points. Completing the proof. 
The O* algorithm that uses a SCDMST to provide a 

global heuristic is named as O*-SCDMST. 

A. The D-ODPrim Algorithm to Retrieve a SCDMST 

from a Fully Connected Directed Graph 
In this paper, D-ODPrim is proposed to obtain a 

SCDMST from a directed graph. Its pseudo code is provided 
in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3.  The pseudo code for D-ODPrim algorithm 

D-ODPrim can be regarded as a variation of the Prim 
algorithm that calculates a MST for an undirected graph [25]. 
Similar to Prim’s algorithm, D-ODPrim continuously 
increases the size of a tree starting with the given starting 
vertex until it spans all the vertices.  

Next, we prove the algorithm outputs a SCDMST. 

Proof: 
Four steps are used to prove D-ODPrim outputs a 

SCDMST if a solution exists. 
Assume the number of vertices is N. Name the obtained 

graph as DG. 
Step 1: Prove that DG contains N-1 edges. 
Proof: Every time a new edge connecting to a new vertex 

is added to Enew, until the N-1 points are added to Vnew. 
Consequently, for N vertices, the algorithm will try N-1 
times, thus N-1 edges will be added to form DG.  

Step 2: Prove that DG does not contain a cycle. 
Proof: According to the algorithm, if the edge direction is 

neglected in DG, DG connects any two points together with 
N-1 edges, which is impossible to have a cycle.  So the 
directional DG does not contain a cycle. 

Step 3: Prove that no outgoing edges for the ending 
vertex e and no incoming edges for the starting vertex s. 

Proof: Since the algorithm removes the incoming edges 
of s and the outgoing edges of e from the candidate edge set, 
it is no way to add these edges into DG. 

Step 4: Prove that the total edge cost is the minimum.  
Proof: Use contradiction. Suppose another SCDST, DG1, 

has a smaller total edge cost. Then there must be at least one 
vertex that uses an edge of smaller cost in DG1 than in DG, 
which conflicts the fact that every time the algorithm finds 
the minimum cost edge for a vertex to add it to DG. 

Based on the four steps, it is clear that D-ODPrim 
retrieves a SCDMST, completing the proof. 

For D-ODPrim, the time complexity is O(V2) and space 
complexity is O(V2). 

B. An Example 
To illustrate how O*-SCDMST works, the following 

simple example is provided. Figure 4 shows the fully 
connected directed graph having Cij=Cji where i and j 
represents any two vertices in the graph and Cij represents 
the cost from i to j. The OSTQ ask for a shortest route 
starting from O, traversing vertex 1 and vertex 2, and then 
ending at D. The edge costs in the graph obey triangle 
inequality. Therefore, O*-SCDMST retrieves an optimal 
solution for the OSTQ problem, and its search process in 
also shown in Figure 4. 

The algorithm begins with the starting point O with 
VisitList as null and parent (parentpointer) as null. Its f value 
is 3.5, the cost of SCDMST of O,1,2, and D. The state is put 
into the priority queue. Then, the state of the lowest f value, 
vertex O with VisitList null is expanded first and put into the 
closed list with a null backpointer, and its three children, 1, 2, 
and D, are generated. D is not a subgoal, so its VisitList is 
null, inheriting its parent. Both 1 and 2 are subgoals, so their 
VisitLists are changed accordingly. For each of these three 
vertices, O* calculates its heuristic based on its 
corresponding SCDMST, and then calculates its f value. All 
generated states are put into the priority queue. 

Next, since state (1,(1)) has the lowest f, 3.5, it is 
expanded and put into the closed list with a backpointer 
pointing to (O,null), and its children O,2,and D are generated. 
Neither O nor D is a subgoal, so their VisitLists are (1). 2 is a 
subgoal, so its VisitList is changed to (1,2). The generated 
three states are put into the open list.  

Input: A connected directed weighted graph with vertices V 

         and edges E, the starting vertex s, and the ending vertex e. 

Initialize: Vnew = {x}, where x is the starting vertex from V,  

     Enew = {} 

Remove incoming edges of s and outgoing edges of e in E 

Repeat until Vnew = V:  

    Choose edge (u,v) from E with the minimal weight such that 

           one vertex is in Vnew and the other is not  

(if multiple edges with the same weight exist, choose 

arbitrarily) 

    Add v to Vnew, add (u, v) to Enew 

Output: Vnew and Enew describe a semi-connected directed    

minimal spanning tree 
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Figure 4.  The OSTQ problem and O*-SCDMST search process to 

retrieve an optimal solution 

Now (2,(1,2)) has the lowest f, but it does not reach the 
goal state yet. So (2,(1,2)) is expanded. Its children, O,1, and 
D, are generated. Now D is the final goal since the partial 
path traverses 1 and 2. Neither O nor 1 is a subgoal in this 
case. Again, these generated states are put into the open list.  

Again, based on the lowest f, (D,(1,2)) is the next to be 
expanded. Since it is a final goal, the search stops and reports 
the optimal solution is O->1->2->D with 3.5 as the minimum 
cost.  

In Figure 4, the elements in normal style are in the open 
list; those in italic style were in the open list first, and then 
moved to the closed list. The closed list in Figure 4 is its 
snapshot after the final goal state is expanded by O*-
SCDMST. Through this example, it is clear that O*-
SCDMST must store multiple states for a vertex, which a 
single-variate best first search cannot handle. 

Figure 5 shows the corresponding sub-state-graph space 
representing the search space that O*-SCDMST explores to 
retrieve the optimal route for the OSTQ . The sub-state-graph 
space is composed of 2n sub state graphs where n is the 
number of PoI and n=2. Note that in this example the sub-
state graph with point of interest (PoI) 2 traversed has no 
states. The green arrow represents the Ψ operation that 
transforms the search space from one sub state graph to 
another without any cost. Each sub-state-graph is a sub graph 
of the original graph, with a certain set of traversed points of 
interest. Within each sub-state-graph, O* starts the search 
with a point of interest instead of the origin, O. Each PoI is 
traversed following a best first way. Vertices, including O, 1, 
2, and D, have multiple states. These scenarios presented in 
O* are clearly different from the traditional single-variate 
best first search. 

O* was implemented with C#. The experiments were 
performed on a Toshiba Satellite A215 Laptop with 2.0GB 
memory (RAM), AMD Turion™ 64*2 Mobile Technology 

TL-56 1.80HZ processors, and Windows Vista™ Home 
Premium operating system. 
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Figure 5: The sub-state-graph Space 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

The purpose of the experiments is to test the performance 
of O*-SCDMST to calculate the global heuristics in a FDG. 
O*-Dijkstra, a special case of O* when no heuristic is 
adopted, is used as the baseline.  O*-Dijkstra is a consecutive 
network expansion algorithm to traverse multiple points of 
interest. 

A. Data Set 
An asymmetric TSP problem (Fischetti) with 34 points of 

interest [26], corresponding to vertices of interest in O*, is 
used as the data set for this experiment. The problem is a 
special case of Vehicle Routing Problem, and thus an 
asymmetric TSP [26]. The data set contains the edge costs 
between any two points. In this experiment, a set of OSTQ 
problems is generated from this data set. First, the number of 
points of interest consecutively changes from 2 to 15. 
Second, for each number of points of interest, 30 problem 
samples are randomly generated, i.e., the origin, the 
destination, and the points of interest in each problem sample 
are randomly selected from the 34 points. Consequently, a 
set of 420 problems is generated. The whole problem set is 
used for O*-SCDMST, the partial set with up to 12 points of 
interest is used for O*-Dijkstra. 

B. Performance Measures 
To study the performances of the two algorithms, the 

following performance measures are identified. 
Minimum Process Time (MinPT): the minimum time 

required to obtain a solution for each number of points of 
interest (seconds); 
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Maximum Process Time (MaxPT): the maximum time 
required to obtain a solution for each number of points of 
interest (seconds); 

Average Process Time (APT): the average time required 
to process a query over all runs (seconds). 

C. Results and Discussion 
The results are presented in Table 1. O*-S represents O*-

SCDMST, O*-D represents O*-Dijkstra, and NPoI 
represents the number of points of interest, i.e., the number 
of cities to traverse. The “-” indicates that a value is not 
available since the time to obtain a result exceeded a 
reasonable expected solution time. 

Figure 6 through Figure 8 are provided to visualize the 
performance measures provided in Table 1. 

Based on MinPT, O*-SCDMST can retrieve the optimal 
solution within 4 seconds for an OSTQ of 15 NPoI. 
However, based on MaxPT, it may still require 20,858 
seconds for another query with the same number of points of 
interest. This implies that O*-SCDMST’s performance 
depends on how closely the selected SCDMST heuristic 
approaches to the actual cost. 

Based on MinPT shown in Figure 6, O*-SCDMST 
outperforms O*-Dijkstra over all runs. 

Based on MaxPT shown in Figure 7, O*-SCDMST 
outperforms O*-Dijkstra when NPoI larger than 2. This is 
due to the fact that O*-SCDMST requires additional time to 
compute the SCDMST heuristic, and when NPoI becomes 
larger, this additional time is no longer a dominant factor, 
instead, the obtained heuristic expedites the overall search 
process. 

TABLE 1: PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR O*-SCDMST, AND O*-DIJKSTRA 

(IN SECONDS) 

NPoI 

MinPT MaxPT APT 

O*-S O*-D O*-S O*-D O*-S O*-D 

2 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.00 

3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

4 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 

5 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.03 

6 0.00 0.02 0.15 0.28 0.04 0.14 

7 0.00 0.09 0.77 1.51 0.17 0.59 

8 0.05 0.23 2.21 7.31 0.53 2.29 

9 0.05 0.68 7.62 45.61 1.78 9.26 

10 0.04 3.12 51.96 215.84 5.63 41.11 

11 0.18 4.29 314.78 786.55 29.03 137.43 

12 0.39 34.10 234.94 1479.48 66.82 356.69 

13 3.54  - 1109.16  - 245.07 -  

14 2.06  - 3900.67  - 548.08  - 

15 3.37  - 20857.75 -  2204.14  - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Minimum process time over different number of traversed points 

of interest:  O*-SCDMST versus O*-Dijkstra 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Maximum process time over different number of traversed points 

of interest:  O*-SCDMST versus O*-Dijkstra 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Average process time over different number of traversed points of 

interest:  O*-SCDMST versus O*-Dijkstra 

Based on APT shown in Figure 8, O*-Dijkstra 
outperforms O*-Dijkstra by an order of magnitude. On 
Average, O*-SCDMST can process OSTQ of up to 14 NPoI 
within 10 minutes. 
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In Figure 6 through Figure 8, it is noticeable that both 
O*-SCDMST and O*-Dijkstra are sub-exponential in time 
complexity.  

VI. CONCLUSION 
The contribution of this paper includes four components: 

1) this paper proposes a novel query in a graph, OSTQ, 
which determines the minimum-cost path with a predefined 
origin-destination pair, traversing a set of vertices of interest, 
and provides O*, an instance of L#, to process the query in a 
heuristic way without explicit consideration of the order 
permutation; 2) A SCDMST heuristic is developed to 
calculate the global heuristics in O* to process OSTQ in a 
fully connected directed graph; 3) D-ODPrim is provided to 
retrieve a SCDMST for a directed connected graph; 4) The 
SCDMST heuristic is proved to be globally admissible if the 
edge costs of a fully connected directed graph obey the 
triangle inequality; 5) the corresponding O*-SCDMST’s 
performance is statistically studied using a real data set. 
Based on the result, O*-SCDMST can retrieve an optimal 
solution for an OSTQ of 15 points of interest within 4 
seconds at best and of 14 points of interest in 10 minutes on 
average. O*-SCDMST is always faster than O*-Dijkstra 
when the number of points of interest is larger than 2. On 
average, O*-SCDMST reduces the computation time by one 
order of magnitude compared to O*-Dijkstra.  
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Abstract— Within a location based social network, carpooling 

is becoming more and more preferable among workers both 

living and working near each other due to the continuous 

increase in gasoline price and air pollution, and is more 

desirable when working places are far away from homes. To 

find the least-cost path for carpooling means to find the 

optimal order to traverse the homes and workplaces to pick up 

passengers and to drop off them. However, before the order 

searching is performed, in a large transportation network, it is 

prevalent to first obtain the least-cost path between any two 

locations, with one as a work place and the other as a home, to 

reduce computation time. In fact, for carpool, since only a few 

people can stay within a vehicle, it is fast to obtain the best 

pickup and drop-off order. Therefore, the bottleneck to obtain 

the least-cost route is indeed the calculation of the least-cost 

paths between any such two locations. The two existing 

dominant approaches to pre-compute these least-cost paths are 

Dijkstra’s algorithm and A*, where Dijkstra’s algorithm is 

used to compute single-origin multiple-destination least-cost 

paths while A* is used to compute the least-cost path between 

an origin-destination pair. In this paper, LU, a best first search 

algorithm and framework recently proposed to compute 

single-origin multiple-destination least-cost routes, is adopted 

in this pre-processing step to retrieve the optimal path to 

traverse the carpool-based pickup and drop-off locations. Its 

performance is compared with A* and Dijkstra’s algorithm 

through a set of experiments in a large transportation network. 

The results demonstrate that LU is significantly faster than 

Dijkstra’s algorithm and much better than A*.  

Keywords- LU, A*, Dijkstra’s algorithm, Best First Search, 

Single-Origin Multiple-Destination, Carpool, Location Based 

Social Network 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Within a location based social network, carpooling is 
becoming more and more preferable among workers both 
living and working near each other due to the continuous 
increase in gasoline price and air pollution, and is more 
desirable when working places are far away from homes. In 
general, to carpool, a worker is assigned to start from 
him/her home to pick up the other workers from their homes 
and drop off them at their workplaces and to end at his/her 
workplace. This carpool-based least-cost route processing is 
similar to a Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) that asks for 
a least-cost route traversing a set of non-ordered points of 
interest [1][2]. Compared to TSP, it has an additional 
constraint in the sense that a worker must be picked up at 
his/her home before he/she is dropped off at his/her 

workplace, i.e., an order is imposed on any origin-destination 
pair. In addition, compared to general TSPs, there are two 
distinct characters for carpooling routing. First, origins and 
destinations are likely to cluster. Second, the number of 
destinations for a ride is not large.  

In a large transportation network, prior to obtaining the 
least-cost path for carpooling, which means to find the 
optimal order to traverse the homes and workplaces to pick 
up passengers and drop off them, similar to TSP, it is 
prevalent to obtain the least-cost path between any two 
locations, with one as a work place and the other as a home, 
to reduce computation time [1] [2]. Otherwise, a partial 
optimal traversal order may have to be evaluated at each 
vertex along a minimum-cost route between any two 
locations in a transportation network, which is computation-
intensive. In fact, for carpool, since only a few people can 
stay within a vehicle, given the pre-computed least-cost 
routes, it takes no time for a computer to calculate the best 
pickup and drop-off order. The only issue is to guarantee that 
the pickup location of a person is always traversed before 
his/her drop-off location during the optimal traversal order 
searching. Therefore, the dominant factor of the computation 
cost to obtain the least-cost route is indeed the cost to 
calculate the least-cost paths between any such two 
locations, which is the major challenge to obtain the least 
cost route for carpooling.  

A set of web sites are available to provide people the 
access to carpooling and even vanpooling. erideshare.com 
helps diverse people groups with different trip purposes 
organize carpooling. Vpsiinc.com provides vanpooling with 
more people sharing a ride than carpooling. However, till 
now, none of these websites provide a complete solution for 
carpooling or vanpooling. In other words, no site provides 
services to help organize carpooling or vanpooling and 
calculate the optimal routes for each ride.     

Three fundamental and prevalent algorithms exist to 
process single-origin multiple-destination routes in a graph: 
Dijkstra’s algorithm [3], Bellman-Ford algorithm [4], and 
LU [5]. Compared to Bellman-Ford algorithm, Dijkstra’s 
algorithm is more efficient but only applicable to graphs with 
non-negative cost edges, while Bellman-Ford can be used in 
graphs with negative cost edges but still cannot handle cases 
with negative-cost cycles. Compared to LU, Dijkstra’s 
algorithm is less efficient when the number of destinations is 
relatively small compared to the total number of vertices in a 
transportation network [5], which is exactly the case In a 
carpooling scenario where there are only a small number of 
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pickup and drop-off locations in a large transportation 
network. 

The A* algorithm is a generalization of Dijkstra's 
algorithm for one origin and one destination routing [6]. It 
takes additional information from the problem domain into 
account to provide a lower bound on the "distance" from a 
generated state to the goal. It is best-first since the vertex 
chosen to be expanded in a graph is the one appearing to 
have the shortest path from the origin to the goal. 

The performance of LU has been studied against 
Dijkstra’s algorithm [5]. However, its performance against 
A* has not been explored. In this paper, LU is adopted to 
help calculate the least cost route for carpooling with 
clustered destinations more efficiently when compared to 
existing approaches, and extensive experiments and result 
analysis are performed to explore the performance 
differences between A* and LU for a set of carpooling 
scenarios in a large urban transportation network. The results 
demonstrate that LU is significantly faster than Dijkstra’s 
algorithm and much better than A* when the number of 
locations is not larger than 12.  

The paper is organized as follows. First, related work is 
presented in Section II. Next in Section III, the algorithm LU 
is introduced, an example is provided to illustrate how the 
algorithm works, and its characteristics are discussed and 
compared with A* and Dijkstra’s algorithm. Section IV 
presents the experiment and result analysis, followed by 
conclusions in Section V. Future research is discussed in 
Section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Dijkstra’s algorithm is an algorithm to retrieve the 
shortest paths from a single source vertex to multiple 
destination vertices in a weighted, directed graph [3]. All 
weights must be nonnegative. Dijkstra’s algorithm works as 
follows. First, Dijkstra expands the origin and generates its 
children, or states, and the cost from the origin to each 
generated state is assigned to that state. Thereafter, Dijkstra 
continues to expand the state with the least cost, and generate 
its children, assigning the corresponding cost to each 
generated child. This process continues until all the 
destinations are reached or no state can be expanded. 
Dijkstra’s algorithm is used widely for routing in computer 
network, transportation network, etc. For example, for 
computer network routing, Dijkstra’s algorithm is the 
prevalent working principle behind link-state routing 
protocols such as OSPF and IS-IS [7][8][9]. In routing 
assignment in transportation, Dijkstra’s algorithm plays the 
key role [10].   

Unlike Dijkstra's algorithm, the Bellman-Ford algorithm 
[4] can be used on graphs with negative edge weights, as 
long as the graph does not contain any negative cycle 
reachable from the source vertex. Compared to Dijkstra’s 
algorithm in a graph with nonnegative cost edges, Bellman-
Ford requires more time to retrieve the optimal solutions.  

LU, a best first search algorithm, is another approach to 
retrieve single-origin multiple-destination least-cost routes 
[5]. It uses a heuristic, h_LU, estimated based on destinations 

yet-to-be-reached to expedite the search process following a 
best first way. In nature, LU is a framework that can adopt 
different heuristics to provide optimal, optimally efficient, 
and sub-optimal solutions [5]. As a result, the capability of 
best first search was first extended to process multiple-
destination queries in a graph. LU is significantly faster than 
Dijkstra’s algorithm when the number of destinations is 
much smaller than the total number of vertices in a 
transportation network and can perform worse when the 
number of destinations is comparable to the total number of 
vertices due to the additional time to compute the heuristics. 

The A* algorithm is a generalization of Dijkstra's 
algorithm for one origin and one destination routing [6]. It 
takes additional information from the problem domain into 
account to provide a lower bound on the "distance" from a 
generated state to the goal. It is best-first since the vertex 
chosen to be expanded in a graph is the one appearing to be 
the closest to the goal. A* uses a distance-plus-cost heuristic 
function as f(n) to determine the order in which the search 
visits vertices in the graph [6]. f(n) is the sum of two 
functions: g(n), the path cost function of the path from the 
origin to the current vertex n, and h(n), the heuristic estimate 
of the distance from the current vertex n to the goal. 

III. LU: A BEST FIRST SEARCH ALGORITHM TO 

RETRIEVE SINGLE-ORIGIN MULTIPLE-

DESTINATION ROUTES IN A GRAPH 

In this section, the details of the recently proposed 
algorithm LU to retrieve single-origin multiple-destination 
least cost routes [5] are presented. As a best first search, LU 
follows a vertex generation and expansion search process. It 
evaluates the promise, the closeness, of each generated 
vertex towards the destinations yet-to-be-reached. Starting 
from the origin, every time LU expands the most promising 
vertex based on some rule and generates its children, until all 
the destinations are expanded, or reached [5]. It takes 
advantage of useful information from a problem domain to 
expedite the search process in a graph without negative cost 
edges.   

A. Algorithm 

LU uses the following evaluation function, f(n), to 
evaluate the promise of a vertex, or a state, n.  

 
 f(n)=g(n)+h_LU(n)   (1) 
 
where 
f(n) is the estimate to the promise of a state n to be 

expanded, 
g(n) is the cost from the origin state to the state n, and  
h_LU(n) is the minimum estimate to the actual cost from 

the state n to any unclosed destination state. 
h_LU(n) is evaluated through equation (2). 
 
 h_LU(n)=min(hi(n)) (1<=i<=K)  (2) 
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Figure 1.  The LU search Process 

 
where K is the number of unclosed, i.e., unreached, 

destination, and 
hi(n) is the heuristic between n and the ith unclosed 

destination. 
LU incrementally searches all paths leading from the 

starting vertex until it finds the path of minimum cost to any 
destination. It first takes the partial paths most likely to lead 
towards the unclosed destination appearing to have the least 
cost.  

Similar to A*, LU also maintains a closed list where 
expanded states are stored, and a set of partial paths, 
unexpanded leaf states of expanded states. These partial 
paths are stored in an open list, also called a priority queue, a 
modified queue that outputs the one with the highest priority. 
Differently from existing best first searches, 1) LU has an 
array that marks a destination as closed after its path is found 
by LU, and a destination is unclosed, or open, when a route 
for the destination is not found yet; and 2) one additional   
variable, Dest_H, is adopted as one component of a 

 
 

generated state, gs, to indicate the unclosed destination 
appearing to be the one to which gs is the closest. In other 
words, Dest_H is used to indicate the unclosed destination 
towards which the heuristic is equal to h_LU(gs).  

Whenever an equal f(n) occurs, one is randomly selected 
to expand. 

To retrieve least-cost routes for N destinations, LU first 
generates the origin and puts it into the open list. Next, for all 
the states in the open list, LU expands the state with the 
lowest f(n) value, and its children states are generated and 
their f values are evaluated based on all the unclosed 
destinations. The process continues until all destination states 
are reached or no solution is found, i.e., at least no route for 

one destination is found. Once a destination, DS, is reached, 
the algorithm will output the obtained path, mark the 
destination as closed, reevaluate the generated but 
unexpanded states whose Dest_H is equal to DS, and update 
their f(n)s in the open list by removing DS from 
consideration to calculate h_LU(n), which results in equal or 
larger f(n)s.  

LU is optimal, i.e., the retrieved routes are all optimal, 
when hi(n) is never larger than its corresponding actual cost, 
i.e., the actual least-cost between n and the ith unclosed 
destination. 

B. An Example 

Figure 1 presents the state snapshot when LU finishes its 
search for a problem asking for shortest routes from O to D1 
and D2 respectively. For each vertex, (cost1,cost2) in blue 
represents the cost estimations, or heuristics, where cost1 
represents the estimated cost, or heuristic, to D1 and cost2 
represents the estimated cost to D2. For a vertex n, 
(cost3,cost4) in dark red represents the cost estimations where 
cost3 represents f(n), and cost4 represents h_LU(n).The cross 
line in (cost3,cost4) indicates that a state is generated first and 
then either discarded directly or put into the open list and 
later removed from the open list. 

The search starts with the generation of state O in the 
open list. Its cost to D1 and D2 are evaluated and the 
corresponding f(O) and h_LU(O) are calculated. Next, since 
O is the only state in the open list, O is expanded, and its 
three children states, V1, V2, and D1, are generated and their 
costs to the destinations are evaluated. Now D1 has a 
minimum f(n) value, so it is expanded. A state for V3 is 
generated and put into the open list. Since D1 is a destination, 
D1 is put into the closed destination list, and the state for V1 
and V2 are re-evaluated only based on the cost estimation to 
D2. Accordingly, (30,13) for V1 is changed to (43,28), and 
(21,7) for V2 is changed to (36,22). Then V2 is selected 
because it has a smallest f(n) among V1, V2, and V3. It 
generates its children states for V1, V3, and V5 and put them 
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into the open list. Since the original states for V1 and V3 have 
smaller f(n)s, their newly generated states are discarded. 
Next, since V5 has the lowest f(n) in the open list, it is 
expanded, and its children states for V4 and D2 are generated 
and put into the open list. Next, since D2 has the lowest f(n), 
it is expanded. Since it is a destination, it is put into the 
closed list. Now the closed list contains all the destinations, 
so the search stops. Therefore, the optimal routes obtained 
are O->D1, and O->V2->V5->D2.  

C. Discussion 

LU can be used for both route planning and dynamic 
routing. When a traffic event occurs, the costs of the 
corresponding street links can be adjusted accordingly. For 
example, the costs for closed streets can be considered as 
infinite and for congested links can be high so that an 
alternative route not traversing the closed streets can be 
chosen as the best route.  Under these situations, only the 
graph representing the street network needs update, and no 
need to change the algorithm LU.  

Compared to Dijkstra’s algorithm, LU gains performance 
through reduced state generations. However, to retrieve N-
destination least-cost paths, LU may not outperform N 
sequentially-running A*s when their corresponding 
expanded states do not significantly overlap. The major 
reason is that compared to an A* search process, LU must 
maintain a longer closed list and a longer open list. 
Consequently, it requires more time to update and re-order 
the open list and search the closed list. This additional cost 
will be dominant if the expanded states between different A* 
processes do not significantly overlap. Therefore, when the 
destinations are far away from the origin and not clustered, 
for example, uniformly distributed in a transportation 
network, LU may not outperform A*. When carpooling, 
generally workers are both living closely and working 
closely. In other words, both the origins and the destinations 
are likely to cluster, which indicates LU may perform much 
better than multiple sequentially-running A*s. 

Since a pickup location, represented by pkloc, for a 
person is always traversed before his/her drop-off location, 
represented by drloc, during the least-cost route calculation, 
no need to calculate any route from drloc to pkloc. In LU and 
Dijkstra’s algorithm, this can be achieved by neglecting the 
corresponding pkloc as a destination when a route starts with 
a drloc.  

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS 

To investigate the performance of LU for route pre-
processing to retrieve a carpool-based least-cost route 
traversing a set of pickup and drop-off locations, a set of 
experiments is performed, and Dijkstra’s algorithm and 
multiple sequentially-running A*s are used as the baselines. 
Their performance is studied using network distance in a 
large dense urban transportation road network. In the 
experiment, each problem sample is to ask for a set of 
shortest routes, each of which is between two locations 
within the pickup homes and drop-off workplaces. 

The Euclidean distance is used as the basis to calculate 
the heuristic h_LU(n) for each generated vertex n in LU. 

Since a Euclidean distance between two vertices in 
transportation network is never larger than the actual 
network distance, LU is optimal.  

The experiment uses one large dense urban transportation 
network, the road network of Fairfax City and Fairfax 
County, US that contains 35,435 vertices and 82,926 directed 
edges, as shown in Figure 2. Both origins and destinations 
are clustered. In practice people use a van or a car for 
carpooling, so the number of pickup and drop-off locations, 
N, may not be larger than 12.  

Figure 2.  The road network of Fairfax county and Fairfax city, VA, US 

Three data sets are generated. As shown in Figure 3, in 
each data set, an origin, represented by a green dot in Figure 
3, is generated first, and then a destination around a specified 
Euclidean distance, ED (in mile), is generated. Thereafter, 
the other origins, represented by green dots in Figure 3, 
within a selected radius, R, of the origin and the other 
destinations, represented by red dots in Figure 3, within the 
same radius of the destination are generated. The origin 
number is either equal to or 1 larger than the destination 
number. 

Data set I is used to investigate the impact of the number 
of pickup and drop-off locations on LU, Dijkstra’s algorithm, 
and A*. It varies N from 3 to 12. ED is 10 miles and R is 0.5 
mile. For each N, the number of problem samples, PS, is 30.  
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Figure 3.   Data set generation 

Data set II is generated to investigate the impact of the 
distance between homes and workplaces on LU and A*. It 
varies ED from 8 miles to 18 miles, with a fixed 2-mile 
interval. N is 3, and R is 0.5 mile. For each ED, PS is 30. 

Data set III is adopted to investigate the impact of the 
radius size for carpool on LU and A*. It varies R from 0.5 
mile to 1.0 mile. ED is 10 miles and N is 3. For each R, PS is 
30. 

A*, Dijkstra’s algorithm, and LU are implemented with 
C#. The experiments are performed on a Toshiba Satellite 
A215 Laptop with 2.0GB memory (RAM), AMD Turion™ 
64*2 Mobile Technology TL-56 1.80HZ processors, and 
Windows Vista™ Home Premium operating system. 

 

A. Performance Measures 

The following measures are used to analyze the 
performance of LU, Dijkstra’s algorithm, and A*. 

Average Shortest Distance (ASD): the average sum of 
shortest route distances obtained over all runs, in mile; 

Average Number of States Expanded (ANSE): the 
average number of expanded states obtained over all runs; 

Maximum Additional Number of States expanded by 
Dijkstra’s algorithm or A* (MaxANS): For each run, 
compared to LU, obtain the additional number of states 
expanded by Dijkstra’s algorithm or A*, and the measure is 
the maximum among all runs;  

Minimum Additional Number of States expanded by 
Dijkstra’s algorithm or A* (MinANS): For each run, 
compared to LU, obtain the additional number of states 
expanded by Dijkstra’s algorithm or A*, and the measure is 
the minimum among all runs; 

Average Process Time (APT): the time required to return 
the solution for a query, in second; 

Maximum Additional Cost by Dijkstra’s algorithm or A* 
(MaxAC): For each run, compared to LU, obtain the 

additional time cost required by Dijkstra’s algorithm or A*, 
and the measure is the maximum among all runs;  

Minimum Additional Cost by Dijkstra’s algorithm or A* 
(MinAC): For each run, compared to LU, obtain the 
additional time cost required by Dijkstra’s algorithm or A*, 
and the measure is the maximum among all runs; 

Average Relative Number of States expanded (ARNS): 
the ratio of the number of states expanded by Dijkstra’s 
algorithm or A* over by LU; and 

Average Relative Process Time (ARPT): the ratio of the 
time processed by Dijkstra’s algorithm or A* over by LU. 

B. Results 

The results are provided in Table I through Table VI.  
Dijk represents Dijkstra’s algorithm. The minimum and 
maximum are highlighted in bold for ASD, MaxAC, MinAC, 
ARPT, MaxANS, MinANS, and ARNS. “-” represents a value 
is not available due to the high computation cost. 

It is observed that all ASDs obtained from LU are the 
same as from Dijkstra’s algorithm and from A*, which is 
direct evidence showing that LU retrieves optimal solutions 
with Euclidean distance as the basis to calculate its 
heuristics. 

TABLE I.  THE PERFORMANCE ON AVERAGE SHORTEST DISTANCE 

AND PROCESS TIME FOR DATA SET I 

N ASD 

APT ARPT 

LU A* Dijk A* Dijk 

3 49.5 12.1 13.1 
733.4 

1.1 60.6 

4 100.4 26.5 37.9 
1060.1 

1.4 40.0 

5 153.8 38.3 66.7 
1567.7 

1.7 41.2 

6 223.6 16.9 39.9 
1750.7 

2.4 103.5 

7 313.3 48.9 118.0 
1746.4 

2.4 35.7 

8 394.9 36.5 75.1 
2093.2 

2.1 57.3 

9 438.8 39.1 97.8 
- 

2.5 - 

10 640.9 45.6 171.4 
- 

3.8 - 

11 775.9 59.7 205.4 
- 

3.4 - 

12 931.8 73.0 264.7 
- 

3.6 - 

TABLE II.  THE PERFORMANCE ON EXPANDED STATES FOR DATA SET I 

N ASD 

ANSE ARNS 

LU A* Dijk A* Dijk 

3 49.5 9972 76348 
59372 

7.6 5.9 

4 100.4 14802 226009 
82399 

15.2 5.5 

5 153.8 20328 593254 
109821 

29.1 5.4 

6 223.6 19649 952359 
124700 

48.4 6.3 

7 313.3 31809 2544339 
133529 

79.9 4.2 

8 394.9 28206 2633455 
150217 

93.3 5.3 

9 438.8 25504 5893107 
- 

231.0 - 

10 640.9 43738 9211019 
- 

210.5 - 

11 775.9 51828 14425335 
- 

278.3 - 

12 931.8 57312 19725022 
- 

344.1 - 
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TABLE III.  THE PERFORMANCE ON AVERAGE SHORTEST DISTANCE 

AND PROCESS TIME FOR DATA SET II 

ED ASD 

APT 

MaxAC MinAC ARPT LU A* 

8 40.5 4.2 5.2 1.8 -0.1 1.2 

10 49.5 12.1 13.0 4.9 -1.2 1.1 

12 59.4 13.1 15.4 5.9 -0.3 1.2 

14 64.5 19.9 23.2 9.8 -0.5 1.2 

16 70.1 96.9 146.8 246.9 0.4 1.5 

18 83.3 110.9 139.8 119.6 -15.1 1.3 

TABLE IV.   THE PERFORMANCE ON EXPANDED STATES FOR DATA SET 

II 

ED 

ANSE 

MaxANS MinANS ARNS LU A* 

8 6587 51362 59519 31877 7.8 

10 9972 76348 126260 26931 7.7 

12 12438 97819 132983 52870 7.9 

14 14863 114118 143007 50346 7.7 

16 21728 206193 301551 43721 9.5 

18 24109 196415 294018 87167 8.1 

TABLE V.  THE PERFORMANCE ON AVERAGE SHORTEST DISTANCE 

AND PROCESS TIME FOR DATA SET III 

R ASD 

APT 

MaxAC MinAC ARPT LU A* 

0.5 49.5 12.1 13.0 4.9 -1.2 1.1 

0.6 50.5 14.2 17.7 10.2 0.7 1.3 

0.7 50.0 11.7 13.7 2.8 1.2 1.2 

0.8 50.1 11.7 14.8 4.8 2.2 1.3 

0.9 49.6 12.1 13.1 4.9 -1.2 1.1 

1.0 49.7 11.8 14.5 5.0 1.1 1.2 

TABLE VI.  THE PERFORMANCE ON EXPANDED STATES FOR DATA SET 

III 

R 

ANSE 

MaxANS MinANS ARNS LU A* 

0.5 9972 76348 126260 26931 7.7 

0.6 11736 96549 112879 48974 8.2 

0.7 11261 91033 99623 54530 8.1 

0.8 11174 91257 99623 54530 8.2 

0.9 9972 76348 126260 26931 7.7 

1.0 10950 89573 99623 54530 8.2 

 
Based on Table I through Table VI, the following 

conclusions can be drawn. 
Compared to A* and Dijkstra's algorithm, based on 

MinANS values in Table II, Table IV, and Table VI, it is 
clear that LU always expands the least number of states. This 
is because LU is more informed than Dijkstra’s algorithm 
and do not have to re-expand states, which occur when 

multiple sequentially-running A*s are used to retrieve all 
shortest pair-wise distances.  

In practice, for carpooling, both pickup locations and 
drop-off locations likely cluster to reduce trip cost, gasoline 
usage, and emission. Compared to of A*, According to the 
ARPT values in Table I, Table III, and Table V, on average 
LU is about 0.1 to 2.8 times faster than A*. Especially, based 
on ARPT in Table I, when N increases, LU is increasingly 
faster than A*.  According to ARPT in Table 1, it is clear 
that when the number of pickup and drop-off locations 
increase, Lu increasingly outperforms A* because more 
states are re-expanded by sequentially-running A*s. 

It is clear that when N is small, LU significantly 
outperforms Dijkstra’s algorithm in terms of computation 
efficiency. Based on Dijkstra’s ARPT values in Table I, LU 
can outperform Dijkstra’s algorithm by 2 magnitudes. 

Based on ARPT values in Table III, when ED increases, 
generally LU is increasingly faster than A*. 

Based on ARPT values in Table V, compared to of A*, 
the performance of LU does not have a clear relation to R.  

Based on MinAC values in Table III and Table V, in 
some rare cases, LU may still be less efficient than A*. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Within a location based social network, carpooling is 
becoming more and more preferable among workers both 
living and working near each other due to the continuous 
increase in gasoline price and air pollution, and is more 
desirable when working places are far away from homes. 
Consequently, it is highly desirable to obtain the optimal 
traversal order to pick up carpool participants and drop off 
them to retrieve the least-cost carpooling route. However, in 
a large network, it is desirable to first compute least-cost 
pair-wise distances among the pickup and drop-off locations 
to reduce the computation complexity to retrieve the optimal 
route for carpooling.  

In this paper, LU, a fundamental best first search 
algorithm and framework, is adopted to pre-compute all 
least-cost pairwise routes. In a carpooling scenario, both 
pickup locations and drop-off locations are likely to cluster 
to get most out of carpooling in terms of reductions in trip 
cost, emission, and gasoline usage. Accordingly, compared 
to the two existing prevalent algorithms, A* and Dijkstra’s 
algorithm, LU is more appropriate to compute all least-cost 
pairwise network distances. A set of experiments is 
performed, and the results demonstrate that LU expands the 
least number of states when compared to A* and Dijkstra’s 
algorithm, and 2) on average LU is much more efficient than 
A* and significantly faster than Dijkstra’s algorithm when 
the number of pickup and drop-off locations are not larger 
than 12. On average, LU is 0.1~2.8 times faster than A* and 
outperforms Dijkstra’s algorithm by 2 magnitudes.  

VI. FUTURE RESEARCH 

Even though LU significantly reduces overlapped states 
expanded by multiple sequentially-running A*s, LU may 
still be less efficient. One major reason is that unnecessary 
states having been used to search for the routes to the closed 
destinations but not helpful for searching the routes to the 
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remaining unclosed destinations are not removed timely in 
the current implementation of LU. Future research can be 
performed to reduce unnecessary states stored in the open list 
and the closed list whenever a destination is closed to 
expedite the search and update operations performed on both 
lists in LU, and thus to further improve the efficiency of LU. 
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Abstract - The trade of petrol derivatives such as natural gas 

and biofuel is an activity that demands supervision and 

monitoring. The ANP (Petrol, Natural Gas and Biofuel 

Brazilian Agency) is responsible for guaranteeing the quality of 

the products made by the petrol industry. Nevertheless, in 

order to be efficient, the ANP has established a partnership 

that authorizes the LAPQAP/ UFMA (Analysis and Research 

in Petrol Analytical Chemistry Laboratory/Federal University 

of Maranhão) to be its representative in the State of 

Maranhão. The proposal of this research is to present a 

prototype in order to automatize part of the fuel sample’s 

collection process in order to make the tasks simpler, which 

nowadays are executed by the lab’s analysts, who make that 

work by their experiences, increasing the number of 

supervised fuel stations aiming to diminish the irregularities on 

fuels traded in the State of Maranhão. Developed the prototype 

called S-Rota that is responsible for creating a circuit between 

the starting point UFMA and the fuel stations that approaches 

the concepts regarding the Ant Colony Optimization 

Algorithm (ACO). 

Keywords - Collection; Monitoring; Quality; Fuel; ANP; 

ACO. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The ANP is responsible for the execution of the national 
policy for the Petrol, Natural Gas and Biofuel Power Sector 
according to the Petrol Law (Law number 9.478 / 1997). To 
make these actions concrete, the ANP has developed a Fuel 
Quality’s Monitoring Program (PMQC) and established a 
representative in each state. 

The PMQC has as objective to systematically evaluate 
the quality of the fuel traded in Brazil (Gas, Diesel, Ethanol 
and B2 mix) mapping situations that are good enough 
according to its parameters so that supervising actions can be 
directed. The PMQC has 23 partner laboratories. 

In State of Maranhão, the Federal University of 
Maranhão with its Analysis and Research in Petrol 
Analytical Chemistry Laboratory (LAPQAP / UFMA) is 
responsible by the PMQC – ANP in monitoring the fuel’s 
quality in Maranhão State, as well as sending Brazilian 
Automobiles Liquid Fuels’ Quality monthly reports to ANP. 

Thus, the program developed by the ANP, the PMQC 
needs to be analyzed, identified and characterized in its main 
stages so that it can be contextualized to Maranhão’s 
scenery. Afterwards, it is observed the Fuel Sample’s 
Collection (CAC) and its relationship with the other stages 
executed by the LAPQAP. 

At the Fuel Sample’s Collection stage, the LAPQAP 
focus on evaluating the costs and time spent for the inspected 
fuel stations definition, routes creation and samples’ 
collection. These days, the elaboration of the definition of 
the fuel stations inspected and the route creation is 
handmade. This action puts all the responsibility on the 
collectors (driver and analyst). This stage is fundamental 
because it influences the conclusion of all the other stages of 
PMQC and is subject to human mistakes. 

The developed prototype elaborates the better route 
between the LAPQAP and the reseller fuel stations, having 
this approach based on the Ant Colony Optimization [1]. 

II. PMQC 

The PMQC concept is to ascertain the quality’s standard 
of the traded fuel on its extraction, refining, distribution and 
reselling stages to the national market [2]. PMQC’s main 
objectives are surveying the general indicators of the fuel’s 
quality traded in the country and the identification of non-
conformities focus, aiming to orientate and improve the 
Agency’s inspection area performance [2]. 

A. PMQC stages 

The three stages that compound PMQC are: 

 Fuel Samples’ Collection: The first stage is based on 
the accomplishment of raffles that indicates the 
stations that will be inspected and the fuel samples’ 
collection by the LAPQAP. 

 Samples’ Lab Analysis: The second stage is 
responsible for collecting the samples that are 
conforming the ANP regulation and analyze their 
quality. 

 Data Treatment and Information sending to ANP: 
This stage finds the result generated on the second 
stage to organize and insert them on the system of 
Fuel’s Quality Monitoring (MQC) to send them to 
ANP after all. 
 
 

B. Fuel Samples’ Collection Stage (CAC) 

This work objective is focused on this stage, aiming to 
automatize part of the collection process. In State of 
Maranhão, the existing fuel stations (can be called universe) 
is saved on the data base lab which represents the ANP in the 
State. 
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Besides that, aiming to make the logistics easier, the 
Maranhão State is divided in four regions by the LAPQAP 
called R1, R2, R3 and R4, as shown in Figure 1. This way, 
the laboratory has one week to collect the samples in each 
region. 

 
 

 

Figure 1.   Four Regions [1]. 

 
The first week of the month is destined to the region R1 

(Saint Louis city), so, the initial task is to make 10% (ten 
percent) of the fuel station in the group of towns of R1. The 
same thing happens in the others regions, even though needs 
to be kept the second week to R2, the third one to R3 and the 
forth one to R4 .  

The sampling in this work focus in the region 1, 
considering no have differences in generation routes among 
the regions.  

Then, when the fuel stations to be inspected are defined, 
the responsible collaborator will have the route between the 
starting point – UFMA and the fuel stations. 

The routes nowadays are done without the help of any 
tools and/or logistical techniques, only the collaborator’s 
empirical knowledge, even though the LAPQAP establish 
some criteria to prioritize some fuel stations above others. 

The main criteria are divided in: 

 Fuel’s Quality. 

 Documentation. 

 Distance. 

For the fuel’s quality criteria, the last sample of the three 
types of fuel: alcohol, gas and diesel. According to the result 
of each type of fuel, a level of priority is established. 

For the documentation criteria, the LAPQAP requires the 
inspected level to present the documentation required by the 
ANP. Then, the laboratory elaborates a list that discriminates 
and informs the situation of each document. 

For the distance criterion, the region to be inspected is 
verified and the shortest distance between the starting point 
and the fuel stations are is analyzed. In other words, the 
closest fuel stations to the starting point are prioritized. After 
this, the analyst evaluates the three criteria and defines the 
order of fuel stations to be inspected. It is important to 
mention that each criterion is applicable only to 10% (ten 
percent) of the make fuel stations. 

III. ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION 

The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [3] is based on real 
and solved problems by an ants’ colony.  This algorithm is a 
heuristic based on probability, created for solution of 
computational problems that involve search of ways in 
graphs. The ants’ colonies are distributed systems that 
despite the individual simplicity represented in an isolated 
manner, the system’s structure present a high leveled social 
organization [4].  

 
The main functions executed by an ants’ colony between 

the relationships among the ants include: building or 
increasing the nest, finding food, feeding the brood [5]. 

 
On the interactions between ants searching for food and 

building trails, a substance called pheromone is used. This 
substance influences the ants in the choice of innumerous 
routes, in other words, how much more the tax concentration 
of pheromone in a certain way, the biggest will be the 
chances for an ant to choose the same way [6]. 

 
The main characteristics are: 

 The ants’ population (agents) is an independent 
being moving around simultaneously without a 
central control. 

 The search for routes happens in a deterministic 
way. 

 The algorithm is cooperative, namely, each ant 
chooses a way based on the pheromone’s 
concentration deposited by other ants. 

The algorithm main idea is the indirect communication 
based on the pheromones routes between an agents’ colony 
called ants [7]. The mains mathematical formulations that 
compound the algorithm are described below. 

The equation (1) illustrates the mathematical formulation 
used on the work for the ants’ colony algorithm [8] for 
indicate a probability of ant   in this point i and choice point 
j: 
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On the equation (1), the variable α is a weighting of the 
pheromone        and β is the a weighting of the 

heuristic information        , where     
 
   
  is the 

visibility between the variables i and j.  
The equation (2) shows the formulation that defines the 

pheromone deposited on the route [8]: 

    
   

 

  
                                     

              

  

The variables that compound equation (2) are defined as 
follows: 

    is a project constant. 

    is the length of the circuit of the  -th ant. 
When an ant finishes the circuit in a          time and 

consists in a cycle of n interactions, the equation result is 
used to update the amount of substance deposited on the 
route, based on equation (3) [8]. 

    
            

         
  

On equation (3), the variable   represents the route’s 
persistence during the cycle        , in which the value 
      the trail evaporation between the field and the   and 
   . 

This way, the algorithm ACO searches for a feasible 
solution for the famous Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), 
it is a problem that belongs to the category NP-Hard from 
complexity exponential [4]. Traveler simulating an ants’ 
walk by a graph using the mathematical modeling for the 
concentration of pheromone in the graph [9]. However, the 
ACO algorithm does not guarantee the best way but a good 
solution with polynomial execution cost. 

 

IV. RELATED WORK 

The TSP is of importance since similar combinatorial 
optimization problems arise in industrial applications and 
can be formulated as TSP-like instances [10]. 

In the business scenario, Google invests in solutions to 
the TSP through the routes services available in the Google 
Maps API V3. By default, the routes service calculates a path 
which includes the reference points provided in the indicated 
order. Optionally, the routes service may optimize the path 
provided by rearranging the points of reference in a more 
effective order [11].  

However, the routes service offered free by Google Maps 
API V3, have some limitations in regard the amount of 
allowed points restricting to a total of eight points. 
Moreover, the API does not offers directly the insert of new 
criterions for the creation of the path. 

The application S-route uses the Google Maps API only 
in georeferencing services and applies the ACO approach for 
route optimization that allows the use of up to 60 tested 
points. Another S-Route differential, is presente in the 
possibility of developing routes based on criterions such as 
fuel quality and documentation.  

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The prototype s-Rota aims to automatize part of the fuel 
samples’ collection process of LAPQAP. So, the procedures 
executed by the LAPQAP are analyzed aiming to absorb and 
understand its main features.  

A. S-Rota modeling 

In order to make the visualization of the activities’ 
diagram from the Figure 2, the activities' diagram shown in 
Figure 2 has been used. This activities’ diagram is a 
generalization.  

 
Figure 2.   Activities’ Diagram. 

Figure 2 is a generalization, called, a general summary of 
the routes’ creation process by the prototype. The stage starts 
with the administrator enrolling the existing fuel stations and 
requiring the lottery or assortment in execution.  

Before that phase, the existence of stations in the data 
base is checked; if there are stations, the raffle is done and 
sent to the administrator. Then the routes definition process 
is started by the user. 

 
After the prototype search for the last raffle done and 

elaborates the route based on the distance called rota1, that 
is, at this moment the shorter a total route is, the better. After 
the router 1 is elaborated, the administrator asks for the 
elaboration of personalized route called router 2. The 
activities’ diagram finishes with the visualization of router 2 
by the administrator. 
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B. S-Rota Implementation 

The S-Rota prototype has been implemented with the 
composition of the following elements: 

 Web Server / S-Rota web application. 

 Maps API . 

 Data base manager system (SGBD). 
The web server is responsible for storing and make it 

available on the net the S-Rota application, specifically on 
the Internet. The software is accessed as any conventional 
website. The languages used for the prototype of the 
application making were PHP [12] and Java Script [13]. 

For the maps API, it has been searched an API of maps 
that offers services dynamically geo-referred and without 
costs concerning software’s license. An option to the 
approached criterion is Google Maps [11]. 

As the maps API uses Java Script, the applied searching 
algorithm has been developed in this language, to make the 
communication between the maps API and the prototype that 
uses data structure in XML format as well easier [14]. 
Besides the programming languages, the prototype stores the 
information recorded and generated by the application in a 
relational SGBD. 

To manage the objective of each element listed by the 
LAPQAP, the project has defined the following development 
stages: 

 Data maintenance. 

 Fuel Stations Selection. 

 Routes elaboration. 

C. Data Keeping 

This stage represents the data management inserted at the 
S-Rota. Such activities are related to the administrator 
profile. The main items in this process are: 

 Fuel station. 

 Collector. 

 Note. 
In the S-Rota prototype, the information regarding the 

item fuel station stores in the table called Fuel Station. These 
information work as feeding for the next stages of Fuel 
Stations selection and Routes elaboration.  

Besides that, the table Fuel Station is related to other 
tables such as the fuel’s quality (qualitycomb) and the table 
documentation (documentation). Through these relationships  
it is possible to associate the fuel station to the quality of 
each fuel traded and the documentation historical; such 
information are essential to the elaboration of the 
personalized route. 

The next item, called collector, represents the responsible 
for collecting the fuel samples. The data of each responsible 
collector are stored in a table called collector; such 
information contains personal data and the historical of each 
collector regarding the each collection done. 

In the last item (notes), the administrator inserts in the 
data bank any unexpected event in the collection process, in 
other word, in the table called reminder it is registered any 
unwanted event.  

D. Fuel Stations’ Selection 

At this stage, the prototype should select in a random and 
transparent way the reseller fuels stations that will be 
inspected by the LAPQAP. 

In this process, a class called SORTEIOCLASS has been 
projected with several functions, among them it is cited the 
function sorteio() (raffle). This function basically checks the 
data bank of the active fuel stations and then, the function 
array_rand [8], the fuel stations are organized randomly 
conforming the limited amount of fuel stations defined by 
the function countSorteio(). 

By the user watching, the administrator access the raffle 
screen and asks for the Fuel stations selection. Then, a file in 
XML format containing the information about the raffle fuel 
stations needed for the maps’ generation is generated. 

E. Routes Elaboration 

For the routes elaboration, it is necessary in advance to 
have a map with the fuel station selected. The Google Maps’ 
carry the API file having all the necessary information for 
the localization and identification of each fuel station and the 
starting point (UFMA). With these steps, the S-Rota is able 
to represent each item in the map generated by the API, 
finding them in the Maranhão State. 

 Figure 3 shows the elements geo-referred, such as: 
starting point and fuel stations present in the XML file. 

 

 

Figure 3.   Route’s elaboration. 

The API acts basically in the representation of 
geographical information and in the geo-referred data input 
for the search algorithm. 

The responsibility of evaluating the better way is given to 
the search algorithm. In this case, the algorithm optimization 
applied to solve the Travelling Salesman Problem had as a 
base the ant’s colony. 

In this context, the mathematical principles and the 
concepts regarding the ant’s colony have been implemented 
in Javascript aiming to interact with the Google Maps’ API. 
The number of ants (n Ants) and of interactions used by the 
algorithm has been 10 each [4]. 
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In the following pseudo-code, the main function of the 
implementation of the ants’ colony, the function ACO ( ) is 
represented. 

 

 

 

In the pseudo-code, the function generateRoutes(j) 
represents the generation of the route executed by the ants 
which do by choosing the best points to follow the city i to j 
constructing the route according to equation (1). The 
function update_of_pheromone() represents the update of the 
matrix of pheromone that is carried through to each 
interactions nInterations, in which if increases or decreases 

the variable     (nivel of pheromone between i and j 

according to equation (3). 
The following stage is the definition of the course of the 

personalized route. The process that establishes the new 
sequence of priorities between the fuel stations, analyzing 
the distance, fuel’s quality and documentation criterion, 
conforming cited previously. 

So, the new scoring of the fuel stations is obtained by an 
average of the three criteria, conforming the equation (4): 


                

         
 

In which the variables are: 

   is the scoring of the fuel stations based on the 
distance. 

    is the weight defined by the administrator for the 
distance. 

   is the scoring of the fuel station based on the fuel 
quality. 

    is the weight defined by the administrator for the 
fuel’s quality. 

    is the scoring of the fuel station based on the 
documentation. 

     is the weight defined by the administrator for the 
documentation.  

The variable scoring            may vary between the 
values from 0 to 100. For the scoring of  , in which the fuel 
station is irregular, in only one type of fuel, the scoring 

received is 33, for two types 66 and for three types 100. For 
the scoring of     , either is 0 for the irregular fuel station or 
100 for the regular fuel station. 

The weights are defined by the administrator through the 
prototype. Thus, the user may establish a priority order for 
each criterion according to the administrator needs. 

F. Results 

To get the prototype validation process started S-Rota, 
the LAPQAP provide real data referring to the collection 
done on October 22nd, 2007. The data extraction happened 
by the application G7ToWin version A.00.183. 

The application carries the data obtained by the GPS 
Garmin that furnishes the geo-referred coordinates of each 
collected fuel station. The fields used for the results 
comparison were Fuel Station, Latitude, Longitude and 
Date/Time of the Collection as per figure 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.    G7ToWin Data. 

 
By the field Date/Time of the Collection it is possible to 

determine the sequence of visited fuel station in the time by 
the LAPQAP, which allows the route done by the driver to 
be traced. For the visualization of this course it was used the 
Google Maps, as per figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5.  ANP Driver’s route 
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The course done in figure 5 resulted in a total way of 
85,49km. The elaboration of this route is done in an 
empirical way by the driver, not having a specific standard. 

For the elaboration of the course by the prototype S-Rota, 
the following premises gave been considered:  

 The variables      and     . 

 The same points of the last experiment as per figure 
4. 

Figure 6.   S-Rota’s route. 

The course elaborated by the prototype S-Rota resulted in 
a way of 77.48km. The difference between the figure 5 and 
the figure 6 is of 8.01 km.  

The prototype accomplished the operation faster which 
has brought an economy of approximately 9.37% comparing 
to what accomplished the driver elaborating the route 
handmade. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This research has presented a prototype that searches for 
the best way for the Fuel Samples’ Collection stage. As a 
complement of this prototype called S-Rota, an optimization 
algorithm based on the optimization approach of ants’ 
colony [7] has been developed, adapted to the language 
Javascript, applied to Google Maps’ API and integrated to 
the S-Route base. 

The prototype gathered with the optimization algorithm 
of ants’ colony aims to automatize part of the process of Fuel 
Samples’ Collection approaching concepts related to the 
UFMA’s Analysis and Research in Petrol Analytical 
Chemistry Laboratory needs. It also creates the fuel stations 
in a random way, selecting a percentage by the user of active 
and existing fuel stations in the data base. This way, any 
inappropriate tendency in the fuel stations selection is 
avoided. 

Despite the satisfactory and positive acquisition in this 
piece of work, some points still present limitations. As an 

example, the searching algorithm has not been tested in big 
fuel stations net yet and besides that does not evaluate the 
highways conditions and the traffic level. In these conditions, 
it is wished to improve the searching algorithm, in order to 
ascertain good results in big fuel stations nets. 

This paper applied the Classic ACO for prove this code 
with minimal conditions its can resolved with success the 
problems best way for the S- Rota Software. 
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Abstract—There are many indicators of sustainable 

development of towns defined by urban specialists, sociologists, 

economists, etc. The paper presents the first part of a project 

whose goal is to find indicators of harmonic development of 

towns based on analysis of forty years development of fifty 

Czech towns. The indicators are studied in land use spatial 

changes, demography and road traffic intensity changes. First 

ten towns were processed for the period between 1970 and 

2009 being mapped in general urban land use classes and 

related to the measured road density. City land use class areas 

were derived from combination of actual and historical city 

plans and remote sensing data using GIS tools. It was found 

that the traffic intensity within towns and to and from towns is 

more dependent on existence of close highways and by-pass 

roads unlike number of inhabitants, e.g. Political changes from 

the communist regime to the democratic one was also an 

important breakpoint in the city developments. Increase of the 

road traffic intensity and enlarging of residential areas are 

features proving the fact. The paper presents a methodology of 

spatial mapping of land use classes utilized for determination 

of town development. The town developments and their 

relation to road traffic is presented on maps and graphs. 
 

Keywords-GIS, remote sensing data, city plan, number of 

inhabitants, urban model,  land use, road traffic intensity, 

coincidence table, multicorrelational analysis 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The development of cities during last decades has faced 

us with a new situation. Most inhabitants in many European 

countries are concentrated in large towns. One fifth of the 

Czech Republic population is living in three largest towns – 

Prague, Brno and Ostrava. 

Present state of the balance among consumption level of 

society and quality of life is a matter of scientific papers, 

research [2], [3], [4], many projects [1], [7], and political and 

economical discussions in many countries. Life quality is 

directly related to a lot of environmental and socio-

economic conditions. These conditions determine a 

harmonic development which should be based on equivalent 

and adequate demands of the human society. To define 

―adequate‖ means to take into account both consumption, 

and quality of life. Both are closely connected to the road 

traffic and its intensity. 

The Department of Mapping and Cartography has been 

processing a project focused on a detailed evaluation of 

relations between the quality of life and present behavior of 

the human society. The project goal is to create a model 

allowing improving the present development status in urban 

areas  being less demanding to ensure their sustainable 

development. 

The project is a logical continuation of several projects 

performed by specialists from the Czech Technical 

University in Prague in the Czech Republic and the State 

Institute for Regional Planning who have collected and 

summarized large data volume of fifty towns (including 

three largest ones - Prague, Brno and Ostrava) on: 

1. Functional typology comprising five classes 

housing and infrastructure areas, industrial and 

agricultural  areas, areas of  transport, areas of 

recreation including sport and green vegetation 

land, and areas of other functions, 

2. Urban, agriculture, forest and water surface areas 

and other function areas from the Czech Office for 

Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre (COSMC) and 

Czech Statistical Office. The data are related to 

1970, 1980, 1990, 2000,  2003, 2005 and 2008, 

3. Basic components of the environment, 

4. Basic components of the social and economical 

development. 

The previous projects were focused on statistical data 

collected from the above mentioned sources and their 

processing. They did not comprise any spatial data and no 

spatial analyses were performed. Their city collection 

resulted in a large range of cities differing by size (from ten 

thousand to more than one million, by economic orientation 

(agricultural, industrial, university, touristic), by natural 

conditions (lowland surrounded by agricultural areas, 
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mountainous situated large forest areas), by geographic 

position in the republic – close/far to a frontier, etc. The city 

set is a good sample covering practically all Czech city 

types. 

       The processed project is focused on two new views – to 

select suitable indicators of the sustainable city development 

in the Czech Republic using also spatial characteristics 

together with already collected ones, and the role of the road 

transport intensity in the development. 

land use city maps 

Individual land use areas offer different conditions for 

living. The same land use classes in different areas and 

therefore all spatial units are characterized by a long list of 

attributes.  

The spatial town development of first nine towns was 

derived from city plans designed by local administration, 

from aerial photographs collected between 1950 and 2008, 

and satellite image data (Thematic Mapper, MSS data) 

covering period between 1970 and 2000. The system of 

determination of individual time level of land use maps was 

based on map vector data representing municipal maps and 

the remote sensing data. Their content allowed to verify 

whether the mapped units are reality or the project author´s 

proposal. The supervised classification (maximum 

likelihood – used very often for land use/cover classification 

by many remote sensing specialists - [7], [8], e.g.) made the 

verification easier and quicker. The latest land use map was 

the first processed level and further step headed back to the 

previous levels. The land use maps were controlled by the 

statistical data of the Czech Statistical Office and Czech 

Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre. Individual 

statuses for above mentioned years in urban land use 

functional classes – areas of housing, areas of facilities, 

industrialized areas, transport areas, recreational areas, 

green areas, and other areas. 

II. ROAD TRAFFIC DATA 

A large data base of the road network development has 
been created by the Road and Motorway Directorate. The 
data base comprises - among others - measurements of the 
road traffic intensity in many points of roads of various road 
classes since 60-ies (1968, 1973, 1980, 1990, 1995, 2000, 
2005, and 2010) of the 20

th
 century. The road traffic intensity 

is a number of vehicles. per 24 hours which passed through a 
determined point on a road in both directions. The 
measurements are collected in several thousands of selected 
locations in the Czech Republic and represent 24 hours´ 
period. It is an average of several 24 hours´ s data collection. 

The measurements are available in map forms where each 

location is marked together with total amount of passed 

vehicles (including motorcycles), and tables where the 

amount is enumerated in a more detailed way distinguishing 

heavy-duty vehicles, cars and motorcycles.  

III. SOCIO-ECONOMIC DATA 

A deep analysis of another large data volume which has 

been collected since the second half of the 20
th

 century will 

be performed in the proposed project. The data comprise 10-

year research of socio-economic data of environmental 

changes performed at the University of Economics in 

Prague, e.g. Each city is described by several hundreds of 

statistical data. The data were collected by many students of 

the University within their thesis. The processing of the data 

is not presented in this paper and is a matter of the further 

research.  

 

IV. CZECH TOWNS AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT 

The Czech Republic does not have a continuous political 

and urban development. The development was formed 

mainly by political decisions having a decisive role of the 

urban land use changes. After the Second World War the 

urban development was relatively uneven and can be 

characterized by three types of cities. One type of cities had 

only a relatively slow and continuous spatial evolution 

within their administrative boundaries. The second type are 

cities with growing administrative areas; however, this 

growth was artificial as a result of political decisions to join 

surrounding villages to a close city.  The third group of 

towns is similar to the second one; the only deference is in 

the further separation of one or more early joined villages. 

This development classification was firstly described and 

denoted by Vepřek [8]. He uses three new terms: core area 

for town size representing in most cases a status in 1970. It 

was a year when the process of joining villages to neighbor 

cities became an important phenomenon in administrative 

structure of the country. The joined areas are named 

associated areas by Vepřek in [8]. Urban parts in associated 

regions are called agglomerated ones. The parts which 

became independent villages later on, are called peripheral 

areas Vepřek in [8].  
This spatial development is archived in Cadastre books in 

the form of table records showing concerned cadastre 
districts.  The transfer of this information can show the 
spatial city development using the cadastre districts´ 
boundaries of an appropriate period. This transfer was 
performed also into city plans, whose processing intervals 
vary in individual towns. City size evolutions cannot be 
derived from remote sensing data. If a town belongs to the 
second or third group, there are large spatial changes. The 
largest parts of these changes are in prevailing part 
represented by agricultural areas.  The main difference 
between a core area and associated area are separated urban 
parts occurring in them. 

V. LAND USE CLASSES DETERMINATION 

Land use class definitions were created from land use 
classes applied by urban engineers in city plans which were 
processed in several-year periods. Their classes in different 
cities are not standardized even though their dissimilarities in 
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various cities are not important. However, their classification 
is too detailed for a general land use evaluation and was 
simplified to seven or nine land use classes in urbanized 
areas which were finally reclassified to five functional urban 
classes. These were the city plans which were the first 
information layer for urban land use maps processing.   

The first step of preparing urban land use classes is a 
reclassification of detailed legend classes. The final 
functional classes were residential, production, recreational, 
traffic and other areas. Each class is therefore formed by a 
higher number of city plan classes. The residential area is 
formed by mixed residential region, general residential and 
rural ones, and public areas. The reclassification means also 
including  local roads belonging to roads of low level in the 
state roads hierarchy into residential or  other surrounding 
areas. The reclassification is performed individually for each 
town according to its city plan classes.   

The advantage of this approach was the fact that the basic 
classification was performed by urban specialists, however,  
city plans comprise not only a real status, but also an urban 
plan. Therefore the next step was to verify the present city 
plans and the real state of towns as the plans comprise plans 
which may and really significantly differ from the real state 
especially in newly urbanized areas. This part of the 
processing was done by visual interpretation of the remote 
sensing data (aerial photographs) combined with a change 
registration/vectorization of the vector city plan and the 
result was a map of functional classes of the present state. 

The forty years development was divided into 
determination of previous phase maps of functional classes 
in 2000, 1990, 1980 and 1970. The process started in the 
latest period and ended in 1970. These maps were processed 
using remote sensing data. Two types of remote sensing data 
were used for the change detection allowing mapping of the  
given year. The latest map (2008) was a result of the present 
city plan processing by implementing corrections found in 
discrepancies between the plan and aerial orthophotographs. 
Satellite data - Thematic Mapper (TM) data - were utilized 
for determination of land cover changes. They were derived 
from a subtraction of original satellite image bands and 
normalized vegetation index in two different years (2008 
band minus 2000 band). Found changes were pixels with 
high positive or negative values. This approach yielded areas 
with different land cover, however, there was an additional 
task to determine and ―translate‖ a land cover change into a 
land use change. Each functional class comprises a wide 
range of the land cover classes in the aerial photographs 
spatial resolution; however, these detailed classes are not in 
prevailing part detectable on the Thematic Mapper data. The 
Thematic Mapper resolution does not allow determining 
urban functional classes – agriculture area spectral behavior 
can be similar to vegetated areas for some plants, etc. The 
areas with important changes (extreme positive and negative 
pixel values) were verified using the aerial photograph taking 
into account also their shape and texture. The oldest map 
showing the 1970 year was also visually controlled using 
aerial orthophotomosaic created from aerial 
orthophotographs collected in 50-ies in the last century.  

All functional classes were controlled by the statistical 
table data available at the Czech Office for Surveying, 
Mapping and Cadastre for  city administrative areas. The 
functional classes in individual years were used for further 
evaluation between road transport density, town 
development and investments into road network in the form 
of new by-pass, highways, etc. Following indicators showing 
the relation were: development of functional class areas, 
development of number of inhabitants, development of road 
transport density, and building of new decongesting roads. 

VI. RESULTS 

First nine cities processed in the first year of the project 
have brought very interesting results.  

Kladno is one of processed towns situated 30 km north 
west from Prague. The town consists both of a core, and 
associated parts. The city was an industrial city in the 
communist period of the republic. The industrial production 
has been extremely declining since 1990 and most 
inhabitants are employed in Prague at present. Figure 1 
shows spatial changes of four functional classes between 
1969 and 2009 mapped by the above mentioned method. The 
dashed line (Figure 1 a) determines the core area as an 
administrative city boundary at the end of the 70-ies in the 
20

th
 century. The solid line delineates the administrative city 

boundary since 80-ies of the previous century which has not 
changed. The red color patches are residential areas in 1969. 
The green patches are residential areas built between 1969 
and 2008. 

 
 

               
a)   

          
b) 

 

 

Development of residential areas 

Production areas in 1969 

Growth of production areas till 2009 

Administrative area in 1969 

Administrative area in 2009 

 

 

 

Development of production areas 

Residential areas in 1969 

Growth of residential areas till 2009 

Administrative area in 1969 

Administrative area in 2009 
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c) 

 
d) 

Figure 1a, b, c, d. Development of the Kladno functional classes 

for the 1969 – 2009 period 

 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Example of spatial development of Kladno during last 

40 years shown in administrative, core, associated, built-up and 

non-built-up areas 

 

 
 
Figure 3. Example of spatial development of Kladno  during last 

40 years shown in land use classes 

 

Development of production areas is shown on Figure 1b, 

facility areas on Figure 1c), and traffic areas on Figure 1d.  

Town development is further presented on two graphs – 

Figure 2 and Figure 3. Figure 2 shows administrative, core 

and associated areas with their built-up and non-built-up 

area. Figure 3 represents built-up core area. Looking at the 

statistical evaluation presented in Figure 3, we can see that it 

was the area of production whose growth was the steepest in 

the core part. Comparing residential parts development, we 

can find that it covers larger areas with a steeper increase of 

size than those of traffic ones within the core region during 

last 20 years. However, there is a new highway passing the 

town in 5 km distance enabling the town to be used in 

prevailing part as a terminal location for the road traffic and 

not as a passing through town location. The town has not 

yield larger areas for recreation, leisure time, sport, etc., 

during last 40 years (Figure 3). 

The administration area has not changed since 1982. The 

core area changed - unlike most towns - between 1982 and 

1989. The residential area and area of production cover a 

similar part of the built-up area, however, the growth of the 

production area is steeper. Non built-up areas are in a 

prevailing part the forested ones. The associated areas are in 

most cases formed by an agricultural and forest land, 

however, their  sizes declineafter the 1989 political change . 

The spatial changes are described in the coincidence table 

(Table 1). Each row shows the size of an individual class 

and its transformation between 1950 and 2008. Each column 

comprises original areas forming the present size of an 

individual class. Areas without changes are highlighted in 

diagonal cells of the table.Comparing of the last row  (Sum 

2008) and last column  (Sum 1950) allows to find encrease 

and decrease of class areas.  
 

The road traffic intensity was checked both on local and 

higher level class roads. Both road types express a growth, 

however, mutually uncomparable. The slope of the growth 

is lower after 1995 when a new pass-by highway was built 

(Figure 4a). This phenomenon is presented as an impact of 

the highway construction out of the city on traffic intensity 

of the individual functional land use classes on Figure 4b. 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Areas of facilities in 1969 

Growth of areas of facilities till 2009 

Administrative area in 1969 

Administrative area in 2009 

 

Development of facility areas 

 

Development of traffic areas 

 
Traffic areas in 1969 

Growth of traffic areas till 2009 

Administrative area in 1969 

Administrative area in 2009 
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TABLE 1.  THE COINCIDENCE TABLE SHOWS CHANGES BETWEEN 1950 AND 2008. RESIDENTIAL AREAS HAVE NOT CHANGED ON 207 HECTARES AND 25 

% OF RESIDENTIAL AREAS HAS TRANSFORMED TO THE  TRAFFIC, OTHER, PUBLIC, FACILITY, PRODUCTION, GREEN, AND AGRICULTURE AREAS (SEE THE 

RESIDENTIAL ROW). ON THE CONTRARY, THE PRESENT STATE ÓF THE RESIDENTIAL AREA IS NEWLY (AFTER 1950) FORMED BY TRAFFIC, OTHER, PUBLIC, 

GREEN, AGRICULTURE AREAS AND ENLARGED ON 130 % OF THE ORIGINAL SIZE (363 HA) (EXAMPLE OF THE CITY OF MĚLNÍK) 

 

 

Investments into highway and by-pass road 

constructions can be easily recognized from two graphs in 

Figure 5. Ten towns with the highest number of vehicles per 

24 hours entering and leavig each town were selected and 

compared to  number of their inhabitants. 

 
 

a) 

 
 

b) 

 
Figure 4. Sum of all measured segments on higher level roads used also 

for passing traffic and on local roads (a). Traffic intensity calculated as a 
ratio of all vehicles per 24 hours and size of functional areas (b) 

 

The important influence of by-pass roads can be found 

on Figure 5. The city of Mělník has a very low number and 

growth of inhabitants in last 40 years if compared to 

Ostrava, e.g.; however, numbers of measured vehicles 

leaving and coming to both cities are similar. Mělník does 

not have any by-pass road and is situated on the direction 

among Prague and other important Czech cities. Analyzing 

Kolín and Hradec Králové, their traffic intensity and number 

of inhabitants show analogue situations. 

 
a) 

 
b) 
 

Figure 5 a, b. Comparing of the traffic intensity (a) since 1968 to 2005 

and number of inhabitants (b) in similar periods (till 1991)  

Land Use  Classes 

Land Use  Classes 

Residential Traffic Forest Other Recreation Public Water Facility Production Green Agriculture Sum 1950 

residential 207,47 5,56 0,00 13,06 0,00 11,79 0,00 8,32 16,94 9,98 4,01 277,14 

traffic 6,24 34,55 0,95 0,34 0,16 9,40 0,00 0,21 1,83 2,86 8,16 64,97 

forest 0,00 0,13 58,72 0,00 0,41 0,13 0,00 0,00 0,00 3,35 0,05 63,25 

other 2,75 0,17 0,00 5,81 0,00 1,28 0,00 0,06 3,72 1,21 1,33 16,33 

recreation 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

public 9,79 9,76 0,19 2,91 0,03 24,55 0,00 1,09 4,40 10,02 11,18 73,92 

water 0,00 0,05 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,27 64,09 0,00 2,39 0,96 0,34 68,10 

facility 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

production 0,68 1,34 0,00 3,61 0,00 2,87 1,50 0,00 66,55 3,54 0,00 80,09 

green 14,09 5,47 0,00 6,94 1,63 10,40 0,00 3,27 8,66 123,28 14,66 188,88 

agriculture 122,17 25,98 0,88 48,32 17,80 57,45 0,01 16,04 102,99 176,20 1082,75 1659,68 

sum 2008 363,19 83,01 60,74 80,99 20,03 118,14 65,60 28,99 207,48 331,40 1122,48 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The project methodology is based on a 

multicorrelational processing using statistical (social, 

economical, geographical and natural) data of cities and 

spatial land use development and changes. There are more 

than six hundred economical, social and other statistical 

indicators whose mutual relation are prepared to be 

analyzed. The spatial development visualization can be 

usefully presented by coincidence table.  

Relations between town development and road traffic 

density showed interesting dependences. The traffic 

intensity changes cannot be generalized for a town as a unit. 

There are serious temporal changes within each town. These 

changes are caused by newly built commercial areas where 

this growth is incomparable to any other locations in the 

city, by new roads passing out of cities, e.g. The road traffic 

is also an important indicator of the economic inhabitant 

level – the traffic increase of personal and heavy- duty 

vehicles intensity on one side and decrease of motorcycle 

intensity and number of inhabitants on the other side since 

70-ies is a proof of the higher economical power of the city 

inhabitants which was found at all fifty analyzed cities.  

Results of any urban planning are always long lasting 

phenomena influencing the society. The spatial land use 

changes in 50 various cities will yield a rich source of data 

for the evaluation. The road traffic intensity is information 

on the air pollution, data on life expectancy are an issue 

concerning a social situation and health care, etc. The 

project results should offer a set of usable tools = indicators 

for urban planners and their further urban planning to 

achieve sustainable development of cities in the Czech 

Republic.  

The paper presents a very small analysis performed for 

functional classes and road traffic intensity. Spatial changes 

and their relation to the traffic evolution have already 

brought a great deal of information which will be processed 

in a form of one of indicators. The future research is focused 

on determining a list and sequence of indicators for the 

sustainable development of cities. 
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